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16. Abstract

This report reviews the engineerir.g behavior of pavement materials with
respect to highway and aircraft loadings and er.vironnental condLt~ ons . The mate-
rials covered are bituminous mixtures, portland cenent concrete , granular ratertals ,
chemically stabilized soils , and fine—grained soils. Basic properties of each are
disc~xssed .~~~~ssed . For bituminous mixtures , emphasis is placed on the characteristics of
permanent deformation , fatigue, and rheological pro~erties and the application to
pavement design of accumulative damage theory based on Miner ’s hypothesis. ~iscus—
sions are presented on the development of fatigue criteria from laboratory fatigue
tests and design curves. For portland cement concrete , concrete s~rer.gths deter-
mined by various tests are discussed. Test procedures for determining the modulus
of elasticity and Poisson ’s ratio are presented , together with discussion of factors
affecting these values. The fatigue property of concrete and its relationship t~
pavement design are discussed. For granular materials , the resilient and plast~~
properties are discussed . Constitut ive øtress—strain relations proposed by mar.:,
agencies are presented and compared. The relations consist of resi’.ient , plastic ,
shear, and dynamic stresses and strains. Because of the highly ncnltnear nature
granular materials, the validity of the sup erpoatt ion principle as ap~~ted to ~a~e—
ment des’gn is discussed. For soil stabilization , the mechanisms of stabilizattcn

L. are explained , whi ch include soil-cement , soil—li’ e , lime—fly ash, and lima~cener.t~
fly ash end bituminous materiaIT)~Factors influencing engineering properties ar.i
properties of stabilized soils with respect to strength , modulus , and fatigue are
discussed. For fine—grained subgrade soils , discussions also concentrate on the
resilient and plastic properties. Constitutive stress—strain relations are pre-
sented with respect to resilient , ststic , viecoelastic , plastic , dyn amic , and shear
properties. The modulus of subgrade reaction used in rigid pavements and the
nature of expansive soils in relation to rigid pavement design are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

In the design and construction of airport pavements, it is

important to understand the behavior of the various materials which

constitute the pavement structures. It is well known that most pavement

materials do not respond to traffic loadings in a linearly elastic manner

as defined by the linear theory of elasticity , the backbone of most cur—

rent design theories. To the contrary, laboratory tests and field

observations have shown that most pavement materials respond to loadings

in a nonlinear and inelastic manner. Material strength varies greatly

with such environmental conditions as temperature, frost conditions,

rainfall, and groundwater table variations , and also depends upon the

rate and type of loading (the latter involves the load magnitude and

the gear configuration of the aircraft). Pavements having the same

thicknesses of component layers and constructed from similar materials,

when subjected to same aircraft loadings , may perform quite differently

depending on locality and environmental conditions. The response of a

component layer to load and environment may also depend on the strength

characteristics of overlying and underlying layers.

Attempts have been made to formulate constitutive relations

of pavement materials for use in mechanistic models to predict pavement

response to loadings. Limited success has been achieved , but the stress—

strain relations formulated are generally accurate only for a limited
range of loadings and boundary conditions . Cumulative damage theory

based on Miner’s hypothesis has been used in recent years to compute

pavement damage from failure criteria derived from either laboratory

test data or existing design curves. However, this method has been

criticized because (a) laboratory testing conditions do not completely

• simulate field conditions , and (b) the stress—strain relations and

failure criteria determined vary with testing procedures, methods, and

other conditions.

In the new rational design procedure for airport pavements

developed for the Federal Aviation Administration ( FAA) ,  and the Off ice ,

1.].



Chi ef of Engineer s , U. S. Army (OCE),  mechanistic models are used to

compute critical stresses and strains in pavement structures, and

cuxnu].lative damage computer programs are prepared to predict damage

induced by mixed aircraft loadings with consideration given to lateral

distribution of different aircraft.

It is the purpose of this report to present current inf’or~~tion
on engineering behavior of pavement materials with respect to highway

and aircraft loadings and environmental conditions. The pavement

materials include (a) bituminous mixtures , (b) portland cement concrete ,

(c) granular material s, (d) chemically stabilized soils, and Ce) fine—

grained soils.

1.2
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CHAPTER 2: BITUMINOUS MIXTURES

2.1 INTRODUCTION

In the design of bituminous mixtures for highway and airport

pavements, it is important that a balance be obtained between a number

of desirable mix properties. Generally, this balance necessitates a

compromise in the selection of the final design bitumen content .

Finn1 listed seven pertinent mix properties which should be considered
in design , and these are condeused and discussed below .

2.1.1 STABILITY

Stability has been defined as the resistance of a mix to deforma-

tion under load . The deformation implied in this  definition is permanent
(or plastic) deformation resulting from (a) static or nearly static
load s at relat ively high temperatures , or ( b )  rutting associated with

many applicat ions of channelized t r a f f i c .  St ability is a function of
(a )  frictional resistance , bot h int erpart icle and intrapart icle (mass

viscosity ) ,  (b )  cohesion , and Cc )  inertia. Of these , f r ict ional

resistance is the major contributor (except that cohesion can predominate
at low temperatures) to resistance to deformation ; and , for the high
temperatures and slowly applied loads normally con sider ed , the con-
tribution of the interparticle fr ict ion to stability is predominant .
For these circumstances , t he aggregat e character ist ics , particularly
those aspects affecting particle interaction , exert a major influence.

Improper compaction, high bitumen content , or high percentage of fines

tend to reduce this friction and thus permi t plastic deformat ion t o
develop more readily.

2.1.2 DURABILITY

Durability of a paving mixture can be defined as i ts resistance

to weathering, including aging , and to the abrasive action of t r a f f i c .

Included in the effects of weathering are (a)  changes in the character-

istics of the bitumen due to such causes as volatilization , oxidation ,
polymerizat ion , separ at ion , and s~~’eresis , and (b) changes in the mixture

2.1
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due to the action of water and water vapor. To minimize the effects of

weathering, experience would indicate that a high bitumen content , a

dense aggregate gradation , and a well—compacted impervious mixture are

required.

Sufficient bitumen must also be incorporated in the mix to provide
tensile properties adequate to resist the tractive and abrasive forces of

t raff ic .  In addition , the durability characteristics of the aggregat e are

important in that the material must offer sufficient resistance to frac-
ture and degradat ion under the forces imposed by t raff i c  and during the

construction process.

2.1. 3 FLEXIBILITY

Flexibility is defined in this report only as the ability of the

mixture to conform to long—term variations in base and subgrade eleva-

tions ; i.e., long—term settlements resulting from consolidation of

underlying soft, compressible soils and differential compaction from

t raff ic  of the underlying components of the pavement structure.

2.1.14 FATIc~JE RESISTANCE

Bituminous pavements subjected to many repetitions of load may

exhibit cracking of the bituminous concrete surfacing due primarily to

the resilient deformations to which the material is subjected. Moreover ,

this cracking may be associated with little or no permanent (or irrecov-
erable) deformation of the pavement section. S~’nen this particular mix

property is examined , however, behavior of the entire pavement section
must be considered because the occurrence of fatigue cracking is not
only influenced by the characteristics of the bituminous mixture , but
also by the thickness and characteristics of the other component s of
the pavement section.

2.1.5 SKID RESISTANCE

Skid resistance is the ability of the surface of a bituminous

paving mixture to provide sufficient friction so that a vehicle will be

able to brake to a stop within a reasonable distance under a variety of
environmental conditions. High skid resistance is generally promoted by

2.2 



the same factors as high stability ; i . e . ,  comparatively low bitumen
content and aggregates with rough surface textures. Suitable aggregates ,

in addition to possessing rough textures, must also be resistant to the

polishing action of traffic. Aggregates most desirable from this

standpoint are those which have minerals of different wear character-

istics. Under the action of traffic , an aggregate of this type will

• continually have its rough surface texture renewed , thus providing the

sharp coarse—grained surface necessary to develop effective contact of

the tire and the pavement.
• Water on the pavement is the undesirable factor in skid resistance.

Recently , methods of porous friction surfacing and grooving have been

used to increase pavement friction . These are discussed in conjunction

with permeability in the next section.

2.1.6 PERMEABILITY

Permeability of a bituminous mixture can be simply def ined as

the ease with which air , water, and water vapor pass into or through

the mixture. For highway pavements , it appears that mixtures with a
high degree of imperviousness to air , wat er , and water vapor are
desirable to promote long—term durability and to allow surface water to

be transported to drainage facilities rather than to percolate through

the pavement to the underlying components. For these conditions , then,

the same factors which contribute to durability (i.e., high bitumen con-

tent , dense aggregate gradation , and “good” compaction) also insure

imperviousness.

In recent years, much research has been done to develop an effec-

tive means to combat the problems of hydroplaning, skidding, and poor

braking on wet pavement. For this purpose, porous friction surfaces
• . 2i~PFS sj have been found to be effective and economical. A PFS layer

has a thickness of 1/2 to 3/14 in. and consists of open—graded aggregate
providing lateral internal drainage of surface water.

2.1.7 FRACTURE STRENGTH

Fracture strength is considered to be the maximum strength which
a mixture exhibits when subjected to tensile forces. Fracture strength

2.3 
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is important when considering the application of heavy loads to pave-

ment s , particularly at low t emperat ures and when the underlying pavement

components are comparatively weak , such as in the spring of the year in

many parts of the United States. In addition , the fracture strength of

the mix is important when evaluating the possibility of cracking due

to volume changes, such as those which may result from temperature

changes, dislocations , and movement in the underlying components of

the pavement structure.
In the foregoing discussion of the seven pertinent mix properties,

certain variables recur. These are bitumen content , aggregate gradation,

and mix density (degree of compaction). To promote sufficient resistance

to deformation (stability) for a particular level of traffic, the bitumen

content must be kept comparatively low so that the frictional resistance

of the aggregate mass will be maintained at the level necessary to carry

the load . On the other hand , good durability characteristics in a mi x-

ture are promoted by a hi gh bitumen content , together with dense aggre-

gate gradation and good. compaction. To promote flexibility in the

mixture, a high bitumen content and a comparatively open (as opposed

to dense) gradation of aggregate are of essence. Higher bitumen content

and increased density are associated with longer service life of a
bituminous mixture. To insure imperviousness , the conditions of high

bitumen content , dense aggregate gradation, and good. compaction are

essential. High bitumen content , high percentage of fine material

(filler), and good compaction can also increase the fracture strength
of the mix. Table 2.1, which shows the influence of these variables on

a comparative basis , indicates that a bitumen content that attempts to

strike a balance between all of the desirable mix properties must be

selected. In addition , for the majority of the mix properties, dense

gradations appear desirable, and proper compaction in the field is

emphasized. In the following sections , these important mix variables

are discussed .

2.2 RHEOLOGICPIL CHARACTERISTICS

Rheolo~ r is the science of deformation and flow of matter.

The movements can be caused by forces or change of temperature.

2.14



The parameters which give a quantitative description of the kinematics

(i.e., the time—position motion relations) of deformation and flow are

strain, rate of strain , and force—time patterns. Because of the

thermoviscoelastic nature of bituminous materials, the most important

factors influencing stress—strain relationships are t emperature and rat e

or time of loading. For instance , resilient moduli of bituminous mate-

rials should be evaluated in the laboratory at different temperatures

and at di fferent rates of loading. Under constant temperature conditions ,

it has been found that the response of bituminous concrete to loads can

be described by the theory of viscoelasticity.

2.2.1 LABORATORY R1-[EOLOGICAL
TESTS

The types of tests which have been used by investigators to mea-

sure the time— and temperature—dependent responses of bituminous mixtures
3—5to loads have included the following:

a. Creep.

b. Stress relaxation.

c. Constant rate of strain.

d. Dynamic.

(1) Sinusoidal variation of stress or strain with time .

(2) Step function pulse loading where the duration of
pulse (usually load) corresponds to the velocity of
a vehicle (termed “repeated loading”) .

a. Repeated load testing.

These types of loading , together with measured responses , are shown

schematically in Figure 2.1. All these tests can be used on cohesive

soils. For unbound granular materials and stabilized soils (stabilized
with cement or lime), repeated load tests can be used to simulate actual

n~ ving traffic loads. In the following paragraphs, these tests are

described in detail.

2.2.1.1 Creep Tests. Creep tests have been performed on bitu-

minous mixtures in compression, tension , and flexure. A constant stress

is applied and strain is measured as a function of time (Figure 2 . la) .
Normally this test is conducted at a constant temperature. From the

2.5 
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creep test re~uJ.ts, a measure of stiffness , termed “compliance ,” can

be determined.

D (t )  = ~~
t) (2.1)

in which
2D (t )  = compliance , in. /lb or cm /kg

~(t )  = measured strain as a function of time

o = constant stress
0

A material exhibiting linear response will have a unique rela-
tionship between compliance and time which is independent of the magni-

tude of the applied stress .
Creep tests have been used extensively, primarily because of

their simplicity , to determine time—dependent properties of bituminous

mixtures. Kenis
6 of the Feder al Highway Administration ( FHWA) incorpo-

rated the creep compliance in the computer program VESYS II from which

pavement response could be computed. ShellT 9  has used creep tests on

bitu.minous materials to estimate the amount of rutting that would occur

in the bituminous layers of the pavement . (Details of the referenced

papers will be presented in Section 2.14 of this chapter, “Permanent

Deformation Characteristics.”)

2.2.1.2 Stress Relaxation Tests. In stress relaxation tests ,

a constant strain is applied and the resulting stress is measured as a

function of time (Figure 2.lb). From these results, the relaxation

modulus E ( t )  can be determined from

E(t) = (2.2)

in which

E(t) = relaxation modulus , psi or kg/cm2

a(t) = measured stress as a function of time

= constant strain

A material exhibiting linear behavior will have a unique relation-

ship of relaxation modulus versus time which is independent of the strain

2.6



level imposed on the specimen. Also, for a linear viscoelastic material,

the relaxation modulus can be obtained using numerical procedures from

the creep compliance.

For a vjscoelastic substance such as bituminous concrete, it is

known that the stress produced by the strain will relax at a finite

rate (not instantaneously). In other words, when a strain is suddenly

applied to a bituminous concrete specimen and held constant , the stress

induced in the speci men will decrease with time.

2.2.1.3 Constant Rate of Strain. A measure of stiffness can

also be determined from constant rate of strain tests (Figure 2.lc).

The relaxation modulus in this instance is computed from the slope of

the stress—strain curve at a particular rate of strain , or

E(t) = (2.3)

in which do/dc is the slope of the stress—strain curve at a particular

strain rate. By performing this type of test at different rates of

strain, the modulus can be obtained as a function of the time of

loading. If the material exhibits simple viscoelastic behavior, the

modulus determined from Equation 2.3 should be the same as that deter-

mined from Equation 2.2 as a function of time.

2.2.1.14 Dynamic Tests. The time—dependent response of a

viscoelastic substance can be determined through the application of

sinusoidal loading to a specimen (Figure 2.ld). If the material is

viscoelastic , the deformation resulting from the load will have the

same sinusoidal variation with time but will lag behind the stress by
a time represented by ~/w , where ~ is the phase angle (or phase

shift) between the stress and the resulting strain and w is the

frequency of loading. From the peak amplitudes of stress and strain ,

a complex modulus E* can be determined from

IE* I = 2. (2.14)

2.7 
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By measuring both the absolute value of the complex modulus and the
phase angle over a range in frequencies , viscoelastic response of the

bituminous concrete as a function of time is determined . Through

numerical procedures,5 it is possible to relate the complex modulus as

a function of frequency to the relaxation modulus as a function of

time .

2.2.1.5 Re~peated Load Tests. A repeated load test uses a pulse—

type loading as shown in Figure 2.le. This type of test has been utilized

by Seed and h~s co—workers to study the resilient properties of soils.

Various forms of this test can be used to measure the stiffness charac-

teristics of bituminous concrete at different times of loading .

The aforementioned tests are generally conducted in the laboratory

at a specific temperature. A given viscoelastic material ’ s behavi or has

to be measured at a number of different temperatures.

2.2.2 RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
OF BITU?€NS AND BITU-
MINOUS MImJRE$

In the past decade , considerable interest has developed in at-

tempts to determine the time of loading and temperature dependence of

the stress—strain characteristics of bitumens and bituminous mixtures

within a theoretical framework , One of the major objectives of this

type of endeavor is to provide rheological data to be used in analyses

for engineering applications where a bitumen or a bituminous mixture is

a major component of a structure , such as a multilayer highway or an

airport pavement .

Monismith , Alexander , and Secor3 listed some examples of pavement

behavior for which answers may be provided from this type of rheological

data:

a. Influence of velocity of movi ng vehicle loads and tempera-
tures on pavement surface deflections or on stresses and
strains within the bituminous layers.

b. Accumulation of small deformations under repeated traffic
loading leading to rutting of the bituminous layers.

c. Creep under long—time loadings .

d. Temperature—induced stresses and deformations.

2.8 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~
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A number of investigations have attempted to approach these

problems within the framework of viscoelastic theory, since through

this approach the above—noted factors of time and temperature can be

considered . The principles of viscoelasticity have been successfully

used to explain the mechanical behavior of high polymers (rubbers), and

much basic information has been developed in this area.

2.2.2.1 Stiffness According to Van der Poel. To describe the

rheology of bitu.mens, Van der Poe1
lO
~
ll introduced the concept of a

stiffness modulus. In an elastic body , the strain occurs instantaneously

when a stress is applied , whereas the movements in bitumens are delayed

and proceed at a rate which depends on temperature. The stiffness

modulus of bitumen is defined as the ratio between stress and strain:

= 
(
~
)
~,T 

(2.5)

in which

S = stiffness , psi or kg/cm
2

t = time of loading

T temperature

o = axial stress

= axial strain

For very short times of loading or at low temperatures, the behavior of

bituminous concrete is almost elastic in the classical sense , and the

stiffness S is analogous to an elastic modulus E . At longer times

of loading or higher temperatures , the stiffness is defined by the rela—

• tionship between the applied stress and the resulting strain , with regard

to time and temperature .

From both creep and dynamic tests , Van der Poel developed data

indicating that the stiffness of a mixture is dependent on the stiffness

of the bitumen and the vOlume concentration C
~ 

of the aggregate* for

mixtures that contain dense—graded aggregates and bitumens and are well

* The volume concentration is defined as: Cv = volume of compacted
aggregate (volume of aggregate + volume of bitumen).
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compacted (approximately 3 to 5 percent air voids). Thus, with a knowl-

edge of the penetration and softening point (ring—an d—ball method) of the

bitumen as it exists in the mixture* and the volume concentration of the

aggregat e , an est imate of the s t i ffness of bituminous concrete can be

determined from Figures 2.2 and 2.3.

Figure 2.2 permits determination of the stiffness of the bitumen

for a particular rate of loading and temperature from the penetration

ring—and—ball softening point of the recovered bitumen . With the stiff-

ness of the bitumen known , the s t i f fness  of the mixture can be determined
from Figure 2.3 using the volume concentration of the aggregate.

More recently, Heukelom and Klomp12 
have examined Van der Poel ’s

method in more detail and have suggested that Figure 2. 14 gives a rea-
sonable estimate of the stiffness of bituminous concrete provided the

stiffness of the bitumen is determined from Figure 2.5,** a modification
of Van der Poel’s nomograph (Figure 2.2). Figure 2.14 is based on

~bit 
= ~ [(~)(~ 

c

)]}

m 

(2.6)

in which

5mix stiffness of the bituminous mixture , kg/ cm2

Sb.t = stiffness of ~he bitumen, kg/cm (determined from
‘ Figure 2.5)

14oo,ooon O . 83 log s
The terms are applicable t~~we1l—compacted mixtures with about 3 percent

air voids and C values ranging from 0.7 to 0.9.

* This can be ascertained by extracting and recovering the bitumen
from the mixture.

** Figure 2.5 is a modification of Figure 2.2 in that the stiffness is
determined directly in kilograms per square centimetre rather than
in newtons per square metre; in addition , the lines for negative
penetration indices in Figure 2.5 are in a different location than
those in Figure 2.2.

2.10
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Many researchers have presented data to compare stiffnesses of

bituminous mixtures determined from laboratory tests and those estimated

from the nomograph can be found in Chapter 2 of Finn.1 It appears that

this approach may be an expedient and accurate method for determining

stiffness, provided the mixtures under consideration f all within the
range for which the nomograph was developed (i.e., well—compacted ,

dense—graded , surface course mixtures).

2.2.2.2 Rheolqgical Properties of Bitumen. According to

Heukelom ,
13 deformation of bitumen can be divided into three parts:

elastic strain, viscous strain, and delayed elastic strain. These are
explained in the following paragraphs.

Asphaltic bitumens are basically built up from hydrocarbon mole-

cules. When a bitumen is loaded, all the hydrocarbon molecules show

instantaneous deformations , the bulk effect of which can be described

with a modulus of elasticity E • The value of E is practically

independent of time and temperature in the range to be considered . Under

an external stress o , all bitumens show an elastic strain

C = (2.7)

throughout the bitumen structure.

The colloidal structure of asphaltic bitumens leads to the assump-

tion of a liquid phase of free molecules in which molecule agglomerates
are dispersed. Forces applied to a bitumen are transmitted through the

liquid phase to the molecule agglomerates so that, statistically speaking ,

the stresses in the two phases become approximately equal to the external

stress a

At a constant external stress, the liquid phase having a bulk

viscosity n will develop a viscous strain

at
C 2.
v 3n

which depends on the loading time t and on the temperature, since the

viscosity is a function of temperature n(T)

2.1].
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The molecule agglomerates show delayed elastic strains Cd
which start in the viscous way but gradually reach elastic equilibrium.

The time required to reach equilibrium is expressed as the retardation

time. The retardation times of the molecule agglomerates are distributed

over a wide range. Hence , the delayed elastic deformation cannot be

computed a priori. If the bulk effect is expressed in a modulus of

delayed elasticity D(t,T) the delayed elastic strain amounts to

Cd = D 
(2.9)

As a first approximation , the three characteristic strains can be

considered to occur independent of each other. In this case , the total

strain equals the sum of these three ; thus ,

c c  + c  + c  (2.10)e v d

If this value of c is submitted in Equation 2.5, the stiffness modulus

can be split up in accordance with the characteristic deformations,

yielding

(2 11)
S E 3n D

This equation expresses the viscoelasticity of bitumens. At

t % 0 , the term with E predominates and the behavior is nearly elas-

tic. At t ~ , the term with n is the largest and the behavior is

viscous. At moderate loading rates (the magnitude of which depends on

temperature), the delayed elastic effects exert their influence upon the

transition from elastic to viscous behavior. When the retardation times

are distributed over a wider range, the transition range is accordingly

wider. Figure 2.6 shows a simplified diagram illustrating the dependence

on time of loading of stiffness of bituminous material for a particular

temperature .

A number of researchers, in addition to Van der Poel, have been
concerned with establishing the rheological characteristics of bitumens.

2.12 
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Monismith and Secor
14 

gave a summary of these investigations, and they

are presented in the following paragraphs.

A number of investigations have demonstrated the viscoelastic
nature of bitumens for small deformations )~~~

2
~ In general, these mate-

rials display elastic , retarded elastic , and viscous behavior under load.

Saal
l14
~
l5 has suggested that the mechanical behavior of bituinens can be

broken down into t hree general classes, all of which can be approximated

by Burger ’s model or some modification thereof:

a. Sol—type bitumens. Burger’s model with G1 and
approaching infinity.

I. Elastic—sol type bitumens. Behavior represented by Burger ’s
model with all four elements.

c. Gel— type bitumens. Burger ’ s model with n1 approaching
infinity since this type of material shows no permanent
deformation .

While these simpl i f i ed models approx imate the rheologi c behavior of the

three classes of bitumen , Saal1 ,15 has emphasized that really satis-

factory representation requires that the model be composed of a number

of Voight elements in series with a Maxwell element (a more general form

of Burger ’s model).

Brown and Sparks
l6
~
17 have indicated that four Voight elements

in series with a Maxwell element satisfactorily represent the behavior

of hard bitumens in creep. They further indicate that four Maxwell

element s in parallel with a simple Voight element satisfactorily repre-
sent results of tests on the same bitumens in stress relaxation .
Actually both models are equivalent. However , the first lends itself

to the evaluation of creep behavior , and the second to stress relaxation.

Several researchers
18
~
19
~
22
~
214 

have used vibratory tests to assess

the viscoelastic response of bitumens over a range in frequencies of load

application . By applying sinusoidally varying stresses or deformation ,

they have developed complex representations termed complex moduli or

complex compliances for a variety of bitumens. In general , their results

for viscoelastic materials are stated in terms of a storage modulus
(based on the component of strain in phase with the stress) and a loss

modulus (based on the component of strain 90 deg out of phase with the

2.13
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stress). The complex modulus is equal t o the vector sum of these two

moduli. It has been shown that the complex modulus can be related to

Burger ’s model. Rather than use this method and thus develop the E’s

and the n ’s for the simple model, all of the above—mentioned

investigators have left the complex modulus in general terms.

These investigators have also considered the effects of tempera—

ture and have demonstrated by means of the method of reduced variables25

that all of the relaxation mechanisms for a given bitumen (even though

a generalized model is used) apparently have the same temperature de-

pendence , a point that may be useful when considering the effect of

thermal stress.
Kuhn and Rigden ,18 based on studies using a vibrating reed ,

have developed complex moduli for a variety of bitumens and have

demonstrated the change in rheological behavior of one bitumen after

5 years in service in a pavement.

The studies cited above serve to establish that bitumens can be

treated as viscoelastic materials, at least for small deformations.

In addition , the available information would seem to indicate the use—

fulness of time—temperature superpositions with regard to these

characteristics.

2.2.2.3 Rheological Properties of Bituminous Mixture. The fol-

lowing material was extracted from Wood and GoetZ:
26

In addition to the work of Van der Poel in the use of the

nomograph relating stiffness of the bitumen to that of the mixture,

Nijboer 27 and Saal
2B have made use of this work in studying the behavior

of bituminous concrete in pavement structures.

Mack29’3° and Wood and Goetz26 have presented data for sheet

bitumen mixtures subjected to creep loading in compression . Mack states

that in creep these materials exhibit :

a. An instantaneous elastic strain which is independent of time .

I. A retarded elastic strain which is a function of t ime .
c. A plastic deformation whose rate decreases with time.

Wood and Goetz obtained the same type of data for creep loading , and , in
addition , they found that for unloading the mixture under investigation

2.114
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exhibited instantaneous recovery, retarded recovery , and~perinanent

deformation . By using Burger’s model, they found that C
1 

and Ti
1

obeyed the laws of linear viscoelasticity for limited stresses and

small deformations.
31,32Secor and Monismith have presented data from triaxial

compression te. ts in creep, in stress relaxation, under a constant rate

of strain , and under repeated load for one bituminous concrete. They
18found that the four—element model suggested by Kuhn and Rigden was

capable of providing reasonable agreement between theory and test data

over the entire range of loading conditions considered . The four—element

model is similar to the three—element model , except that a dashpot is

added in series with the three—element model.

Pister and Monismith33 have shown that constant rate of strain
triaxial test data (for small deformations) can be closely reproduced

by a generalized Maxwell model. From tests on mixtures using two dif—

ferènt bitumens , they showed that the method of reduced variables is

adequate to develop a single generalized stress-strain curve for each

mixture and that the t emperature dependence of the viscoelastic prop-

erties of the mixture is dependent on the bitumen.

Hubrecht,3 using the sonic technique, has evaluated the real

part (or storage modulus) of the complex modulus for a number of d.if—

ferent bituminous mixtures . He found that the storage modulus is: (a)
inversely related to void content , (b) little affected by the gradation

of the fine aggregat e for sheet bitumen , ( c )  affected by the charac—

teristics of both the coarse and the fine aggregate for bituminous

concrete, (d) affected by the rheologic characteristics of the bitumen

at a given temperature, and (e) reduced with an increase in temperature,

though such a reduction is also influenced by the type of bitumen .

Hubrecht ’s studies were limited , however, to very short loading times

and to temperatures less than 770 F.

As wi th bitumen , the dat a available on bituminous mixtures

suggest that viscoelastic analysis may be applicable for small deforma-
tions. Moreover , the data also indicate that the temperature dependence
of this behavior may be directly related to that of the bitumen.
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1The following material was extracted from Finn.
5, 35 . . 36

Secor and Monismith and Monismith et al., from creep and

relaxation tests in tension , compression , and flexure, have shown that

a satisfactory measure of stiffness , accurate at least to the level

required by engineering applications , can be obtained by considering

bituminous concrete to be a linear viscoelastic material which is

thermorheologically simple. Data illustrating this behavior are pre-

sented in Figures 2.7-7.10. A material exhibiting thermorheologically

simple behavior is illustrated in Figure 2.11, in which the position of

the modulus curve, but not its shape , is altered on the time scale due

to temperature change . For this material , a reference temperature may

be chosen and a reduced t ime defined so that the modulus curves in

Figure 2.11 for the various temperatures superimpose when plotted

versus the reduced time .

Figure 2.7 shows creep compliance data for bituminous concrete in

tension . These data were shifted horizontally to obtain the extended

time curve of compliance versus reduced time shown in Figure 2.8. The

reduced time is obtained by dividing the real time by a term called the

shift factor AT , which is defined as

(2.12)

in which

tT = time required to observe a phenomenon (such as creep
compl iance in Figure 2.7) at temperature T

t = time required to observe the same phenomenon at the
referenced temperature

In these figures , it should also be noted that at low temperatures

and/or short loading times this material approaches essentially elastic

behavior with a compl iance of the order of 2 to 3 x l0~ sq in./lb and6 .a corresponding modalus of the order of 14 x 10 psi .

Figure 2.9 shows creep compliance data obtained from compression

tests for the same mixture. These dat a have been converted by a numerical

procedure5 to develop the relaxation modulus and are compared with the
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relaxation modulus determined directly from stress relaxation tests in

Figure 2.10; the computations are based on the assumption of linear

viscoelastic behavior . Although there exi st some discrepancies at

short loading times , the comparison appears to be reasonable.

Studies of the applicability of linear viscoelas t ic i ty  and

therinorheolo~ r to bituminous mixture behavior have been conducted by

Papazian37 and Pagen and. -Ku3 using sinusoidal loading and creep tests.

Figure 2.12 shows typical data obtained in their  i nvestigations for the
relationships between frequency and both the complex modulus and the

phase shift for a bituminous mixture. It should be noted that there is

a large range in the modulus value , in th is  case E* , as a function of

frequency (or t ime) .

The applicability of the time—temperature superposition principle

(related to the thermorheologically simple behavior) to bituminous mixture

behavior has also been demonstrated by Pagen and Ku.3 Cr eep moduli
(the inverse of the creep compliance) were determined and plotted as

a function of time of loading and temperature . These curves were then

shifted to produce the composite curve at a reference temperature for

an extended time range.

For many of the reported data on viscoelastic response of paving

mixtures, behavior is defined in terms of a single load application .

Pagen and Ku 3 have demonstrated that , if the response is measured after

a number of load applications (mechanical conditioning), the material

behavior will tend to be more reproducible , and linear viscoelastic

theory may be more appropriately used to define the behavior of the

bituminous mixture. Results of 5 cycles of creep loading illustrating

this point are shown in Figure 2.13. From a field performance stand-

point , because highway pavement is subjected to many repetitions of

loads , this mechanical conditioning should probably be a part of a

testing program.

The influence of mix variables on creep behavior has also been
reported by Pagen and Ku.~

8 
In this investigation , the effects of bitumen

type (temperature susceptibility characteristics), aggregate gradation ,
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and aggregate type have been studied . Aggregate gradation appears to
have more of an influence than aggregate type (with all mixes at the

same bitumen content), particularly at longer times, and the tempera-

ture susceptibility characteristics of the bitumen may have an influence

at the longer times of loading.
39 . .Krokosky, Tons, and Andrews have indicated that bituminous

concrete exhibits nonlinear and nonviscoelastic behavior in compression,

the degree of which is dependent on the magnitude of the deformation ,

particularly that associated with the aggregate. In stress relaxation,

the aggregate movement appears to be the least , whereas in constant

rate of strain it appears to be the greatest. Thus, the deviation

from linear behavior is least in stress relaxation , more so in creep ,

and the greatest under a constant rate of strain.

These investigators have also examined the applicability of time—

temperature superposition . Depending on the type of test , it was found

that the shift factor AT varies with the temperature. Davis , Krokosky,

and Tons have indicated that the type of mineral filler influences the

response of bituminous mixtures at different temperatures. Although the

shift factors for a mix containing limestone filler appear to give the

same temperature dependence as predicted by viscosity data for the bitu-

men, the response to temperature is influenced by the presence of

asbestos.

Krokosky and Chen 1 have presented data indicating that the shift

factor is not too dependent on bitumen content , at least within a range
of bitumen contents and temperatures that would be considered for field

application.

In general, these investigators
39_14l 

indicate that time—

temperature superposition is valid for bituminous mixtures, at least
to an engineering approximation .

Table 2.2 summarizes the various methods used to measure the
rheologic characteristics of bituminous mixtures. Finn1 concluded that

the stiffness of bitumi nous concrete is dependent both on t ime of loading
and on temperature and can vary by a factor of about l0~ over the range
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of times and temperatures that will be expected in its application in

service; i.e., from about 14 x 10 psi to l0~ psi.

2.2.3 STIFFNESS VALUES OF
BITU MINOUS MIXTURES FOR
DESIGN PURPOSES

In previous sections, test methods to determine the rheological

properties of bituminous mixtures have been described . In general, the

stiffness of bituminous concrete is dependent on both time of loading and

temperature ; however , determination of stiffness is both costly and time—

consuming . For design purposes, many agencies have developed sets of

curves and equations to determine the stiffnesses of certain mixes of

bituminous concrete for certain t emperature ranges. The work of two of

the leading agencies is described below.

2.2.3.1 Shell Procedure. Based on the nomograph developed by

Van der Poella presented in Figure 2.2, Shell researchers~
2 prepared a

curve relating the elastic modul i and t emperature for normal highway

loadings and conditions , as shown in Figure 2.114. For airport design

purpose, the modulus values will have to be adjusted according to the

thickness of the asphalt concrete. Generally, the higher the modulus

the thicker the asphalt concrete.

From extensive field studies , it was found that the most critical

condition for bituminous concrete occurs in the spring when the subgrade

normally contains excessive moisture and provides the least amount of

support and the bituminous layer is relatively cold and cannot withstand

large strains repeatedly. The surface temperature under this condition

ranges from 50 to 600 F and the corresponding modulus of elasticity

for bituminous concrete is approximately 900,000 psi. When determining
the pavement requirements to prevent excessive strain in the subgrade,

the stiffness in the bituminous layer should be evaluated at the highest
temperature expected in the field; i.e., when it contributes the least

amount of resistance to deformation . In the design procedure developed

by Shell , an air temperature of 950 F was selected as being representa—
tive of the average high expected in a large portion of the world . The

stiffness of the layer was found to be associated with the temperature
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at one—third the depth of the layer. Since the temperature gradient

in bituminous concrete varies from top to bottom, the effective stiff-

ness increases as the layer thickness increases. Figure 2.15 gives a

relationship between modulus of elasticity and layer thickness for an

air temperature of 950 F. For design purposes , the moduli range from

150,000 to 200,000 psi. In the selection of these moduli for design ,

the bituminous layer must be a reasonably proportioned , dense—graded

mixture that has been properly densified . These moduli cannot be con-

sidered valid for lean sand bituminous mixes or aggregate mixes con-

taining cutbacks or emulsions.

2 .2 .3 .2  Asphalt Institute. An extensive dynamic testing program

was carried out at The Asphalt Institute to determine the complex

modulus E*I of bituminous bases and surfacings . The tests were

conducted in the unconfined stat e at sinusoidal loading frequencies
of 1, 14 , and 16 Hz and at temperatures of 14o°, 70°, and 1000 F. The

moduli are presented in Figures 2.16 and 2.17. Hence , for any speed

and temperature of test track operations , a dynamic modulus could be

predicted from the laboratory tests .
In the development of a design manual for full-depth bituminous

airfield pavement s , Wi tczak used a relationship between the dynamic
modulus E and t emperature t which was input into a computer program
to compute the response of the pavement. The relationship has the form

K
E = (2.13)

K1t
1

where K , K , and d are regression c,nstants and , as chosen by

Witczak , are equal to 3.8 x 10 , 1.00146 , and 1.145, respectively . Equa-

tion 2.13 is based on a regression analysis of numerous laboratory

dynamic modulus test results and is applicable to dense—graded bituminous
concrete mixes. The rate of loading applicable for the equation is 2 Hz

which is typical of a dual—tandem gear traveling at a taxiing speed of

approximately 10 to 20 mph .
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2.3 FATIGUE OF BITUMINOUS MIXES

The term fatigue implies a mode of distress in a brtuminous con-

cret e pavement resulting from repeated application of traffic—induced

strains. Failure of bituminous concrete surfacing resulting from re-

peated bending (fatigue) was early recognized by Hveem of the California

Highway Department. In 1955, Hveem presented definitive data relating

pavement deflection and performance. On the basis of deflection measure-

ments , he was able to suggest maximum or limiting deflections for the

satisfactory performance of bituminous pavements. In this investigation ,

performance was based on the amount of cracking present ; therefore, it

can be assumed that the limiting deflection was selected to minimize

surface cracking. The limiting deflections suggested by Hveem are given

in Table 2.3. Although no definite number of load repetitions or service

life was associated with these deflection values, it was implied that if

deflections did not exceed these values during a reasonable service life,

unlimited numbers of repetitions could be applied without flexural

(fatigue) cracking .

Since 1955, highway engineering research literature has been

replete with reports relating pavement deflection to pavement performance.

For the most part, these investigations have established that bituminous

pavements are subject to a loss of serviceability resulting from the

cumulative effect of tensile stresses less than the ultimate tensile

strength of the surfacing . Effort has been made to define the properties

of bituminous surfacing which influence fatigue life , and some effort

has been made in the laboratory to measure the effect of repetitive

loadings on bituminous concrete specimens .

2.3.1 DEFINITIONS

Fatigue is the “phenomenon of fracture under repeated or fluc-

tuating stress having a maximum value less than the tensile strength

of the material .”

Fatigue failure is often loosely considered to be the point at

which the material or specimen is unable to continue to perform in a
satisfactory manner. The failure or end point of a fatigue test has
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been defined by investigators in many ways . For example , it may be

taken as the point corresponding to complete fracture of the test

specimen ; the point at which a crack is first observed or detected;

or the point at which the stiffness or some other property of the speci-

men has been reduced by a specific amount from its initial value.

Service life N is the cumulative number of load repetitions

necessary to cause failure in the test specimen. In general , t he service

life as defined here has often been called the fatigue life, but it should
be noted that it is a function of the manner in which failure is defined.

Fracture life Nf is the accumulat ed number of load repetitions

necessary to completely fracture a specimen. When the failure point is

complet e fracture , then the service and fracture lives are identical.

Simple loading occurs when specimens are subj ected to a series of
unilevel stress or strain tests , and the corresponding repetitions to

failure are obtained. The level of stress or strain is usually selected

to be representative of that to be encountered or anticipated in a pave-

ment structure.

Compound loading refers to a fatigue test performed with several

levels of load . Deacon 6 discusses three compound loading test

procedures:

a. Sequence loading. Applying different loads (usually, but
not necessarily, two loads) in increasing or decreasing
sequence; e.g. , decreasing sequence would always start
with the highest stress followed in order by the lower
stresses .

b. Repeated block loading. A defined sequence of block loadings
applied repeatedly until failure occurs.

e. Pseudorandom loading. A st ipulated set of individual
loadings randomly applied according to a predetermined
prob ability for each load .

2.3.2 TYPE OF FATIGUE T~~T

In the laboratory, fatigue behavior of materials such as bituminous

concrete has been determined in a number of ways . Two of the most common

are controlled load or stress and controlled deflection or strain . For
tests of the controlled load or stress type , the repeatedly applied load
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(stress) is maintained at a fixed maximum during each test . Relation-

ships between st ress and repetitions to failure and between strain and

repetitions to failure as determined by controlled stress tests are shown

in Figure 2.l8a. It should be noted that strain (deformation) increases

in this type of’ test until failure occurs ; i.e., until the service or

fracture life is reached .

For tests of the controlled strain (deformation) type, the

repeated strain induced is maintained at a fixed maximum until the

service or fracture life is reached. Inasmuch as damage is usually

progressive in some continuous manner , the stress (load) will decrease

with increasing load repetitions because the stiffness of the specimen

will be decreased. Figure 2.l8c shows the idealized behavior in this

type of test .

In the controlled stress test the deformation increases from its

initial value, whereas in the controlled strain test the stress is de-

creasing. Thus, the product of stress and strain increases in the con-

trolled stress test and decreases in the controlled strain test . Because

this product represents work , it can be seen that work (or energy) is

expended more rapidly in the controlled stress test , and a shorter life

results.

It will be seen that , in many cases , the service life of the

speci mens great ly depends on which of these two modes of testing is
used .

While no efforts have been made in the past to identify and de-

scribe modes of loading between these two extremes , a relation such as

that described in Equation 2.114 was suggest~d by Monismith and Deacon
14
~

A + B

in whi ch

ME’ = mode factor

A = percent change in stress due to  a st i f fness  decrease of C
B = percent change in strain due to a s t i f fness  decrease of C
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C = arbitrary but fixed percent reduction in mixture stiffness

The mode factor of Equation 2.114 assumes a value of —1 for controlled

stress testing and +1 for controlled strain testing. For intermediate

modes , it lies between the limits of —l and +1, which is shown in

Figure 2.l8b.

Note particularly in Figure 2.18 that the initial stress levels

and initial strain levels are identical for all three modes of loading.

On the other hand , the observed service lives are considerably different

and become progressively larger as the mode factor increases from -l

to +1. It is readily apparent that the most severe mode of loading is

that of controlled stress since , for all but the initial load application ,

both the imposed stress and strain levels exceed those for other modes.

Further comparison of the effects of mode of loading for simple

loading tests can be achieved by extending the range of initial stresses

and strains. Hypothetical fatigue diagrams for the three modes of loading

are ~.hown in Figure 2.19. This figure indicates that over a wide range of

initial stresses the mean service life increases as the mode goes from

controlled stress to controlled strain.

The applicability of types of fatigue tests to actual road condi-

tions has been considered by analyzing various types of pavement construc-

tion using layered elastic theory to investigate the effect of variations

in bitumen stiffness on the stresses and strains occurring in the bitu-

minous layer . A typical example is shown in Figure 2.20. The tensile

stresses and strains were computed for many full—depth bituminous concrete

pavement s of variou s thicknesses. For eac h thickness , computations were

made for three stiffnesses of the bituminous layer . The percent changes
in stress and strain due to a stiffness decrease of a given percentage

were computed, and the mode factor s were determined from Equation 2.1 14.

Figure 2.20 indicates that, as the thickness and stiffness of the bitu—

minous layer increase , the mode factor decreases and a controlled stress

condition is approached. It is therefore suggested that for thicker

bituminous layers , say 6 in. or more , controlled stress testing condi-

tions are appropriate, while for thin bituminous layers of 2 in. or less
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controlled strai n tests are suitable since under these conditions the

strain is little affected by the mixture stiffness.

For the intermediate thicknesses , some form of testing between

these two ex±reme modes would be appropriate. But from an engineering

design approach , controlled stress tests would seem sensible since it

will be seen that these give a conservative estimate of fatigue life .

The above conclusions may be explained in another manner as fol-

lows. In a controlled strain test , the strain is held at a constant

value at all temperatures , and consequently B in Equation 2.1l4 is zero.
In a controlled stress test , the stress is held at a constant value at

all temperatures. Therefore , A in Equation 2.l~4 becomes zero . The

mode factor in Equation 2.114 thus has values of +1 for controlled strain

testing and —l for controlled stress testing.

Computations were performed for six pavements to compute the

radial tensile stress and strain at the bottom of the surface bituminous

concrete layer. The layered elastic program was used in the computation.

The load used in the computation was a 30—kip single—wheel load , and the

modulus of the su’bgrade was assumed to be 10,000 psi. Two different

thicknesses of the bituminous concrete layer were used in the computations.

The computed values are tabulated in Table 2.14. It can be seen that for

pavements with a thin bituminous concrete layer the strain decreases

moderately because of the increase of the modulus of the bituminous

concrete layer , while the stress increases moderately. In other words,

controlled strain tests seem to better simulate the conditions for pave-

ments with thin bituminous concrete layers, and controlled stress tests

can better represent the conditions for pavements with thick bituminous

concrete layers.

2.3.3 FACTORS ThELUENCING FATIGUE
PROPERTIES OF BITTJMEIN AND
BITUMIN OUS CONCRETE

There is always considerable scatter of results in any fat igue

testing of nominally identical specimens , and this is particularly so in
the case of bituminous mixtures due to the inherent inhomogeneity of
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the material and the unavoidable variation in specimen preparation. This

means that fatigue life must be considered in a statistical manner. It

is therefore necessary to test several specimens at each stress or strain
level , and the results are usually plotted as stress or strain versus
repet itions of load to failure using log—log scales. A straight line

can be plotted passing through the mean of the plotted points for each

stress level , and equations representing this relation can be written as

N K(_-) (2.15)

N K(1) (2.16)

where

= mean service life obtained at particular loading conditions

K and n = coefficients which can be determined using linear
regression analysis techniques

o = ampli tude of appl ied t ensile st ress

c = amplitude of applied tensile strain

It should be noted that the exponent n defines the slope of the fatigue
line, and lower values of n denote a steeper line .

Pell14
~ and Pell, McCarthy, and Gardner

5° have reported results

of both controlled stress and controlled strain fatigue tests on bitumens .
In an effort to eliminate the temperature effect , they converted stress

to initial strain. This was accomplished by determining the stiffness

modulus of the bitumen using the method developed by Van der Poel and
computing strain as a function of the method of loading . The s~~ nif icant
findings from this research effort were as follows :

a. A linear relationship exists between stress or strain and
repetitions to failure when plotted on a log—log scale.

b. Plotting stress versus repetitions to failure, horizontal
displacements in the linear relationship between stress
and repetitions to failure were evident and appeared to be
associated with temperature. However, plotting strain
versus repetitions to failure will tend to minimize dif-
ferences in test results for cold temperature (in these
tests below 14° C). At the warmer temperatures , the repeti-
tions to failure tend to increase with an increase in
temperature.
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c. Bitumen exhibit s fatigue properties commonly associated with
metals, specifically, failure under repeated load applica-
tions less than the fracture strength of the mat~eria1.

d. The technique of converting from stress (in constant stress
tests) to initial strain by means of a stiffness modulus will
produce comparable results to tests performed in constant
strain.

149,50 .These researchers also commented on the variability of the

actual data. For tests conducted at 0° C, the repetitions to failure

for a strain of 1.8 x 1O~~ range from about 5.2 x l0~ to 8.8 x l0~. This

variability increases as the strain decreases and poses a serious problem

as to the number of tests required to define the fatigue properties.

Among many other mix variables, such as aggregate type and grading,
p~11~ pointed out that the most important factors affecting the fatigue

performance of bituminous mixes are stiffness, bitumen content , and voids

content. These factors are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Possibly the greatest difficulty in interpreting fatigue test

results arises from the fact that they are influenced by the method of

testing. If specimens are tested in controlled stress, then for different

stiffnesses results such as those shown in Figure 2.2la are obtained. At

a particular stiffness S , the mean fatigue life can be represented by

a straight line on a log—log plot of stress c versus the number of

repetitions of load N
5 

to cause failure. Different stiffnesses are

represented by parallel lines showing that , with this type of testing ,

the fatigue life is highly dependent on stiffness and the stiffer the

mix the longer the life.

The stiffness , defined as the ratio of stress amplitude to strain

amplitude , is dependent on the temperature and rate of loading . If

the results of the fatigue tests under controlled stress are replotted

in terms of strain ~ as shown In Figure 2.21’b , it has been found for a

wide range of temperature that all the results from different stiffnesses

coincide , indicating that strain is a major criterion of failure and that

the effects of temperature and rate of loading can be accounted for by

their effect on stiffness.

If identical specimens are tested in a controlled strain machine

which applies an alternating strain of constant amplitude, results such
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as those shown in Figure 2.21c are obtained. Here it can be seen that ,

although the lines at high stiffnesses , S
1 

and S
2 , say , coincide ,

those at lower stiffnesses show t he r everse effect of st iff ness from

that found in controlled stress tests.

The reason for this is that the mode of failure is different in

the two types of tests. In the controlled stress test , the formation of

a crack results in an increase in actual stress at the tip of the crack

due to the stress concentration effect , and this leads to rapid propaga-

tion and complete fracture of the specimen and termination of the test .

In the constant strain test , on the other hand , cracking results in a

decrease in stress and hence a slow rat e of propagation . At low s t i f f—
nesses , and hence low stresses , the measured fatigue life includes a

considerable length of time necessary to propagate a crack or cracks

sufficiently to reach an arbitrary state at which the specimen is con-

sidered to have failed (service life).

If measurements of stiffness are taken during a controlled strain

test , it is found that the stiffness reduces with increasing numbers of

load repetitions at low stiffnesses (i.e., high temperatures), and this ,

no doubt , is partially due to formation of small cracks. At high stiff—

nesses , coincident with lines for S
1 and S2 in Figure 2.21, there is

a negligible fall in stiffness during a fatigue test .

The slope of the fatigue line represented by Equations 2.15 and

2.16 appears to depend on the stiffness characteristics of the mix and

the nature of the bitumen . Mixes having high stiffnesses and linear

behavior result in flatter lines . This type of behavior is characteristic

of dense surfacing course mixes having a relatively high content of a

harder bitumen. The leaner base course mixes made with sof t er grades

of bitumen show considerable nonlinearity, particularly at higher stress

levels, and these mixes have a steeper fatigue line .

Although the logarithmic strain—service life relationship is

usually shown as a straight line , it is probably in fact curvilinear ,
particularly at high strains where nonlinearity is apparent.
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If the method or conditions of testing are such that considerable

crack propagation takes place during the test , then the line representing

the service life of specimens will be steeper because the rate of crack

propagation depends on the stress level. This is likely to occur at

higher temperatures (lower stiffnesses), particularly under controlled

strain testing.

In general, increased stiffness results in a longer life at a

given stress level in controlled stress testing and a shorter life in

controlled strain testing at a given strain level .

It therefore follows that any mix variables which affect the

stiffness are also going to affect the fatigue life of bituminous mixes .

These variables are aggregate type and grading (including filler); bitumen

type, hardness (viscosity), and content ; degree of mix compaction; and

resulting air void content. The two factors which appear to be of

primary importance are bitumen content and voids content .

Increasing voids reduce the fatigue life markedly, as shown in

Figure 2.22. The effect of voids is two—fold : increasing voids will

result in reduced stiffness and increased stress concentrations. Because

of this, the detrimental effect of voids is likely to be more apparent in

controlled stress testing or controlled strain testing at low tempera—

tures. If increasing the bitumen content reduces the voids , then the

fatigue life will be increased. But if the mix already has negligible

voids , then more bitumen will reduce the stiffness , resulting in increased

strain and hence a reduced life under controlled stress testing (see

Figure 2.23).

The general effect on the strain—service life relationship of

altering the bitumen and filler content of a particular mix is illustrated

schematically in Figure 2.214. For a lean mix, increasing the bitumen

and filler content will result in a s t i f fer  material and hence smaller
strains and longer l ife . However , if too much bitumen is added , the
st iffness will be reduced and hence an optimum fatigue life will be
obtained .

In conclusion , it may be stated that , for good fatigue performance
for thick bituminous construction , a mix of maximum stiffness should be
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the objective and the quantities of filler and bitumen should be such

that a condition of maximum tensile stiffness associated with minimum

voids is produced .

The fatigue characteristics discussed above have been obtained

from tests carried out under simple loading conditions which mainly apply

continuous repetitions of loading of particular magnitudes. More recent

work reported by Raithby and Sterling51’52 and by Van Di jk  et al.53 shows
considerable beneficial effects of strain recovery if periods of rest
are injected between each load pulse. These findings mean that labora-

tory tests using continuous repeated load pulses may well underestimate

the fatigue life to cause initiation of cracks in practice.

2.3.14 CUMU LATIVE D AMAGE

In recent year s , the cumulative damage theory based on Miner ’ s
hypothesis of a linear summation of cycle ratios has been used by many

researchers~
14
~~
8 
to evaluate the effects of repeated load applications

on the fatigue properties of pavement materials. Design methods based

on empirical correlations between subgrade strength and a given design

wheel load are considered to be inadequate because they do not consider

the important factor of traffic repetitions which contributes so signif 1—

cantly to pavement failure .

According to Mi ner ’ s hypothesis , if the traffic forecast yields
an estimation of n .j  i.e., the predicted number of applications (or

coverages) of aircraft load i on the pavement in a particular physical

state (for a particular month or pavement temperature range during the

year) j during the design life , if t~his load is repetitively applied

to the pavement in this state until the pavement fails , and if

represents the number of applications before failure, the total cumula-

tive damage D predicted during the design life is

D ~~ 
~~~~~~~~ 

(2. 17 )
ii ii

If d1~ is the damage induced in the pavement by 1 applicatIon of the
1th load while t he pavement is in t he ~th physical stat e , Equation 2.11
can also be written as
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D = ~~ d . n~ (2.18)
ii ii

Failure occurs if D equals or exceeds one.

Since both the magnitude of aircraft loads and the physical state

of the pavement continuously vary for in—service pavements, N.~ cannot

be measured directly and has to be estimated from an established failure

criterion . Such a failure criterion usually relates the level of applied

strain E .~~~ to performance (the number of load repetitions to failure).

Therefore , the purpose of a cumulative damage analysis is simply to

evaluate the amount of fatigue damage expected to accumulate in a trial

pavement during its design life .

Deacon used the cumulative damage theory to determine load equiva—

lencies in flexible pavements59 and equivalent passages of aircraft with
respect to fatigue distress of ai rfield pavements. 0 In the newly re-

vised design manual for full—depth asphalt pavements for airfields of The

Asphalt Insc~itute, 
1 Witczak applies the cumulative damage theory to

evaluate the effects of both differing aircraft types and variable traf-

fic levels associated with each aircraft for any given anticipated air

carrier t r a f f i c  mixture .

In the application of Miner’s hypothesis , no allowance is made for

intervals of “no—load” or rest periods. It may be assumed that the effect

of such intervals will be beneficial or at worst of no consequence. If

the effect is beneficial , then the rule , as it stands , is conservative

for design purposes.

Since Miner’s hypothesis is a linear summation of cumulative

damage, the order of application of aircraft loads of various magnitudes

has no effect on the computed value; i.e., for a given tra~’fic forecast ,

which includes bot h heavy and light aircraft loads , the pavement will
receive the same amount of total damage at the end of its design life

whether the heavier aircraft loads or the lighter aircraft loads are

applied during the first part of Its design life . However , it Is gen-

erally recognized that lighter traffic applied to the pavement during

the early part of its designed l i fe  can be considered to be beneficial
to the pavement , instead of causing damage.
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2.3.5 DESIGN APPLICATION

To use the stiffness modulus as an indicator of fatigue prop—

erties , it is fi rst necessary to establish a correlation between these

two factors. Unfortunately, this correlation depends on the mode of

testing (stress or strain), as indicated previously. Finn1 summarizes

the effects of those factors influencing the fatigue properties of

bituminous mixes , according to the type of test performed . These factors

are shown in Table 2.5. 
*

Examination of laboratory data indicates that there is an absence

of information as regards interaction of those factors which affect stiff-

ness. For example, if aggregate gradation were adjusted to result in a

denser mix , an increase in the stiffness would be expected . If the

bitumen penetration were simultaneously increased , a decrease in the

stiffness would be expected. The net effect on the fatigue life,

however , is not always known. Stated in a different way, two specimens

of bituminous concrete mixes with the same stiffness could have different

fatigue properties due to variations in aggregate gradation , bitumen
grade, void content, etc. On this basis , the only reliable way to

determine the fatigue life is to perform fatigue tests.

To minimize fatigue failure in the bituminous concrete layer

caused by the repetitive application of traffic loads, many agencies

have adopted the criterion of limiting the magnitude of radial tensile

strain at the bottom of the bituminous concrete layer. Based on layered

elastic analysis, Shell
62 

limited the tensile strain value to 230 uin./in.

computed with the modulus of the bituminous concrete E1 at a value of

900,000 psi.

Many agencies have developed failure criteria for bituminous

concrete based on laboratory fatigue tests. The criteria shown in

Figures 2.25,  2.26 , and 2.27 were developed by Dorman and Metcal f ,6~
Witczak , and Monismith and McLean, respectively . If the design
temperature of the bituminous concrete (or the design modulus) and the

tensile stress or strain in the bituminous layer (computed using layered
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elastic analysis) are known , the failure stress repetition level can be

estimated. Based on the estimated relationship between laboratory and

field conditions, the failure stress repetitions of a particular pavement

can then be estimated.

Deacon
6
~ commented on laboratory testing in the development of

failure criteria from laboratory fatigue testing of bituminous mixtures.

Although the comments are for bituminous mixtures, they are also

applicable to other pavement materials.
a. One of the major difficulties is that of defining failure in

the laboratory in such a way as to be compatible with failure
as defined for the in—service pavement . Brown and PellS14
suggest that in—service pavement life (repetitions to failure
for a given str ai n level ) is of the order of 20 times t he
life of a test specimen in the laboratory . Thus, perhaps
the best that can currently be achieved with laboratory
derived failure criteria is an estimat e of crack init iat ion
in the in—service pavement. Few techniques are available
for quantitatively estimating the progression of cracking
in a pavement or for considering various levels of terminal
serviceability.

b. Laboratory fatigue specimens are conventionally subjected
to either of two types of repetitive loading , controlled
stress or controlled strain , depending upon whether stress
(load) or strain (deflection) is controlled during testing .
Unfortunately , the number of load repetitions to failure
is extremely dependent on the type of test . It has been
hypothesized that in—service pavements are subjected to a
type of loading intermediate between these two types and
that controlled stress and controlled strain loadings
merely represent end points of an infinite spectrum of
possible modes of loading. In the absence of suitable
means for defining and applying intermediate modes , the
problem of which form of laboratory testing to use in design
procedures will continue to exist .

c. Laborat ory testing requires selection of a frequency of
loading (which is greater than that normally encountered by
a pavement in service) and , for pulsating loads , a load
duration . These as well as other laboratory loading variables
significantly affect the number of repetitions to failure .
The possibility that rest periods can beneficially alter
fatigue response is another variable complicating use of
laboratory derived failure criteria.

ci. There are certain simp lif icatlons in multilayered elastic
analyses which can cause a departure of predicted from
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actual pavement response. One of these is that a theoretical
analysis normally assumes the pavement to have unlimited
lateral dimensions and allows no lateral variation in mate-
rial properties. Thus, for example, no means are available
for readily treating pavement edge support or differential
subgrade moisture conditions. Failure criteria derived from
in—service pavements would seem intuitively to account for
these and other such discrepancies between theory and
practicality.

a. Most analyses of highway pavements assume perfect tracking
of vehicles; i . e . ,  t hey do not treat the transverse of
lateral distribution of vehicle placement . This simplifying
assumption may lead to erroneous results if laboratory fatigue
criteria are used .

68
Recently, Witczak completed an extensive study in comparisons

of various layered theory design approaches to observed full—depth

bi tuminous airfield pavement performance . The observed performance was

at Baltimore—Friendship Int ernational Airport . He conc luded that the

problem of pavement analysis is confounded by the recognized fact that
different test methods and procedures may be used to define the same

response. For example , several different methods are available to mea-

sure the modulus of a bituminous concrete mix at a given temperature.

Although most of these methods yield results within the same general

magnitude, differences in computed stresses and strains at a given

temperature for the various bituminous concrete modulus relationships

def ined may be quite significant . Also , different analytical procedures
may be employed to determine or compute the predicted repetitions to

failure.

Figure 2.28 summarizes the three different moduli—temperature

relationships defined for bituminous base material of a selected runway.

I E~~ is the complex modulus , which is a linear elastic response because
of its stress—independent nature; E

s(a) is the flexural stiffness

modulus calculated from controlled stress fatigue test s , which is a

nonlinear elastic response because of its stress—dependent nature ; and
E is the average flexural stiffness computed as the average measured

stiffness for the flexural stress levels used in the fatigue tests, which
is the so—called pseudolinear elastic response.

As can be seen in Figure 2.28, a rather wide range in modulus
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value between the methods is indicated at any given pavement temperature.

This difference is further magnified by using these dat a along with the

yearly predicted pavement temperature distribution to illustrate the

yearly frequency distribution of E1 , defined by the various modulus

or temperature relationships developed. Such a plot is shown in

Figure 2.29 and demonstrates, rather markedly , the wide differences in

yearly percentage of time the pavement would have a modulus higher or

lower than a given value , depending upon which test method was used .

For example, it can be seen that for a modulus of 14oo,ooo psi , the use
of the E (0) relationship shows that for about 65 percent of the year

the pavement modulus would be less than th is  value . This is in contrast
to the 21 percent of the year that would result if the relationship were

based upon the measured dynamic (complex) modulus test. In addition to

the expected frequency distribution of pavement modulus, the effect of

the computed stresses and strains , determined for a given modulus or

temperature relationship, is very significantly different depending upon

the test results selected. Figure 2.30 shows the differences in computed

strains and 
~v 

as a function of pavement temperature for the
various moduli relationships .

Because the use of layered theory in design must initiate with

the pavement temperature as the major variable affecting the pavement

modulus , it can be seen that the selection of the modulus or t emperature
relationship is of paramount importance in analyzing pavement performance.
This appears to be especially true in any analytical approaches using
cumulative damage theory.

2.14 PERMANENT DEFOR MATION
CHARACTERISTICS

2.14.1 LITERATURE REVIEW

In recent year s , much research effort has been spent in the study
of permanent deformation (rut t ing ) in flexible pavements. Rutting can
result in the loss of pavement serviceability if cracking follows the
formation of rut s and rapid deterioration of the pavement follows due to
the accumulation of water on the pavement surface . Under normal pave-
ment conditions , deformations within the bituminous materials occur more
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likely during the late spring , summer , and early fall because of high

temperature conditions. Under winter conditions , little deformation

occurs in either the bituminous material or the subgrade , due mainly to

the very s t i f f  condition of the former. During some periods , the sub—
grade soil may be frozen in the winter and provide firm support for

the overlying bituminous material and thus reduce pavement deformation.

Hofstra and Gomp investigated permanent deformation of bitu-

minous concrete using a laboratory test track . The road structure was

simpli fied by utilizing all—bituminous concrete construction , with 5— , 
*

10— , 114.2— , and 20—cm (1.97— , 3.9— , 5.6— , and 7.9—in.) l ayers of various

bituminous mixes laid directly on an l8—CBR subgrade . The mixes used

were of high bitumen content to induce greater rutting than would occur

in practice , and the use of a strong subgrade helped to inhibit defornia—

tion in that material.

Experiments to investigate the effect of temperature indicated

that for a 5—cm (1.97—in.) layer of bituminous concrete , rutting was

partly due to deformation of the subgrade but for the 10— and lb .2—cm

(3.9— and 5 .6—in. ) layers was entirely due to deformation in the bitu-

minous concrete. It was found that deformation of the mix was due to

plastic flow of the material and was not caused by densification.

A series of tests was carried out to investigate such mix variables

as bitumen type , bitumen content , and aggregate type. It was found that

stiffer bitumens produced mixes less susceptible to permanent deformation ,

and the same effect was noted for mixes with low bitumen contents or

coarse aggregates. It was also found that rut depth per wheel pass
decreased with increasing numbers of wheel passes. Hence , it was con—
cluded that the mix builds up a resistance to flow during the process

of deforming under repeated loading. The authors stated that this is

probably due to the bitumen being expelled from between aggregate
particles producing greater interlocking , explaining why angular aggre—
gate produces more acceptable mixes than rounded aggregate.

McLean7° describes a methodology to permit estimation of permanent
deformation in pavement structures from laboratory triaxial repeated
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load and creep tests .  Discussion is concentrated primarily on techniques

to estimate the distortion characteristics of bituminous concrete and the

use of these data together with both linear elastic and linear visco—

elastic theory to predict ru t t ing  in bi tuminous  layers of pavement
structures.

Morris7’ developed a mathematical model from the laboratory ex-

perimental results to predict the rut depth of the all—bituminous concrete

sections at the Brarnpton Test Road in Canada. The computed results match

very well with the measurements. However , Morris found that the majority

of the deformations occurred in the lower portion of’ the bituminous layer
where tensile stresses ex~st. The conclusions of Morris ’s study were

di fferent from those of liofstra and Klomp~
9 and McLean .7° The details

of these works will be explained in later sections.

2. .2 ~~~~~~~ TO PRE VENT
PERMANENT DEFORM ATION

In exis t ing paveme nt design methods , there are two app roaches

available t .o prevent the distress mode caused by permanent deformation .

In one method , th~ ver t ical  compressive s t ra in  in the subgrade surface is

l imited to some tolerable amount associated with a specific number of

load repeti ti ons so as to li mi t the plasti c deformation of the overall

pavement . The Shell -lesign method62 falls into tb i~ category . To ensure

that th i s  strain is limited , the characterization of the material in the

pavement section should be controlled throu~h materials des ign and proper

construction procedures (density and compaction control ), and materials

of adequate stiffness and sufficient thickness should be used. The other

procedure involves determining a minimum layer thickness with minimum

component strength and stability, thus precl~ ding excecsive shear deforma-

t ion in the material . The Hveem stab ilometer , ~arshali test , and CBR test

are used in such methods.
66The following discussion is extracted from ~-iorrc smith and seals

wit~i available methods to prevent excessive deformation in the bituminous

layers of a pavement .
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2.14.2.1 Standing and Uniformly Moving Traffic. To minimize

rutting under uniformly moving traffic , two of the methods in widespread
use72’73 have the capability to produce reasonably performing mixtures so
long as the actual service conditions correspond to those for which the

basic criteria were developed. For conditions beyond the realm of current

procedures, the triaxial compression test has the potential to provide
parameters which , when used with analyses of systems representat ive of

pavement structures , can provide useful design guides. A number of

investigators, as will be seen subsequently, make use of bearing capacity

relationships for materials whose strength characteristics can be repre-

sented by an equation of the form

t = c + a t a n ~~ (2.19)

where

= shear strength
c = cohesion

o = normal stress

= angle of internal friction
By performing triaxiaj. compression tests at temperatures and rates of

loading associated with specifi c field conditions , the parameters c and

• can be ascertained for design estimates. The analysis of Nijboer~
14

can be helpful to properly define the parameters c and • for design

purposes:

~mass 
~~l = 

2 ~~~ • (;l
_
~~~ — 

O
] 

tan • — T ) (2.20)

where

= viscosity of massmass
dc1/dt = rat e of application of axial strain

= major and minor principal stresses , respectively
T
e = initial cohesion when dc,/dt = 0

and
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dc
c = Te 

+ • 
~~~~~~~~ (2.21)

For standing loads, the value of c corresponds to T e
Equations 2.20 and 2.21 are used to solve for • and c

respect ively. Dat a indicate that • is relat ively unaffected by rate

of loading, and both Nijboer7 and Smith75 have recommended a minimum
desirable value of 25 deg . To develop • values equal to or greater
than this , the aggregate should be rough—textured , angular, and

well—graded.

The investigations of Nijboer can be of assistance in providing

mixtures with specific values of c necessary to satisfy particular

loading conditions. He has shown that c increases with an increase in

bitumen viscosity; is dependent on the fineness of mineral filler (minus
0.0714—mm fraction); increases with an increase in the amount of filler;

inc reases up to a point with an increase in the amount of bitumen;

increases with an increase in the rate of loading ; increases with an

increase in mix density; and is dependent on the proportion of coarse

aggregate (>1.0 mis) in the mix. More specifically, Nijboer has shown

that

i ~14 .2 ~—O .36
c - ~~~~-~) ~~

) (2 .22 )

where

V = void factor ; i . e . ,  [1 — (air void content )2/3 ]
when the air void content = 0.03 and V = 0.9

I volume fillerFB = filler—bitumen factor; i.e., i
\volume filler + volume bitumen

D = equivalent particle size of filler (0.001 mm)

The triaxial compression tests appear quite useful since they
provide friction • and cohesion c factors which , as suggested by
Nijb oer ,7 can be used in a solution of the Prandt l equation for a con—
tinuous strip loading
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= c f(
~

) (2.23)

where

~U1t 
= bearing capacity , psi or kg per sq cm

f(
~~
) = function dependent on • ; e.g. , for 4 = 25°

f ( 4 )  = 20.7
When is made equal to a specific contact pressure, c and ~ are

related as shown in Figure 2.31. In this figure , a mixture with a value

of c and • lying on or to the right of the curve would be adequate

for vehicles equipped with 100—psi tires.~
6

Saal
2 has suggested a modification of this relationship recog-

nizing that the bearing capacity for a circular area is larger than that

for a continuous strip. The corresponding values for c and •
according to this relationship are also shown in Figure 2.31, which is

recommended with c and • derived from triaxial compression tests at

slow rates of loading and high temperatures.

Smith75 has presented a relationship between c and • and

bearing capacity for a circular area based on a yield criterion rather

than plastic flow condition as in the above formulations. For the same

contact pressure , larger values of c and • are required than in the
previous case , as seen in Figure 2.31. Smith also suggests a minimum

angle of friction of 214 deg to minimize the development of instability

from repeated loading.

The relationships suggested by Saal would appear reasonable for

standing load conditions with c and • determined from triaxial corn—
pression tests at a very slow rate of loading and a temperature corre-

sponding to an average high value expected in service. For moving

traffic , Smith’s relationship would appear most suitable; in this case ,

however , the values for c and • should be developed under conditions

representative of moving t r a f fi c and an average high t emperature expected
in service.

2. 14 .2.2 Decelerating or Accelerating Loads. Result s of one
study conducted by McLeod~

6 
for a load with a contact pressure of 100 psi

are presented in Figure 2.32. The terms P and Q are measures of
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friction between tire and pavement and pavement and base, respectively.

Curves A and B in this figure indicate the importance of pavement thick-

ness in minimizing the form of instability when a frictionless contact

between bituminous concrete surfacing and base is assumed (P — Q = 1)

As the bituminous concrete thickness increases , the ratio 9../t (ratio

of length of tire tread to bituminous concrete thickness) decreases ,

resulting in lower values of c at a given • to prevent instability.
When P — Q = 0 (full friction between pavement and base—-a more

practical situation in well—designed and constructed pavements) and the

thickness of the bituminous concrete is in the range of 14 to 6 in.
(Curve C ) ,  the more critical conditions are defined by the curve sug-
gested by Smith 75 as shown in Figure 2.32.

NijboerTT and Saal2 have considered shoving by decelerating

traffic to be the accumulation of permanent parts of successive visco—

elastic deformations , and these permanent deformations do occur above a

shear strain of 1 percent for time and temperature conditions critical

for shoving (0.33 sec and 122° F for their experience).

Using the relationship

S . = 3r~ (2.214)miii y

where

t = shear (braking) stress at surface

y = shear strain (i.e., 1 percent)

and considering a coefficient of f r ic t ion between t ire and pavement of
about 0.5, a minimum stiffness at this time and temperature of about

15,000 psi is indicated for a contact pressure of 100 psi.

Recent work by Valkering~
8 

into the effects of multiple—wheel

systems and horizontal surface loads on pavement structures may provide
a better framework for design against shoving. Here, attention is drawn

to the fact that at high temperatures in pavements with thin bituminous

layers , the shear stresses at the bituminous layer/base interface will
be the highest , and that adhesion between the layers is very important

if serviceability is to be retained.
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For gap—graded mixes with a stone content in the range of 30 to

50 percent , Marais79 has suggested limiting values of various mix
properties to prevent permanent deformation.

Developments by Shell for the solution of stresses and deforma-

tions in elastic systems due to horizontal forces applied to the pavement

surface (BISAR~
8) may provide the framework for a procedure to examine

the influence of braking or accelerating stresses on distortion using a

procedure similar to that suggested by Heukelom and Klomp8O for vertical

loading.

2.14 .3 ~~THOD TO PREDICT
PERMANENT DEFORMATION

The methods presented in the previous section are limited in that

they do not give an indication of the actual amount of rutting which may

occur under repetitive traffic loading . Unfortunately , no method pres-

ently exists whereby such estimates can be made. Promising procedures

include the use of linear viscoelastic theory
8
~~
8
~ and the use of linear

elastic theory suggested by Heukelom and Klomp , 
0 Barksdale~

° and

Romain. In the layered elastic procedure , the stresses and strains

are computed in the pavement structure and from these values permanent

deformations in each layer of material are predicted from constitutive

re]~~-ionships determined by laboratory repeated load triaxial tests.

Elastic theory, together with creep data from simple laboratory

tests , may also be used to estimate permanent deformation . This approach

has been pursued by Shell unvestigators7 9  to estimate the rutting
occurring in bituminous layers.

In the Heukelom and Klomp procedure , the vertical strain distribu-

tion along a vertical axis is estimated within the bituminous layers

utilizing layered elastic theory. Permanent deformation can then be

determined by mean s of the equation

= 1 f ( c  dz (2.25)p 0
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where

6 = permanent deformationp
f(c ) = function relating the permanent strain E to total

V strain c ; i.e., c = f(c ) p
V p v

Such a technique appears useful at this time to assess, at least ,

the effects of changes in tire pressure and/or gear configuration (and

load) on bituminous layers. In addition , it may be possible to establish

limiting values for c by comparing computed strains for particular

field sections for which well—documented field measurements are available.

Like eatigue characteristics , however, it is highly probable that any

such criteria established for permanent deformation will be dependent on

mixture s t i f fness  (and thus on temperature) .

In the following review , investigations at the University of
86 ,87 . . . . 70Nottingham , University of California at Berkeley, University of

waterioo ,
71
~

88 and at the Esso Laboratories in France8~ are discussed.
2.14.3.1 University of Nottingham . Repeated load triaxial tests

were carried out by Snaith86 on a dense bitumen macadam . The effect of

six major variables was investigated : ( a)  vertical stress , (b )  confining

stress , (c) temperature, (d) frequency of the vertical stress pulse ,

(e) rest periods , and (f) bitumen content.

In confined tests , some samples developed longitudinal cracks

during the test , and all unconfined samples showed a volume increase.

The cracking was caused by the cyclic variation of tensile hoop strain

at the surface of the sample , and would contribute to volume increase

and sample failure. In confined tests , volume increase did not occur

and cracking was not observed. This is more comparable with an in situ

situation where restraint is offered by the large mass of material.

Hofstra and Klomp 6
~ measured strains of up to 15 percent in situ , wherea s

strains measured at simple failure by Snaith were only about 2 percent ,
supporting the theory that adjacent material in situ prevents the cracking

which hastens failure of a test sample.

The effect  of confining stress was not thoroughly studied in
Snaith ’s study . Problems arise in predicting permanent strains in the
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bituminous layers if the extreme points in the layer are considered , since
the range covered by Snaith ’s results only deals with stresses near the

center of the layer. However, he suggested , as an approximation , that the

layer could be considered as a whole , and stress conditions at the center
69taken as a mean , since Hofstra and Klomp found t hat the permanent strains

were reasonably constant with depth . Snaith found , when considering a

pavement with a 200—mm layer , such as that tested ~y ~~fstra and Klomp ,

divided into three sublayers , that he could determine the permanent strain
in the two top sublayers and obtain good agreement with measurements made

by them. The computer program BISTRO was used in the elastic analysis to

calculate the stresses at the center of each sublayer , using appropriate

values of stiffness and Poisson ’ s ratio.
The following conclusions were drawn from Snaith’s work on repeated

loading of dense bitumen macadam:

a. An increase in temperature caused a significant increase in
strain.

b. An increase in vertical stress caused an increase in strain.

C. An increase in confining stress caused a decrease in strain.

ci. The level of static confining stress which gave the same
strain as the dynamic confining stress was approximately
equal to the mean level of that stress.

e. Realistic changes in the relative lengths of vertical and
confining stress pulses did not affect the strain.

f. The rate of strain appeared to he time—dependent at Ire—
quencies above 1 Hz.

£~ 
Rest periods between vertical stress pulses had negligible
effect on strain.

h. An optimum bitumen content of ~ percent exi sted for maximum
resistance to strain between 10° and 30° C. At 140° C , better
resistance was achieved with a 3 percent bitumen content .

1. The results obtained from laboratory tests when applied to
the pavement design problem produced reasonable values of
rut depth.

Conclusion h Indicates the relat Ive importance of aggregate interlock

and bitumen viscosity in resisting p-~rmanent strain. The former is

paramount at high temperatures.
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So far, when calculations of permanent deformations have been made,

one combination of the principal stresses has been used ~t the center of

each layer, whereas , in situ , this combination will change at a particular

point each time a vehicle passes. It remains to be seen whether the

adoption of a standard wheel load can accurately represent the wide

variation of random applications of wheel loads. A limited test program

is under way at r’Iottungham90 using Snaith ’s equipment suitably modified

to investigate the value of this investigation . In particular, the

effects of temperature change and vertical stress change during a test

are being investigated .
2.14.3.2 University of California at Berkeley. Repeated load

triaxial tests were carried out on bituminous concrete specimens by

McLean .7° An attempt was made to cover the whole range of stresses to

be encountered in situ by adopting three types of tests to reproduce

conditions at the top , center , and bot tom of bituminous layers. These~
were triaxial extension (cycling lateral stress only), unconfined

compression (cycling vertical stress only), and triaxial tension (cycling

vertical stress in tension and lateral stress in compression).

The permanent deformation , strain , and stress states of a 200—mm

layer of i~aterial such as that used by Hofstra and Klomp were investi—

gated by a~plyung the theoretical model derived from the experimental

results and using Barksdale ’s approach. Good agreement with Hofstra

and Klomp ’s results was noted . In particular , the same form of rut depth

versus load repetitions curve was obtained. Figure 2.33 shows the dis-

tribution of elastic stresses and strains and permanent strains with
depth ,at a particular condition . The similarity between the distributions

of permanent strain , stress difference , and elastic strain could be sig-

nificant . Unlike the observed results of Hofstra and Klomp , the dis-

tribution of permanent strain was not uniform , possibly due to the

siniplifications adopted by McLean with regard to loading time.

The following conclusions were drawn from the investigation :

a. The subgrade stiffness appears to have little influence on
the accumulat ion of permanent deformation in the bituminous
layers——at least for the range of stiffness examined.
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1. Stiffness exerts a significant influence on rutting in bitu-
minous layers.

C .  Like the measurements of Hofstra and Klomp , the calculation
procedure indicated that rut depth in the bituminous layer
was independent of layer thickness for the range examined .

2.14.3.3 University of Waterloo. Research was carried out at
71,88 .the University of Waterloo in Canada for the prediction of rut

depth by using a combination of’ linear elastic theory and the result s

of laboratory triaxial testing of bituminous concrete. Two series of
laboratory tests were carried out on a bituminous concrete: compression

tests and tension tests. Both involved the applicat ion of a cyclic

confining stress and this was combined with cyclic axial compressive

and tensile stresses , respectively . Both vertical and lateral deforma-

tions were measured. For the compressive tests, the vertical deforma-

tion was of interest for prediction purposes , while the lateral

deformat i on was relevant for the tensi le  t e s t s  as thi~ represented the

vertical in situ deformation in the lower half of the bituminous layer .

The results showed remarkably good agreement in view of the many

potential sour ces of err or both in laboratory  t est techniques and in

application of the results to practice. A typical result showing the

variation of permanent deformation along a pavement section is shown in

Figure 2.314. It can be seen that nearly all permanent deformation in a

bituminous layer occurs in the lower half of the layer and results from

the action of tensile lateral stresses , which is in contrast to the
69 . . 70observations of Hofstra and Klonp and the predictions of McLean.

In a recent par er , Brown 91 commented. t ha t  the  methods used ‘by
.71 70Morris and McLean may not be as sound as their good respective pre-

dictions for permanent deformation at the surface imply. Brown suggested

a procedure involving the use of stress invariants which are functions of

the principal stresses , mean normal stress , and octahedral shear stress,

but are independent of the orientation of the axes. Corresponding strain

invariants can be determined from the laboratory tests and better esti-

mates of the in situ vertical strain obtained.

Using this approach, some of the inherent disadvantages of the

triaxial test can be overcome. In particular , the tension zone stresses
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in a bituminous layer can be reproduced more accurately under the condi-

tions when large permanent deformations are likely. Lower temperatures

and thin layers , however, do still present a problem.

2.14.14 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RUTTING AND CREEP
TESTIN G

The use of creep tests on ‘bituminous materials together with

elastic layer theory to represent the response of the pavement structure

to load is an alternative approach proposed recently by Shell investi—

gators7’9 to estimate the amount of rutting occurring in the bituminous

layers of the pavement. Three phases may be distinguished in the work

carried out by Shell:

a. A study of the creep properties of ‘bituminous mixes.7

~~~. A correlation of rutting and creep tests on bituminous mixes.

c. The systematic discrepancies observed in Phase 2 were studied
with regard to the main points of difference between the creep
and rutting tests; i.e., unconfined—confuned and static—
dynamic tests.9 A design procedure was then propose~i for
estimating , from the creep behavior of a mix in the laboratory,
the performance of the actual pavement based on the “predeter-
mined criteria of the pavement deformation and desired service
life.”

The overall aim of the work, as stated by Hills ,7 was to provide

a procedure whereby rut depth could be predicted when the bituminous mix

and the in—service conditions are known. To this end , creep tests were

carried out in a modified version of a soil consolidation apparatus.

The ends of the specimens were lubricated with powdered graphite to

reduce barreling.

Tests were carried out in a controlled temperature room at either

10, 20, or 30° C on specimens that were usually 200 mm in height and

60 mm square in cross section . Specimens were cut from a slab of the

mix. Some tests were carried out on cylindrical specimens of “Marshall ”
dimensions, the load being applied In the axial direction. Failure of

test specimens was defined as the point at which the rate of strain in-

creased , and the experimental data given were confined to those parts of
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the creep curves where the strains were less than the critical “failure”

values. Creep tests were carried out on a range of mix compositions and ,

in the case of one composition , for a series of specimens that had been

compacted by various methods.

Earlier work by Shell10 ’92 had shown that for short times of

loading and low temperatures , the  st i f f n e s s  of the mix S . was amix
functi on only of the sti f fness of the bitumen 5bit and the volume

concentrat ion of the aggregate Cv when the void content did not exceed

3 percent . The results reported by Hills7 indicate that , at higher

temperatures and longer times of loading , Smix becomes insensitive to

variations in the corresponding low values of Sbit and tends to level

out to a limiting value. Furthermore , in addition to the effect of the

volume concentration of aggregate , the gradation and shape of the

aggregate play a role and the state and method of compaction exert a

strong influence on the behavior . Other results indicate that:

a. In the case of two mixes with the same aggregate grading but
with different bitumen contents and compacted i~i the same
way , the mix with the lower bitumen content has a higher
value of S . at any particular value of S

mix bit
b. The effect of substituting crushed for rounded aggregate is

to produce , at low values of Sbi t  , higher values of

c. Void content of the mix cannot be used in itself for speci-
fying the state of compaction .

Hills suggested that creep curves indicat e a continuous change in

the internal structure of a mix during the course of a test , and theoreti-

cal models for the deformation were developed to take account of this.

A study of the correlation between the creep and rutting properties

of bituminous mixes in laboratory tests is described by Hills, Brien, and

Van der Loo. There were two types of rutting tests in both of which a

wheel was rolled on the material in a single wheel path. In the first ,

rutting tests were carried out on an indoor circular test track.6~
A wheel ran at a constant speed in a circular path on a track which was

70 cm (27.6 in.) wide and on which a bituminous layer was laid on sand .

The average t ire cont act pressure was found to be 0.5 MPa. In the other,

a solid rubber—tired wheel passed back and forth over a 30— by 30— by

5—cm (11.8— by 11.8— by 2—in.) bituminous slab which lay on a rigid steel
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A correction factor of 2 derived from analysis using the BISTRO

computer program was used in determining 5mix for the rutting tests.

To establish if this assumption of elastic behavior was in fact an

oversimplificat ion, parking tests were carried out with a static wheel

on the test track pavement. The parking tests were carried out for

214 hours at ambient temperature and the contact stress was taken to be

equal to that in the rutting test ; i.e., 0.5 MPa . A comparison of the

measured rutting and parking deformations at equal values of 
~~bit~VI

indicated that the parking deformations showed the same systematic dcvi—

ations from the rutting values as those calculated from the creep test.

The fact that the systematic deviations in the parking test were almost

a factor of 3 as opposed to a factor of 2 for the creep tests suggested

that the use of an “elastic” correction was a better approximation than

a procedure in which the geometry was simulated in a continuous parking

or indentation test. It was thus concluded that the systematic difference

between the two types of test did not result from the use of the “elastic”

correction factor or from the fact that the one was confined and the other

was not , but rather from the fact that the one was static and the other

was dynamic .

The assessment of t he “ static—dynamic” contribution to the observed

deviation was made by carrying out unconfined creep tests  with continuous
and repeated loading. The measured total and permanent deformations , or
the stiffness of the mix derived from them (S . = ole . ) , were in allmix mix
cases compared at equal values of 5

’bit 
and (Sbit ) i , respectively.

It was concluded that with regard to permanent deformation , the

dynamic stiffness modulus of a bituminous mix is always lower than the

static modulus, compared at equal values of S
bit 

and 
~~~it~visc

The Shell group10’92 found that even in the most simple labora-

tory rutting experiment (constant speed , constant load , single wheel path ,

controlled temperature) it was not possible to predict rut depth with a

higher accuracy than a factor of 2. The accurat e prediction of rut depths
on the actual road was thus considered to be extremely difficult and it

was concluded that the main purpose of laboratory test methods must be
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limited to the ranking of materials rather than the prediction of

rut depths.

Some creep testing was also undertaken by Snaith in association

with his repeated load tests. The object was to see if a relatively

simple test could be used to predict the permanent deformation under the
r~ re complex repeated load situation. Similar ranges of vertical stress

and temperature to those used in the repeated load tests were investi-

gated. It was intended to determine the level of static stress which

gives the same creep curve as a particular dynamic stress. This has

been done in Figure 2.35 where the strains after 100 and 500 sec have

been plotted against the applied stresses. It was found that at low

stresses the static and dynamic results are similar . However , at the

higher stress levels a static stress of about 65 percent of the dynamic

value would be required to produce the same strain at a particular time .

In the creep tests , the mechanism of deformation was not compli-

cated by cracking noted for dynamic tests. Shorter lives would, there-

fore, be expected in the dynamic case under comparable conditions. The

fact that the creep stress necessary to produce strains similar to those

in a dynamic test is 65 percent of the dynamic stress rather than

50 percent supports this.

Lateral deformations were not measured in the creep tests so no

measure of volume change was obtained . Hills , Brien , and Van der Loo
8

have, however , reported volume decreases in similar creep tests. Hills

suggested that a different mode of failure exists in creep tests which

are different from that occurring in the dynamic case where dilation

takes place.

2.5 OTHER BASIC PROPERTIES

The fracture strength, durability, and thermal stress of bitu-

minous mixtures are outlined by Finn1 and will be given in this section.

2.5.1 FRACThRE STRENGTH

In Section 2.2 it was demonstrated that the stress—strain

characteristics of bituminous concrete are both t ime— and t emperature—
dependent . From the available dat a , it appears that the fracture or
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breaking strength of bituminous concrete also depends on these

parameters.

As a factor in the design of bituminous surfacings , fracture or

tensile strength appears to be of importance in three areas of design :

(a) for failure under single load applications , (b) for pavement slippage

wherein tensile strength would be an important consideration , and (c) for
10 .thermal stresses. Van der Poel has shown that , at short times of

loading and low temperatures , the breaking strength of bituminous con-

crete in tensile creep tests approaches 30 kg/cm
2 (~ 142O psi). The

bitumen type also has influence on the breaking strength , particularly

as influenced by temperature.

Van der Pod also presented data obtained by Lethersich93 illus-
trating the influence of rate of loading and of viscosity on the breaking

strength of bituminous concrete. These data approach limiting values in

the same range as those obtained by Van der Poel.

Eriksson~
14 
has also investigated the fracture strength of bitu-

minous concrete and has determined the tensile strength for a number of

materials to he in the range 20 to 140 kg/cm
2 (280 to 560 psi), essen-

tially the same as that reported by Van der Poel.

Rigden and Lee95 have reported data for the tensile strength of
both weathered and unweathered tars and bitumens to be in the range

25 kg/cm
2 
(~ 350 psi) at high rates of loading in constant rate of

stress tests for specimens with cross—sectional areas approaching

1 sq cm. However, they determined that the size of the specimen affects

the breaking strength. Similar size effects have been observed in other

materials and have been attributed to the presence of a large number of
flaws in the material in larger cross sections.

Brodnyan22 has briefly presented some tension test data on 11

representative bituminous materials used in the United States. These

tests, like those of Van der Poel and Lethersich , would be considered

in bulk tests because the specimens were at least 3 in. long with a

0.145— by 0.25—in . (1.12— by 0.1414—cm) cross section. Brodnyan reported

values of tensile stress up to about 25 kg/cm
2 
(%350 psi) at 0° C for

a gel—type bitumen.
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The general observation that all—bituminous binders have maximum

tensile strengths of the same order of magnitude in bulk has led both
10 . . 96Van der Poel and the British Road Research Laboratory to the con-

clusion that it is possible to obtain a comparison of the susceptibility

of bituminous materials to brittle fracture by measurement of the stiff-

ness. Van der Poel suggests that brittleness effects become important

when the stiffness of the material is in the range of 10,000 kg/cm
2

(~~,14oo,ooo psi) and greater. Rigden and Lee95 have shown that the
tensile strength of tars is increased by the addition of filler . The

tensile strengths determined in their tests at various temperatures and

filler concentrations are given in Table 2.6.

Data obtained by Eriksson9~ show similar trends for bitumen . He

found that the tensile strength of bitumen—filler mixtures increases from

a value about 560 psi to approximately 1700 psi when the filler to bitumen

ratio is increased from 1 to 14 . Eriksson~
14 
also notes that the sensi-

tivity of bitumen to stress concentrations at low temperatures is de-

creased with the addition of filler. The tensile strength of bituminous

concrete is also both time— and temperature—dependent . Van der Pod 10

has presented data for a sheet asphalt which illustrate that at low

temperatures its strength is essentially constant , on the order of

50 kg/cm
2 
(700 psi), and that it decreases as the temperature is

increased.

Eriksson~
14 
has presented data which indicate that the fracture

strength is dependent upon mixture composition , specifically the filler—

bitumen ratios. The tensile strength of this mixture is essentially the

same as that reported by Van der Poel ; i.e., approximately 50 kg/cm
2

(700 psi). Eriksson has also suggested that bitumens at low temperatures

are sensitive to stress concentrations , inasmuch as the stress—strain

relationship at these terr.peratures has no yield point . However, he notes
that if filler is added th

~ sensitivity of bitumen to stress concentra—

tions at low temperatures ie”reases.

In another pub1icat i~ r , Frtksson97 presented data for tension
tests on a partlc’ular sheet esphalt for a wide range of temperatures. In

general , the t rend 4oward decreasing strength with increasing temperature
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is the same as that reported earlier by Van der Foci. It is interesting

to note, however, that for very low temperatures the strength is also

somewhat reduced. Eriksson has conjectured that this may be due to uneven

distribution of stresses at these lower temperatures. Also , it will be

noted that the maximum value of tensile strength is on the order of

50 kg/cm
2 (~7oO psi ) for this mixture.

Tons and Krokosky~
8 have also presented data showing the influence

of mixture composition, rate of loading, and temperature on the tensile

strength of bituminous concrete. Utilizing 1/14—in.—maximum—size

aggregate, tensile strengths as high as 140 kg/cm
2 (%600 psi) were

obtained with mixtures containing a combination of limestone , dust , and

asbestos as the mineral filler. Temperature and rate—of—loading effects

similar to those reported by Erikason were obtained . Typical data from

their investigation are shown in Figure 2.36. Although not shown, it

should also be noted that, depending on the bitumen content and the type

of mineral filler, maximum values for tensile strength ranged from about

20 to 14o kg/cm2 (~3OO to 600 psi).
Heu~kelom and Kiomp have presented data (Table 2.7) covering a

range of mixture compositions in which tensile strengths as high as
100 kg/cm2 were reported. Strain at break is also given in Table 2.7

with a minimum value on the order of 1100 x ~o
_6 

in./in.

The British Road Research Laboratory~
6 has presented tensile

creep data developed for tar—filler mixtures. The results show that

there appears to be an optimum bitumen content for mixtures subjected

to creep in tension. At low bitumen contents , comparai~ively small

deformations result in fracture at short loading times; but as the

bitumen content increases, the deformation curves appear to reach a

steady creep rate or to level out for sustained periods of time. At

still higher bitumen contents, fracture again occurs in comparatively

short periods of time, although the strain at break is larger than that

at low bitumen contents. The British Road Research Laboratory~
6

suggested that properties other than mixture stability, such as frac-

ture strength, can also be optimized through testing.
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Because of these data, both Van der Poel1° and the British Road

Research Laboratory~
6 suggest that it may be possible to obtain a com-

parison of the susceptibility of bituminous materials to brittle fracture

by measurement of their stiffness.

The addition of mineral filler to bitumen appears to increase

its fracture strength. As indicated by Eriksson , this may be due to

the ability of the filler to reduce the sensitivity of bitumen to

stress concentrations.

For mixtures of bitumen and aggregate, the fracture (tensile)

strength under rapid loading and/or low—t emperature conditions is in the
range of 140 to 100 kg/cm2 (~ 55O to 11400 psi). Strain at fracture under

these conditions is probably on the order of 1000 x 10 to 1200 x 10

in./in. Moreover , the stress—strain characteristics for these conditions

may be linear to failure. Eriksson has indicated that the slope of the

stress—strain curves of his mixtures under these conditions approached

the dynamic stiffness of the material. Thus, as with the bitumen ,

stiffness may be a good criterion for determining the susceptibility of

material to brittle fracture.

2.5.2 DURABILITY

Durability of bituminous concrete has been defined as the long—

term resistance to the effects of aging. Specifically, for bitumen and

aggregate per se, durability usually refers to the rate of change of the

physical properties with time. For bituminous concrete , good durability

can be described as the apparent ability to provide long—term performance

without abnormal amounts of cracking and raveling. A bituminous surface

could conceivably be composed of bitumen and aggregate, each completely

unaffected by time , ‘but because of poor mix design or construction would

not be resistant to the abrasive action of traffic. This bituminous sur—

face would have poor durability even though the bitumen and aggregate had

good durability. Or, conversely, a bituminc’~s mix could be made with a

bitumen which hardens rapidly with time , but , by means of adjustments in

mix design and construction control , would give acceptable performance.
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This surface would be considered to have good durability even though the

bitumen has poor durability as measured by conventional tests.

Hveem99 has divided pavement deterioration into the following
three failure categories: (a) deformation caused by traffic , (b )
cracking due to effects of traffic and material properties , and (c)

disintegration due to traffic , material properties, and environment.

Thus, material properties are listed as major contributors to pavement

deterioration.

Finn1 summarized the factors which are important to the durability

of bituminous mixtures. These factors are discussed as follows:

a. Mixes should be designed to provide for a maximum bitumen
content without instability . This has long been axiomatic
in mix design . The most positive way to attain this objective
is to establish a total void requirement .

b. Mix designs should include minimum film thickness requirements.
Campen et al.10° have suggested a minimum film thickness of
6p (bitumen index of 1.23 x iO 3) .  Based on t he r esults of
fractur e strength research reported in Chapter 3, it appears
that this value could be increased appreciably to about 2Oij,
although the need for further research is indicated . This
could possibly be accomplished by adjusting aggregate grading
requirements and using bitumen of higher mixing viscosity .

e. Mixes should be designed to have low permeability. Limiting
criteria for air or water permeability are still being studied
and require further evaluation . Goode and Lufsey1-0’ indicate
this measurement may not be necessary , providing the voids are
low. Until further evaluation is accomplished , it appears
that use of the air permeability device can be a useful tool
to adequate densification. Some useful inform ation as to
methods for measuring air permeability is given by Ellis 8nd
Schmidt1O2 and Kari and Santucci.103

d. Tests of physical properties, after exposure to wat er , should
be performed on the bituminous mixes in cases where perform-
ance history is unknown or suspect . The moisture vapor sus-
ceptibility or immersion—compression test should be suitable
until further resear ch can develop a better test or tests.

e. Compaction of in—place bituminous surfacing is critically
important . In view of the evidence presented , a minimum corn—
paction requirement should be specifi ed. Many highway agen-
cies now require a minimum relative density of 95 percent
based on a specific laboratory compaction procedure. For
airfield surfacing the minimum density is sometimes raised to
98 percent . Eventually ,  it would seem desirable to compact
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mixes initially to in—place voids contents of approximately
3 to 5 percent . Indications are that this  condition would
improve the long—range performance of bituminous surfacing
under almost every condition , provided the mix will remain
stable.

f. The grade or consistency of the bitumen to be used appears to
be a more controversial decision . It has been a general rule
to use the bitumen of highest penetration (softest) possible
compatible with stability requirements. Several factors would
tend to indicate this rule may require modification, at least
under certain circumstances.

(1) Using a high penetration bitumen initially does not always
ensure a high penetration after mixing and 2 or 3 years of
service. Some of the satisfactorily performing bitumens
on the Zaca—Wi gmore project had retained penetrations of
only 25 percent of their original penetration after 30 and
35 months of service. Halstead indicates that even with
high retained penetrations, if the ductility is low, the
bitumen may not perform as expected .

(2) To obtain increased film thicknesses, the bitumen con—
sistency may need to be relatively high.

(3) Based on limited fatigue data, bitumens of low penetra-
tions or high viscosities may provide better fatigue
properties when used in thick bituminous surfacings
(greater than 14 in.). This requires field verification;
however , it appears to be worthy of consideration.

( 14 )  Resistance to the effects of water may be increased by
using bitumen of lower consistency. The available
information does not extend to 140—50 or 60—70 penetration
bitumens and should be researched further to include
these grades.

In suggesting the harder bitumens , particularly for the thick
bituminous surfacing , the engineer must be mindful of the mixing and

compaction requirement s and therefore must balance the need to satisfy
these requirement s against s t i f fness , fi lm thickness , et c . ,  as were
discussed .

2.5.3 THERMAL STRESSES

Bituminous mixtures, like other engineering materials, undergo

volume changes with changes in temperature. If these volume changes are

restricted because of constraints such as friction between the pavement

and the underlying layer or because of differential temperature changes
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in the material itself, it is possible that stresses will develop which

may be of sufficient magnitude to cause cracking of the pavement. If

the thermal stresses are not of sufficient magnitude in themselves , they

may be additive to other stresses such as those resulting from vehicle

loads , which in turn could lead to cracking. Thus , under certain circum-

stances, it may be worthwhile to make an estimate of these temperature—

induced stresses resulting from restriction of volume changes to aid the

engineer in the proper design of the bituminous structure.

Finn1 summari zed data on thermal properties of bitumens , aggre-

gates, and bituminous mixtures to indicate the characteristics required

to det ermine t emperature distributions in mixtures and to determine the
magnitude of thermal stresses which might be expected because of
restraint of volume changes resulting from changes in temperatures.

Above a characteristic temperature, termed the glass transition

temperature, bituxnens display a cubical coefficient of expansion of

5 to 7 x l0~~ per °C. Below this temperature, the coefficient is

reduced to 2 to 14 x lO~~ per °C. With respect to the bitumen , this

temperature gives a measure of the transition from elastic behavior to

behavior where time effects become important. This , in turn, could have

significance with respect to the behavior of paving mixtures , in that

bitumens with higher glass transitions may result in mi xtures where

this transition from time—dependent to elastic behavior occurs at higher

t emperatures than for mixtures prepared with bitumens with lower transi-
tion t emperatures. As Monismith , Alexander, and Secor3 and Monismith

and Secor~ have shown , it is primarily in the range where the mixture
behaves elastically that high thermal stresses may develop ; thus, it

is possible that the glass transition temperature of the bitumen will

have significance as far as the development of thermal stresses in the

mix is concerned .

The data for the coefficient of thermal expansion for mixtures
indicate that its magnitude is between that of the aggregate and the

biturnens , whose coefficients are at least one order of magnitude dif-
ferent . A value of c~ of about 2 x 10 per °c would appear to be

2. 
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representative of bituminous concrete, with this value being higher as

the bitumen content is increased . The coefficient of cubical expansion

can be taken as three times this value.

The specific heat of mixtures appears to be primarily influenced

by the specific heat of the aggregate, because it occurs in such large

concentrations in bituminous paving mixtures. An upper value of the

order of 0.22 cal/g—°C in the range 0 to 25° C appears to be reasonable

for mixtures with comparatively high bitumen contents. ~1014 . . 3Barber , and Monismith , Alexander, and Secor , and Monismith

and Secor have shown that temperature distributions at the pavement

surface and within thicker bituminous concrete layers can be estimated

with a reasonable degree of confidence . From a knowledge of such

t emperatures and the rheologic behavior of bituminous mixtures over a
range in times of loading and temperatures (mixture stiffness), it has

also been indicated that estimates of thermal stresses can be made.

Although these estimates are by no means precise , they do give an indi-

cation to the engineer as to the probable range of temperatures where he

can expect difficulties. In general , it appears that thermal stresses ,
by themselves, will not cause cracking at higher temperatures. However ,

in the lower temperature range , below freezing, it is possible that
thermal stresses, whether by themselves or when added to the load
stresses , may result in fracture of the mix. Thus, this situation

should be considered by the design engineer where warranted.
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Table 2.1

Desirable Characteristics to Optimize Mixture Properties

Bitumen Aggregate Degree of
Mix Property Content Gradation Compaction

Stability Low Dense High

Durability High Dense High

Flexibility High Open --

Fat igue r esist ance High De n se* High

Skid :‘~‘sistance Low Dense High
or open**

Imperviousness High Dense High

Fracture strength High Dense High

* Assuming a heavy—duty, comparatively thick layer of bituminous
concrete.

** Both types of gradations have good skid resistance characteristics.
What appear s to be more important is the t exture of the aggregate
particles.

t Although compaction is not normally indicated for this property,
it is implied to ensure that aggregate particles will not dislodge
under the tractive forces applied to the surface.
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Table 2.3

Safe Maximum Deflecti.jns (after Hveem
1)
~~

Maximum Permissible
Pavement Deflection for
Thickness Design Purposes*

in. Pavement Type in .

8 Portland cement concrete 0.012

6 Cement—treated base 0.012
(surfaced with bituminous
concrete)

Bituminous concrete 0.017

3 Plant mix on gravel base 0.020

2 Plant mix on gravel base 0.025

1 Road mix on gravel base 0.036

1—1/2 Surface treatment 0.050

* Tentative.
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Table 2. 14

Variations of Stress and Strain
in Thin and Thick Pavements

Thickness,* in. 
E
1 , psi Stress, psi Strain, in./in .

2 100,000 109.5 10.710 ~

2 500,000 889.3 9.767 ~ —14

2 1,000,000 1509.0 7.908 ~ —14

10 100,000 152.2 9.075 € —4

10 500,000 289.0 3.007 ~

10 1,000,000 3146.3 1.770 ~

* Thickness of the bituminous concrete layer above the subgrade soil.
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Table 2.5

1Factors Affecting Fatigue of Bituminous Mixes (after Finn

I

Effect on Fatigue Life
Controlled Controlled

Ef fect on Stress Strain
Factor Stiffness Mode Mode

Bitumen Increases with Increases Decreases
penetration decrease in

penetration

Bitumen Inc~eases with Increases Decreases
content* increase in

bitumen content

Aggregate Increases with Increases Decreases
type increased

roughness arid
angularity

Ternperature** Increases with Increases Decreases
decreasing
temperature

Void contentt Increases with Increases 
_________

decrease in
voids

Aggregate Increase from Increases Decreases
gradation open to dense

gradation

* Within reasonable limits above laboratory optimum bitumen content ,
as determined from stability tests.

** Approaches upper limit for temperatures below freezing.
1’ No significant amount of data; however, seems reasonable on the
basis of stiffness modulus effect and data obtained in controlled
stress tests.
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Table 2.6

Increase in Strength of Tar Produced by 95Adding a Fine Slate Filler (after Rigden and Lee

Tensile Strength , kg/cm
2
, Flash

Percent by Weight at Cited Temperature Point
Filler in Mixture 0° C —5 ° C — 114° C 

_____

0 9 6.5 5.5 —l
10 16 —— —— —2.5
20 — 15 13.5 —l
30 21 19.5 18.5 —1.5
4o 26.5 22.5 22 0
50 28.5 —— —— +2

2.65
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Table 2.7

Stiffness and Breaking Strength of BitumiLlous
Base Materials Tafter Heukelom and lüomp0’fl

Dynamic Breaking Strain
Modulus Strengt h at BreakTemperature 2 2 14Mixture Composition °C kg/cm kg/cm 10 in./in.

Gravel , sand , and 50 pen.
asphalt cement +10 66 ,000 95 2,000

Gravel , sand , and 70 pen.
asphalt cement +10 57,000 95 2,100

Gravel , sand, and 90 pen.
asphalt cement +10 50,000 l00 2,700

Graml, sand , and 110 pen.
asphalt cement +10 36,000 90 7,500

Gravel , sand , and 90 pen .
asphalt cement —10 125,000 75 1,100

Gravel , sand , and 90 pen.
asphalt cement 0 85, 000 90 i,4OO

Gravel , sand , and 90 pen.
asphalt cement +10 50,000 100 2,700

Gravel , sand , and 90 pen.
asphalt cement +20 23,000 85 9,000

Gravel , sand , and 90 pen.
asphalt cement +30 10,000 65 13,000

100% sand and 90 pen.
asphalt cement +10 50,000 85 2,700

6o% sand, 140% gravel, and
90 pen. asphalt cement +10 70,000 80 2,300 —

140% sand , 60% gravel, and
90 pen. asphalt cement +10 80,000 85 2,300

2.66
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NOTATION

A Percent change in stress due to a stiffness decrease of C

A.... Shif t factor = t /t
I T o
B Percent change in strain due to a stiffness decrease of C

c Cohesion

C Arbitrary but fixed percent reduction in mixture stiffness

C Volume concentration = volume of compacted aggregate (volume
of aggregate + volume of bitumen )

Damage induced in pavement by one application of the 1th load
while pavement is in ~th physical state

de/de Slope of stress—strain curve at particular strain rate

d1 
Regression constant

de1/dt Rate of application of axial strain

D Total cumulative damage ; also , equiv~ilent particle size of
filler

2D(t) Compliance , in. /lb or cm /k~
D(t ,T ) Modulus of delayed e las tic i ty

E Elast ic m dulus ; also , dynamic modul us

E ( t )  Relaxation modulus , psi or k~ /cm 2

E* Modulus ; also, complex modulus

E Creep modulus

ER Creep modulus in flexure

Flexural stiffness modulus calculated from controlled stress
fatigue tests

Average flexural stiffness

f (~~) Fu nct ion dependent on ~
Function relating permanent strain to total strain

FB Filler—bitumen factor
= volume of filler/(volume of filler + volume of bitumen)

K Coefficient ; also, a constant

K0,K1 
Regression constants

t Length of tire tread

MF Mode factor

n Coefficient = slope of fatigue line; also,
n = 0.83 log (1400,000/Sbit )
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n. Predicted number of applications of aircraft load i on pave—
ment in a particular physical state j during the design life

Nf Fracture life = accumulated number of load repetitions neces-
sary to completely fracture a test specimen

Service life = cumulative number of load repetitions necessary
to cause failure of test specimen

Number of applications of aircraft load i on pavement in a
particular physical state j before failure

P Measure of friction between tire and pavement; also, applied
load

Bearing capacity , psi or kg/cm2

Q Measure of friction between pavement and base
2S Stiffness , psi or kg/cm

Sbit St i f f ness of the bitumen , kg/cm
2

S . Minimum stiffnessmm 2S . Stiffness of the bituminous mixture, kg/cmmix
t Time of loading ; also, temperature; also, thickness of bitumi-

nous concrete

to Time required to observe the same phenomenon at the referenced
t emperature

tT Time required to observe a phenomenon at temperature T

T Tempera ture

V Void factor = 1 — (air content )2/3

w Frequency of loading

y Shear strain

6 Permanent deformation
p

Recoverable deflect ion

c Strain

e (t) Measured strain as a function of time

C
d 

Delayed elastic strain

c Elastic strain
e

c Constant strain0
Permanent strainp

L
B 

Recoverable strain

Total strain; also, viscous strain
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r~ Bulk viscosity

Viscosity of the mass
mass

o Stress

a Constant stress0
a(t) Measured stress as a function of time

Major and minor principal stresses , respectively

t Shear strength; also, shear (braking) ~t~~:: at ~~rface

Initial cohesion when dc /dt 0e 1

~ Phase angle (or phase shift) between the stress and the re-
sulting strain ; also, angle of internal friction
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CHAPTER 3: PORTLAND CE!€NT CONCRETE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The properties of concrete primarily considered in the design of

portland cement concrete (rigid) pavements are Young ’s modulus of elas-

ticity E , Poisson ’s ratio v , flexural strength R , and the fatigue

resistance of the concrete. Other concrete material properties which

affect the performance of rigid pavements include aggregate gradation

and soundness , cement—aggregate reaction , abrasion resistance , resistance

to deicer solutions, volume change , and resistance to freeze—thaw and

wet—dry cyclic changes. This chapter is chiefly concerned with the four

primary properties (modulus of elasticity, Poisson ’s ratio , flexural

strength, and fatigue resistance) and the methods used to derive these

properties for design purposes.

In most current design procedures , these four primary properties

are normally input as exact values even though they generaJ ly are not.

Variability is normally accounted for by using low values of concrete

strength or working stress and designing for the heaviest wheel loading .

Safety factors are commonly used to account for concrete fatigue

resulting from load repetitions. It is known that each of the primary

properties of concrete is affected by the type and water content of

cement ; the type , grading , and size of aggregates; the proportioning

of ingredients; the addition of certain additives; etc., as well as by

external forces such as extreme temperatures, moisture variations,

curing , and rate of loading. It is also known that the test procedures

by which these properties are evaluated affect the values obtained.

Although efforts have been made to standardize test procedures , dif-

ferences in such things as the rate of loading , instrumentation ,

specimen configuration , material conditioning , etc., aff ect the values
obtained. A number of researchers have published results of tests

conducted to investigate some of the factors causing variations in

these primary properties which will be reviewed in this chapter.
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3.2 MODULU S OF ELASTICIT Y

There are several methods for determining the modulus of homog-
eneous elastic bodies which have been applied to concrete. Among these

are static and dynamic loading in the compressive, flexural , and tensile
modes; the resonant frequency method ; and the pulse velocity method.

While there is normally a correlation among these three methods , they

do produce different results on the sane concrete specimen. In addi-

tion , there are variations in the way modulus and Poisson ’s ratio tests

are conducted involving the methods of loading and the instrumentation
for measuring the applied load and resulting strains.

The modulus of elasticity in t ension or compression is a con-

stant which expresses the ratio of unit stress to unit deformation for
all values of stress not exceedi ng t he proport ional limit of stress.

The for mula is as follows :

E = 
unit stress 

= 
0 = = ~L. (3.1)unit deformation c e Ae

L
where

E = Young ’s modulus of elasticity

o = unit stress

c = unit of deformation

P = applied load (axial )
A = cross—sectional area

e = total deformation
L = length of specimen

Thi s is a measure of the ability of the concrete to resist deformation .
As the modulus increases , the deformation decreases for each unit stress.

The modulus of concrete is often the same In tension and compression.

3.2.1 TEST PROCEDURES FOR 
I
.

DETERMINING MODULU S
OF ELASTICITY :

3.2.1.1 Static Modulus (Compressive). Figure 3.1 shows a typical

N
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stress—strain curve for a concrete specimen loaded in compression. The

modulus can be calculated from: (a) the initial tangent, (b) a tangent

at any point on the curve, (c) a secant modulus, or (d) a chord modulus .

Both CRD—C 19
1 and ASTM C 1469

2 
require that the modulus be calculated

from stress at 5Oji in./in. to stress at 140 percent ultimate stress,

and this is called the chord modulus. Calculation by the different

methods, however, usually produces different moduli. An example, shown

below, was calculated from a typical stress—strain curve for a 6— by
12—in, concrete cylinder.

Stress, psi Modulus, 10 psi

Initial tangent O-~ 250 6.25
Tangent 250— 500 14.55
Secant 0— 1000 14.55
Chord 250—1000 14.17

In static modulus tests , the strain of the specimen under stress is

usually measured with dial gages; however , either embedded electric

gages or strain gages attached to the surface of the specimens may be

used. Strain measurements will vary to some degree , depending on the

method used to determine strain.

3.2.1.2 Static Modulus (Tensile). Although there have been many

attempts to develop a satisfactory test procedure to apply direct tension
to a concrete test specimen , to date there is no universally accepted

method. The major problem has been to devise a method for clamping or

otherwise holding the test specimen without inducing concentrated

stresses which influence the test results. Methods using a reduced

cross—sectional area or bonding the ends of the concrete specimen to the

end caps have generally proven most satisfactory. Good results using

the latter of the above methods have been reported in Kadlecek

et al.3 As with the compression test , a stress—strain curve is generated

by applying direct tension to the test specimen and the modulus is corn—

puted. The modulus values obtained from the direct tension test seem

to agree with those obtained from the compression test ; however ,

because of the end clamping problems, there is generally a higher

variability in the measured values.
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3.2.1.3 Statis Modulus (Flexure). There are two types of

flexural tests conducted on concrete: the simple beam with third—point

loading (CRD—C 16_661) and the s imple beam with center—point 1oad~ng
CORD—C l7~ 69~~) .  The difference between the two test methods is the
loadi ng arrangement . The third—point loading test is commonly used
for pavements. During the test , the deflection of the loaded beam is
measured and the modulus of elasticity in flexure is calculated from

— 23PL3k
E — 

l296DI 3.2

where

P = applied load

L = span length

k = Pickett ’s correction for shear (third—point loading)
1 (216 27 \/h\2

= L’ + 
~~~~ 

+ ~~ V)~~ )
v = Poisson ’s rat io

h = height of beam

D = deflection under load P

I = moment of inertia (wh 3/l2 for rectangular sections )
w = widt h of beam

There is no equation formulated for determining the modulus of elas-
ticity under center—point loading .

3.2.1.14 Dynamic Modulus (Resonant Method ). To obtain the

resonant modulus (CRD—C 181), specimens are vibrated or driven elec-

trically ,  and the resonant frequency or frequency producing the maximum

amplitude is detected by a pickup circuit and is read from a variable—

frequency audio—oscillator . The modulus is proportional to the square

of the resonant frequency, and the formula is as follows:

E = CWn 2 (3.3)

where

C factor which depends on the shape and size of the specimen ,
the mode of vibration , and to some extent , Poisson ’s ratio
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W = weigh t of specimen

n = resonant frequency

Authorities d i f fe r  as to the correct value of C and this

appears to be a source of variation . The advantage of the resonant

modulus is that the procedure for determining it is nondestructive , and

thus the value can be used as a measure of progressive changes in the
strength of the concrete. The resonant modulu s is used extensively in
evaluating the resistance of concrete to such act ion as freeze—thaw
and wet—dry cycles or chemical attack.

3.2.1.5 Dynamic Modulus (Pulse Velocity Method) . The pulse

veloci ty method can be used to evaluate the dynamic properties of con-

crete by measuring the velocity of a pulse traveling through ‘oncrete.

The pulse method was developed because the earlier developed resonant

f requency techniques were not suitable for tes t ing  concrete in s i tu.

It was appreciated that the techniques developed for laboratory speci-

mens could not readily be extended to use in field test ing because of the

diff iculty and the danger of vibrating a structural member at resonance

and because of the complexity of the computations which would be required

to convert the resonant frequency to some si~ ri it~icant quality of the

concrete.

The dis t inct  advantage of the pulse velocity method over the
resonant frequency method is that it need not be conf ined to specimens

of regular shape . Concrete in place can be tested by th i s  method.

Pulse velocity measuring devices can be divided into three classes :

single—blow devices, ultrasonic devices , and repetitive—blow devices.

The equipment and measuring techniques have been described in detail

in Whitehurst.5

The single—blow device is an electronic interval timer . In the

procedure , a hammer blow is applied to the concrete and the pulse

velocity is measured . One of the instruments classified as ultrasonic

devices is known as a “soniscope” and was originally developed as a

crack—detecting device for use on monolithic structures.  It has proved
quite satisfactory for general use in determining the dynamic prop-

erties of concrete in place. The soniscope has been used extensively
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to test dams, navigatior~ locks, highways, bridges , and buildings , as

well as laboratory specimens . It has also been used on materials other

than concrete , including wood poles and stabilized soil mixtures. With

respect to concrete , it has been used over path lengths ranging from

2 in, to greater than 50 ft. The other instrument used for measuring

pulse velocities through concrete was developed at the Road Research

Laboratory , England. It is called an “ultrasonic concrete tester .”

The device is in many respects similar to the soniscope . Publi shed

report s indicat e t hat this equipment has been used primarily in the

laboratory for precise studies of the variation in quality of concrete

specimens. It has, however , been used in the field on walls and other

structures to determine the uniformity of quality of the structural

members. It has also been used in the laboratory to study the formation
of cracks in a specimen as it undergoes tension or compression testing.

The repetitive—blow devices combine the cathode—ray oscilloscope feature

of the soniscope with the physical—blow techniques of the electronic

interval timer.

The modulus of concrete can be computed using the pulse velocity

data by the formula

E = dV
2 (1 + v ) ( l — 2u ) ( 1 4 )

where

d = density

V = compressional wave velocity
v = Poisson ’s ratio

A major difficulty in the application of the formula is the neces-

sity for knowing Poisson’s ratio. The resonant method is only slightly

affected by Poisson ’s ratio. As pointed out by Phil2eo, a change in

the ratio from 1/6 to 1/14 increases the computed value of E less than

2 percent in the resonant method ; but in the pulse method the same

change In Poisson ’s ratio can be determined by the soniscope only if

the velocity of the s~-,ar wave or of the Rayleigh wave can be measured
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in addition to the velocity of the compressional wave . In general,
however, only the compressional wave can be ident i f ied  with sufficient

accuracy to obtain a reading.

3.2.2 CO~~’AR IS0N OF !€TFI ODS
FOR DETERMINING YOUNG’S
MJDULU S OF ELASTIC ITY
OF CONCRETE

Philleo discussed the elastic response of concrete to static ,

resonant frequency , and pulse velocity tests and presented the results

shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. These data were developed by the Portland

Cement Association Lab oratories and show that , except for cylinders

with a low modulus of elasticity , the resonant modulus agrees well with

the static modulus, but there is a tendency for the resonant modulus to

become larger than the static modulus as the modulus decreases. The

pulse veloci ty modulus , however , was sign i f i c a n t l y  lower in every case
than the static modulus . Philleo came to the following conclusions :

The dynami c method~ should not be expected to check the
static methods exactly for two reasons . First , the dynamic
methods deal with almost purely elastic effects , whereas
static measurements are complicated by inelas tic  defo rmat ion s;
and secondly , the various methods are affected by the hetero-
geneity of concrete in different ways. For predicting the
deflections of structural members , no particular value of
Young ’ s modulus is adequate since the deflection is a function
of the duration as well as the magnitude of the load . The
di f ference between the resonant modulus and a particular secant
modulus may be thought of as a measure of the plastic deforma-
tion occurring during the loading period.

It is doubtful whether any practical use can be made of
values of Young’s modulus computed from pulse velocities . If
the paste and aggregate differ in elastic properties , the for-
mula used for calculating the modulus is mi sapp lied , and the
results are likely to be misleading . Cinc e the pulse velocity
is a characteristic of the concrete independent of size and
shape of specimen , the velocity itself would appear to be a
more s ignif icant  property than something calculatr.d incorrectly
from i t .  Thus the pulse techni que does not appear promising
for comparing , even on a relative basis , elastic properties of
concretes containing different aggregates. It does , however ,
have a promising field in studying the setting and hardening of
green concrete and the durability of concrete at later ages.
Changes with time of the pulse velocity in a single piece of
concrete must surely be significant .
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Mather ,7 in discussing Philleo’s paper , presented the data shown

in Figure 3.2. Mather reported laboratory investigational work on 193
different concrete mixtures, 109 at a water—cement ratio of 0.8 by

weight and 814 at a ratio of 0 .5 .  At 180 days age , a 3— by 6—in, cylinder

from each mixture was tested for chord static modulus (250 to 1000 psi)

in accordance with CRD—C 19,
1 
and two 3—1/2— by 14—1/2— by 16—in, beams

were tested for fundamental transverse frequency in accordance with

ASTM C 215.
2 

Figure 3.2 gives the average values of each of the 193

mixtures. It should be noted that the dynamic modul i were about

1 x lO~ psi higher than the corresponding static modu.li. Mather stated

that this difference could be primarily the result of differences in

the size and shape of the specimens tested , the particular static moduli

computed , or both. It should be noted that Philleo compared the initial

tangent and secant static moduli with the pulse and resonant moduli,

while Mather used the chord static modulus (250 to 1000 psi) and the

resonant modulus.

Shideler ,
8 

in investigating lightweight aggregate concrete for

structural use, conducted both secant static modulus and resonant modulus

tests on moist— and dry—cured lightweight concrete and sand—gravel

concrete varying in compressive strength from 3,000 to 10,000 psi. He

found that resonant (dynamic) modulus values of moist—cured lightweight

concrete were about 350,000 psi greater than static modulus values. As

the concretes dried , this difference diminished. The resonant modulus

of sand—gravel concrete was about 1,500 ,000 psi greater than the static

modulus for moist—cured specimens and about 750,000 psi greater than the

static modulus for dry—cured specimens .

Whitehurst9 surveyed the results of a quarter century of efforts

at correlating the resonant modulus with on~ of the several static

modulus values of concrete. He concluded that , if resonance tests are

carefully performed and the resonant modulus computed through use of

equations taking into account all appropriate corrections, the resulting

values may be reasonably representative of the secant static modulus

corrected for technique and size of specimen.

3.8 .
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Batchelder and Lewis1° reported experiments in which resonant

frequency and pulse velocity tests were used to evaluate the performance

of 3— by 14— by l6—in . beams as they were subjected to freezing and

thawing cycles. The results are shown graphically in Figure 3.3. The

values were not numerically equal for a given specimen , but showed a

good correlation except for concretes that had been significantly

damaged or deteriorated . The pulse velocity value was lower by about

1 x 10 psi than the resonant modulus before freezing and thawing but
higher by about the same factor after freezing and thawing .

Tests were conducted in the Concrete Laboratory of the U. S.

Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) on fibrous concrete

cylinders and beams , and a comparison was made between Young ’s modulus

of elasticity obtained by the flexure method (CRD—c 211) and the dynamic

(pulse velocity) method (CRD—C 51
1
). The tests were conducted on speci-

mens varying in compressive strength from approximately 14000 to 8500 psi.

There was no significant difference between the moduli obtained by the

two methods. Results of elasticity in flexure tests were also compared

with initial tangent static moduli on some of the above mixtures, and

the flexure moduli averaged 1.7 x io6 psi higher than the initial
tangent moduli.

A research program was conducted in the Concrete Laboratory at

WES and reported in 196311 comparing the static modulus of elasticity

(compressive secant) and the dynamic modulus (compressive and tensile)

obtained by an impact test (dropping a known weight (force)) on a con-

crete specimen. Load cells were used to measure the induced stress, and

strains were measured with SR—14 strain gages. The stress and strain were

recorded by photographing an oscilloscope at the instant of impact .

The tensile splitting modulus was obtained by attaching strain gages

centered horizontally on the ends of a concrete cylinder . The dynamic

modulus in compression and in tension compared very closely with the

static compressive secant modulus, being slightly lover for low—strength
concrete and higher for the high—strength concrete.

The abstracted data presented herein comparing methods of

determining the modulus of elasticity can be sumi~arized as follows:

3.9
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6a. The static modulus can vary by as much as 2 x 10 psi ,
depending upon whether an initial tangent , tangent, secant ,
or chord modulus is calculated.

b. The pulse velocity modulus is generally about 1 x 10
6 
psi

higher than the resonant modulus, which in turn, is about
the same degree higher than the static modulus.

c. The pulse velocity modulus is not significantly different
from the modulus of elasticity in flexure, with both being
higher6than the static compressive modulus by about
2 x 10 psi.

d. The dynamic ( impact ) modulus both in compression and tension
(tensile splitting) compares very closely with the secant
static modulus.

3.2.3 OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING
YOUNG ’S MODULUS OF
ELASTICITY OF CONCRETE

3.2.3.1 Density . It has been observed by many investigators
that the elastic modulus of lightweight aggregate concrete is con—

sidez’ably lower than the values of normal weight concrete of comparable
compressive strength and that the modulus appears to be a function of
the weight. It is known that all mineral aggregates have about the
same absolute specific gravity. The difference in weight of various

types of concrete is therefore primarily the result of voids in the

concrete , whether they be due to purposely entrained air or due to the

vesicles in lightweight aggregate. From these considerations, it

was suspected that it might be possible to obtain a satisfactory

approximation by expressing the value of the elastic modulus by an
empirical relationship of the form

E
c aw3~

’2 ‘jF ’  (3.5)

where

Ec 
= static modulus of elasticity of the concrete, psi

a = suitable constant

w = air—dried weight of the concrete at time of test , pcf

f~ = compressive strength of the concrete at time of test , psi

3.10 
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12Pauw analyzed test data on various aggregates reported by

various investigators, and , using the method of least squares , he

established the constant a in the equation to be 33. The test data

plotted were quite scattered partly because the elastic modulus values

reported by the investigators were evaluated by differing test proce-

dures , some investigators reporting the initial tangent modulus and

others a secant modulus at some given stress level . In some instances ,

the method used to determine the static modulus was not even defined .

In a few instances , only the wet weight of the concrete was reported .

These data were used by adjusting the weight by applying reduction

factors based on experience with similar aggregates.

Shideler found that the static modulus of elasticity of various

lightweight aggregate concretes varied from 57 to 82 percent of the
modulus of elasticity of sand—gravel concrete.

3.2.3.2 Strength. Shideler made an extensive series of labora-

tory tests on lightweight aggregate concrete and found that the modulus

may vary widely for a given strength , depending on the  mixture propor-

tions and age of specimens. The modulus appears to increase more rapidly

than strength at later ages.

It has been stated that , in general, an increase in strength is

associated with an increase in the modulus . However , Troxwell and

Davis13 cautioned that

this should not be construed to imply any definite relation-
ship of these two characteristics , even though the ACI [American
Concrete Institute) Code for reinforced—concrete design states
that the modulus shall be taken as 1,000 times the compressive
strength at age 28 days. Actual tests show that even when
dealing with different combinations of the same materials, no
universal relationship exists between strength and the modulus
of elasticity , and when such variables as different aggregates
are introduced , it is possible to produce concretes having the
same modulus but having strengths differing by more than
100 per cent.

3.2.3.3 Aggregates. }Iigginson et al.1 reported research to

the effect that the modulus of concrete is to some extent dependent on

the modulus of the aggregate (i.e., higher modulus aggregates produce
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higher modulus cements); however, for a given cement paste, the modulus

of the aggregate has less effect on the modulus of the concrete than

can be accounted for by the volumetric proportions of the aggregate.

Neville15 stated that the shape and surface characteristics of

the coarse aggregate particles affect the stress—strain relation through

their influence on microcracking but did not quantify the extent of

this effect.

McDonald,
16 reporting on tests conducted to investigate tnultiaxial

creep in concrete , concluded that it is possible to proportion concrete

mixtures containing widely varying aggregate moduli with subsequent

variations in concrete moduli having similar compressive strengths. The

test program included concrete strength , three aggregate types having a
6 .modulus ranging from 3.8 to 13.65 x 10 psi , and two moisture conditions .

Stress—strain curves were determined for specimens uniaxially loaded

to 21400 psi. Both moist—cured and air—dried specimens were tested. The

air—dried specimens exhibited slightly higher strains at maximum load

than companion moist—cured specimens . The average moduli of elasticity

of specimens of equivalent strength containing the high- , medium— , and

low—modulus aggregate were 6.38, 5.66, and 3.08 x ~~~ psi , respectively .

3.2.3.14 Temperature. Nasser and Lohtia17 studied the effect of

elevated temperature on the modulus of elasticity and presented the data

shown in Table 3.3. The heating of concrete A was begun at an age of

1 day while that of B was begun at i14 days. Both were sealed in metal

container s when heated . Nasser and Lohtia foun d that elasticity is
independent of temperature from 35 to 2000 F starting at about 28 days.

However, at higher temperatures, the effect was significant , and after

a long period of exposure to 1450° F, the elasticity was reduced to below

50 percent of that of the 70° F specimens. Philleo
l8 

and Saemann and

Washa19 studied the effect of heat and reached essentially the same

conclusions as Nasser and Lohtia. Harmnathy and Berndt2° studied the

effect of temperature on lightweight concrete and found that there was

little effect on modulus of elasticity up to about 14000 F, but the modulus
gradually decreased to below 50 percent when the temperature was about
14000 F.

3.12 
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3.2.3.5 Rate of Loading. Houk, Paxton , and Houghton
21 

found in

testing small beams 73 to 116 days in age that , when the load application

of 90 percent of failure was extended over several months instead of

several minutes as in conventional rapid tests , unit strains more than

doubled . The modulus, therefore, of the long—term strain tests would

be less than half the conventional modulus. Popovics ,
22 

in reviewing

the stress—strain relationship for concrete , reached the following

conclusions :

a. The testing conditions , such as the rate of loading , the
number of load repetitions , the magnitude of the repeated
stresses, etc., influence greatly the stress—strain diagram
of concrete.

b. The present ly accepted explanation is that the stress—strain
diagram of a concrete under short—time loading deviates
gradually from the straight line mainly because of progres-
sive propagation of internal cracking in the specimen .
Through this process , the aggregate content of concrete
influences considerably the curvature of the stress—strain
curve.

c. Even the theory of internal crack propagation cannot do
better than to provide a qualitative description of the
stress—strain relationship. For numerical approximation ,
empirical formulas are presented. The limits of validity
and degree of approximation of such formulas are restricted.

3.2.3.6 Freezing and Thawing. This factor is known to be

perhaps t he most detrimental of all to the mod ulus of concrete.

Walker 23 did early studies of this  and reported his findings in 1914 14 .
He studied the effect of freezing and thawing of concrete made with

different aggregates and reported that the dynamic modulus of concrete

after 50 cycles of freezing and thawing ranged from 114 to 89 percent of
the or iginal modulus , and after 100 cycles , from 7 to 89 percent ,
depending primarily on the aggregate in the concrete. The effect of

freezing and thawing on the modulus of elasticity of the concrete was

found to be related to the durability of the aggregate. The harder ,

more dense , and !ess porous aggregate withstood freezing and thawing

and thus suffered less reduction in modulus than did the softer, more

porous aggregate. The best way to minimize damage of concrete by

3.13
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freezing and thawing is to introduce entrained air by use of an air—

entraining agent. This is effe~tive because the numerous , well—dispersed

minute air voids provide reservoirs for the relief of pressure created

in the concrete due to freezing and results in less damage to the aggre-

gates and cementing matrix.

3.3 POISSON’S RATIO

When a load is applied to a concrete specimen , the specimen is

deformed . The deformation depends, among other things , on the magnitude

of the load , the rate at which it is applied , and the elapsed time after

the load application until the strain observation is made . A concrete

cylinder under compressive stress will initially decrease in volume

because of densification of the concrete. However , at some point , this

decrease in volume will become zero and thereafter an increase will take

place caused by internal cracking. The point of change announces the

development of cracking to the point that the concrete is no longer a

continuous body. Experiments show that when a material is subjected to

axial compressive stress within the elastic limit , it deforms not only

axially (decreases) but also laterally (increases). Under tension , the

axial dimension increases and the lateral decreases. Figure 3.14 illus-

trates the effect of tensile and compressive stresses on a solid body.

Poisson ’s ratio, therefore , is the ratio of the absolute value of the

strain in the lateral direction to the strain in the axial direction .

The general formula is

= 
lateral strain (~ 6)axial strain

3.3.1 TEST PROCEDURES FOR
DETERMINING PO ISSON’S
RATIO

3.3.1.1 Static Poisson ’s Ratio. Static determinations are made

by adding a third yoke and dial gage to a compressometer so that a

magnified lateral strain can be measured along with the axial strain .

These strains may also be measured electrically by mounting strain
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gages on the surface of a specimen in the axial and lateral directions.

Procedures for determination of static Poisson ’s ratio on concrete

cylinders are included in ASTM 14692 and CRD—C 19.1 The formula for

calculating Poisson ’s ratio statistically is as follows:

v = (e
t2 

— c
~1

)/ ( c
1 

— 0.000050) (3 .7)

where

Ct2 
= transverse strain at mi di~eight of the specimen produced by
a stress corresponding to 140 percent of the ultimate load

Ctl 
= transverse strain at midheight of the specimen produced by
a stress corresponding to a longitudinal strain of
50 uin./in.

= longitudinal strain produced by the stress at 140 percent
of the ultimate load

3.3.1.2 Dynamic Poisson ’s Ratio. There are at least two tech—

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ri~ques by which Poisson’s ratio may be determined with sonic testing

equipment . The more commonly used one is shown in CRD—C 18
1 and

involves computations based upon two types of vibration of a specimen.

Poisson ’s ratio may be calculated from the relation

v~~~~~~- l (3.8)

where

G = modulus of rigidity

The modulus of elasticity is usuali:’ determined on the basis of the

fundamental resonant frequency of the specimen either longitudinally

or transversely, and the modulus of rigidity is determined by the

fundamental resonance in torsion . Both ASTM C 215
2 
and CRD— C 181

recommend that when E and G are dynamic values Poisson’s ratio

should be designated as dynamic Poisson ’s ratio .

A much less common but sometimes used method of computation of
dynamic Poisson ’s ratio involves the velocity measurement of either the

transverse or Rayleigh wave along with the compressions.]. wave . Very

limited use, however, has been made of this method.
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3.3.2 CO~~ABIS0N OF POISSON’S
RATIO DF~1’E~MINED
DYNAMICALLY AND
STATICALLY

Neville ,
15 in researching Poisson ’s ratio , found that it varies

between 0.11 and 0.21 (generally 0.15 to 0.20) when determined statically

for both normal weight and lightweight concrete.

Anson and Newman2’~ found that a dynami c determination of Poisson ’s

ratio yields higher values, especially at early ages , averaging about

0.214 as compared with 0.16 to 0.17 determined statically at stresses

below 140 percent of ultimate.

3.3.3 0T}~ R FACTORS AFFECTING
POISSON’S RATIO OF
CONCR~~E

3.3.3.1 Effect of Rapidly Alternating Loads and High Stresses.

At high stresses or under conditions of rapidly alternating loads, a

different behavior is observed . Probst25 has shown a systematic increase

in the value of Poisson ’s ratio with stress repetition . Brandlzaeg26

shows a marked increase in Poisson ’s ratio at very high stresses. When

the ratio is below 0.50, there is a decrease in volume of the specimen

as a compressive load is applied , but Brand.lzaeg ’s work indicates that

when the stress is above 80 percent of ultimate there is an increase in

volume as additional stress is applied , apparently because of internal

cracking.

3.3.3.2 Effect of Aggregate Content. Poisson ’s ratio decreases

with an increase in the content of normal weight aggregate, as shown by
15 . . 27Neville ’s work presented in Figure 3.5. Anson found that Poisson ’s

ratio for neat cement paste is 0.25 and that influence of richness of

the mix is more noticeable in mortar than in concrete.

Under biaxial stress, Poisson ’s ratio has been measured to be

0.20 in compression—compression , 0.18 in tension—tension , and between
0.18 and 0.20 for compression—tension according to Kupfer, Hilsdorf,

and RUsch.28
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3.3.3.3 Creep Poisson ’s Ratio. Neville15 found that the ratio

for creep strains which may be called creep Poisson ’s ratio is approxi-

mately the same as the elastic Poisson ’s ratio when the sustained load

is uniaxial. Under sustained multiaxial compression , creep Poisson ’s

ratio is smaller, ranging between 0.09 and 0.17; the value becomes

smaller as the lateral stresses become larger relative to the axial

stress. This means that the volume of concrete decreases with the

progress of creep.

3.3.3.14 Effect of High Temperature. It has been demonstrated

by a number of investigators that high temperatures, especially above

14000 F, have a detrimental effect on the modulus of elasticity of

concrete. Since Poisson ’s ratio is also a measure of strain under

stress, it is reasonable to assume that high temperature will also be

detrimental although there is a lack of test data regarding this.

Philleo
l8 made this statement regarding research work to investigate

the effect of high temperature on concrete:

Since both flexural and torsional frequencies were deter-
mined , it was possible to compute Poisson ’s ratio. There was
a general tendency for Pois son ’ s ratio t o decrease as the tem-
perature rose , although the results were erratic . The calcula-
tion of Poisson ’s ratio is very sensitive to errors in determining
the resonant frequencies. A 1 percent error may produce as much
as a 20 percent error in Poisson ’s ratio.

Higginson,
29 in studying the effect of steam curing on concrete , found

that the modulus of elasticity and Poisson ’s ratio were not affected by

steam curing of specimens .

3.14 CONCRETE STRENGTH

Tests to determine strength are the most common tests made to

evaluate the properties of concrete because the strength is directly

related to the load—bearing capacity of the concrete. The strengths

most commonly determined are the compressive, tensile, or shear strength;

however, in reality, the quantity measured by any test is probably a

combination of two or more of these strength parameters. For example ,

the so—called uniaxia.]. “compressive” strength test is standardized and

widely used ; however , the concrete does not fail in true compression .
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Instead , the failure is the result of shearing and tensile stresses

induced in the concrete specimen by the applied compressive force.

Actually, all concrete materials eventually fail by one or another of

the modes of tension and shear.

For pavements, strength of the concrete is of particular interest

since it generally dictates the required thickness . Bending of the pave-

ment slab under wheel loads produces compressive, shear , and tensile

stresses in the concrete. Studies have shown that of these the required

pavement thickness is controlled by the tensile stresses and the tensile

strength. Since the tensile stresses are produced due to bending of the

slab , as opposed to a direct tensile pull, the flexural strength test

has been selected as most representative of the slab bending stress.

However, the flexural strength test is one of the more difficult of the

concrete strength tests to perform. As a result , many agencies resort

to a correlacion between the compressive or tensile splitting strength

(which are much easier to determine ) and flexural strength, especially

for construction control and evaluation purposes.

3. 14.1 COMPRESSION TESTS

Three types of compression test specimens are normally used :

cubes, cylinders, and prisms. For pavement work in the United States,

the general practice is to use the standard cylinder test (ASTM C 39_722) .
The cylinders are usually 6 in. in diameter by 12 in. long and are cast
in molds of steel or cast iron or are cored from the constructed pave-

ment . Standard cylinders are of a height twice the diameter , but other

height—to—diameter ratios may be used if an appropriate correction
30factor such as that developed by ?~ rdock and Kesler is used. Proper

preparation of the cylindrical specimen for test is important . The

ends of cast specimens may need grinding or other preparation and the

ends of cored specimens must be camped or otherwise prepared to assure

that the ends are plane and paralle2 and are normal to the axis of the

specimen. Misalignment s of as little as 1/14 in. in 12 in. have been

shown to affect the compressive strength of the concrete.3’ Another

important consideration in the conduct of the compression test is the

3.18
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rate of loading which should be constant and between 20 and 50 psi per

second . The compressive strength is expressed as P/A , where P is

the maximum load in pounds and A is the cross-sectional area of the

cylinder in square inches.

3. 14.2 FLEXURE TESTS

* The flexure test is the primary method for measuring the tensile

strength of concrete for pavements because (a) it more nearly represents

the stress induced by bending of the slab under wheel loading and (b) a

satisfactory method for determining the tensile strength of concrete by

direct tension has not been developed .

In the flexural tests of concrete , there are two methods to cal-

culate the modulus of rupture; i . e . ,  simple beam wi th third—point loading
(CRD—C l6—66 1/ASTM C 782 ) and simple beam with center—point loading

(CRD—C l7—691/ASTM C 2932). The difference between the two methods is

the loading arrangement . In the third—point loading method , the specimen
is loaded by two point loads which are spaced so that the distance between

the loads and the distances from the load to the nearest support of the

specimen are equal. In the center—point loading method , the specimen is

loaded by a single load located at the center of the specimen. The

modulus of rupture is the maximum tensile stress at rupture computed

from the flexural formula

(3.9 )

where

R = modulus of rupture, psi

M = maximum bending moment at the section , in.—lb

c = distance from neutral axis to farthest fiber (one half the
depth of the beam), in.

14
I = moment of inertia of the beam cross section , in.

Since the assumptions on which the flexure formula is based do not hold

true at high stresses approaching failure, the modulus of rupture is thus
a fict itious value; however , it is convenient for purposes of evaluation
and is conunonly used.
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The modulus of rupture actually overestimates the tensile strength

of the concrete and gives a higher value than would be obtained in a

true tension test. This approximate value is based on the assumption

in the calculation of the modulus of rupture that stress is linearly

prop3r~~onal to the distance from the neutral axis of the beam; the

shape of the actual stress block under loads nearing failure is known 
*

not to be linear.

Because of the difference in loading arrangement of the two

methods , expressions to calculate the modulus of rupture of concrete

are different. The equations are given in the following paragraphs.

3. 14.2.1 Third—Point Loading. If the fracture occurs within the

middle third of the span length , the modulus of rupture shall be cal-

culated as follows:

R 
~~2 

(3.10)

when

R = modulus of rupture , psi

P = maximum applied load indicated by the testing machine , lb

2.. = span length, in.

b = average width of the specimen, in.

d = average depth of the specimen , in.

If the fracture occurs outside the middle third of the span

length by not more than 5 percent of the span length , the modulus of

rupture shall be calculated as follows:

B = (3.11 )
bd

where

a = distance between the line of fracture and the nearest support
measured along the center line of the bottom surface of the
beam, in.

As can be seen , if the fracture occurs at the load , the two equations
are identical . If the fracture occurs outside of the middle third of

3.20
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the span length by more than 5 percent of the span length, the results

of the test should be discarded.

3.14.2.2 Center—Point Loading. The modulus of rupture is cal-

culated as follows:

B = 
~~~ 

(3.12)
2bd

It can be readily seen that the modulus of rupture computed from

the center—point loading is at least 1.5 times greater than that com-

puted from the third—point loading. The difference increases when the

fracture occurs outside of the middle third of the span length. The

reason for the difference in the modulus of rupture between the two

methods lies in the fact that the moment at the center of the span

length in the center—point loading condition is 1.5 times greater than

that in the third—point loading condition .

3.14.3 DIRECT TENSION TEST

There is no standard test for tension testing of concrete ; however ,

for research purposes , a number of tension tests have been devised in-

cluding testing of large briquets in tension and the use of glued or

clamped plates on the ends of cylinders . Because of the difficulty of

performing a direct tension test , there is some doubt as to the accuracy

of the results obtained and the tensile strength of concrete is normally

estimated based upon the results of the flexure test or by performing

the splitting tension test. Kadlecek and Spetla3 in a series of tests

using the glued end plates concluded that the direct tensile strength

of concrete can be reliably determined and the values are superior to

F those obtained by indirect methods and the use of conversion factors.

The test can be used for both cast and cored cylinders or beams having

a length—to—diameter or depth ratio of more than 2 without having to

apply a correction factor because of influence from the end plates.

Figure 3.6 presents an example of’ the relationships developed by Kadlecek
and Spetla for the tensile strength of concrete determined by the flexure

test , splitting tension test, and direct tension test and the compressive
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strength using one concrete mix proportioning. Another fairly well

recognized relationship32 between the modulus of.rupture from the
flexure test and the direct tensile strength based upon the assumption

that there is a linear change in stress from the neutral axis to the

outer fiber of the beam is expressed as

T = 
B — 100 

(3.13)

where
T = tensile strength, psi

A comparison of these two relationships indicates a difference , and it

can be expected that the relationship will vary depending upon the test

methods and the concrete mix proportionings used.

3. 14 . 14 SPLITTING TENSION TEST

A different and slightly simpler method of measuring tension in

concrete is the indirect tension test (ASTM C 1496_692). This method was

developed coincidentally in Brazil and Japan in 1953 and is rapidly

coming into general use. The test specimen is a conventional cylinder

either cast or cored from the concrete in the same manner as for the

compression test. The cylinder is loaded in compression along two axial

lines through bearing strips of l/8-in.-thick by l—in.—wide hardwood ply-

wood. The 1—in. —wide hardwood plywood strips distribute the compressive

load over an area which is sufficiently narrow to avoid undue concentra-

tions of stress. The strips compensate for surface irregularities to a

certain degree ; however, if the irregularities are excessive , capping

along the axial lines may become necessary . The application of a com-

pressive force along the two lines produces a triaxial stress distribu-

tion within the specimen, the horizontal stress being tension.32 The

cylinders fail suddenly along a vertical plane in the center region. The

almost constant tensile stresses occur over approximately three quarters

of the vertIcal plane between the two lines of load application. The

magnitude of the average tensile stresses along this plane at the time

of failure is considered to be the tens ile strength computed as follows :
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T = ii 9.d (3.114)

where

T = spli t t ing tensile strengt h , psi
P = maximum applied load, lb

9. = length of cylinder , in.

d = diameter of cylinder , in.

3.14.5 RING TENSILE
STRENGTH TEST

The determination of the ring tensile strength of concrete has

been approached using two methods ; however , neither has been employed to

any degree in pavement work. The first method uses thin discs with con-

centric holes in a diametrical compression test identical to the split-

ting tensile test. The basic idea is to change , by addition of the hole

in the disc , the rather uniform tensile stress field which occurs across

approximately the center three fourths of the failure plane such that

the tensile stress component at the edge of the hole is increased . This

insures that the origin of the fracture is known, and since the only com-

ponent of stress acting at the edge of the hole is the unidirectional

ten~ile stress, it represents the tensile strength of the concrete.

The second method utilizes the sane type specimen and a uniform

hydrostatic pressure is applied radially against the periphery of the

ring. This pressure produces tangential tensile stresses and radial

compressive stresses throughout the entire volume of the ring with a

uniformly distributed maximum tensile stress occurring along the entire

internal periphery of the ring. The radial compressive stress is quite

small , so when failure occurs, it is the result of the tensile stress.

These tests are fully described and the results of evaluation of the

test for determining the tensile strength of mortars are presented in

a report by Hoff.33

3.14.6 CORRELATION OF
STRENGTH TEST

Several researchers have developed relationships between the
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various strengths of concrete. In a summary of concrete strength rela-

tionships pertinent to pavements, Hammitt3 performed a consolidated

simple regression analysis of available reported data to develop the

following relationships for strength expressed in pounds per square inch :

a. Compressive strength = —2123 + 10.02 flexural strength

b. Compressive strength = —1275 + 9.75 splitting tensile strength

c. Compressive strength = —1578 + 7.37 longitudinal shear
strength

d. Flexural strength = 210.5 + 1.02 splitting tensile strength

Narrow and tJlbert35 conducted a comprehensive study involving two aggre-
gate types, cement contents ranging from 1423 to 658 lb/cu yd , and ages
of 7, 114, 28, and 90 days to develop a relationship between flexural
strength and splitting tensile strength. They found that the ratio be-

tween flexural and splitting tensile strength varied immensely with the

strength of the concrete as shown in Figure 3.7. Tables 3.14 and 3.5
and Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the relationships between various strength
tests of concrete.

saucier~
6 reported in a correlation of hardened concrete test

methods and results in which he compared the results of unconfined com-

pression , direct transverse shear (single and double plane) direct

longitudinal shear, tensile splitting , and triaxial shear tests on

cylindrical specimens using two types of aggregate and two cement con-

tents. The results are shown in tabular form in his report and are not

reproduced herein. Two conclusions reached as a part of Saucier’s

stud?6 of importance to pavement are: “(a) the shear strength as

determined from Mohr’s theory more closely approximates the true shear

strength of concrete than does that determined from direct tests , and

(b) the physical properties of concrete are affected by the moisture

condition of the test specimens at the time of test ; where the stress

is compressive , moist specimens yield lower indicated strengths.”

3.14.7 FACTORS AFFECTING
FLEXtJRAL STRENGT H

There are numerous factors which affect the flexural strength of

concrete. Many of these are considered in selecting and proportioning 
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of ingredients. These include such factors as the amount of cement,

ratio of the amount of water to the amount of cement , etc . In terms of

characterizing the flexural strength for a particular mixture, addi-

tional factors are important .

3.14.7.1 Effect of Ag.~~ The increase in flexural strength of

concret e with age is the result of chemical reactions of hydration
occurring for an extended period of time. An illustration of time

effects is shown in Figure ~~~~~~ To account for time effects , par—

ticula.r ages have been selected for determining flexural strength.

Corps of Engineers and Portland Cement Association (PCA) design proce-

dures are based on flexural strength determined at 90 days age, while

FAA procedures are based on 28—day strength. Packard~
8 states that the

90—day strength is from 110 to 1114 percent of the 28—day strength.

3. 14.7.2 Effect of Beam Size and Type Loading. The effect of

bean size and type loading (center—point or third—point ) is illustrated

in Figure 3.11. The argument presented by Neville to acc.~unt for the

differences is the so—called “weak link theory” in which it is postulated

that concrete is not uniform and that the strength of the material within

a beam varies. The larger the beam the higher the probability that a

weak element will be exposed to a critical stress. Therefore , larger

beams indicate lower strength than do smaller beams . Lindrier and

Sprague 39 also found that the flexural strength decreased as the size

(depth) of the beam increased and attributed the decrease in strength

to a differential shift in the neutral axis with change in the depth

of the beam. The difference between the loading conditions may be

explained by considering the moment distribution . For the center—point

loading, the moment distribution is triangular with the maximum moment

(stress) occurring at the beam center line , while for the third—point

loading the distribution is rectangular between the loading points

so that the maximum moment (stress) occurs over this entire length.

The probability that a weak element will be exposed to a critical

stress is larger for third—point loading than for center—point loading.

Thus , third—point loading indicates lower strength than center—point
loading. FAA , Corps of Engineers, and PCA design procedures are all
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based on flexura]. strength determined from 6— by 6—in , beams loaded

at the third points.

3.~~.7.3 Effect of Curing Conditions. The temperature and

n~isture conditions (prevention of loss of moisture) during the curing

period will significantly affect the strength of the concrete. Preven-

tion of loss of moisture is necessary to insure that the chemical

reactions of the hydration process occur. The effects of temperature

vary with time. Temperatures higher than about 70° F will result in

higher strength for a few days but lower strength at later periods.

The lower bound is not definitive but is probably between about 140 and

500 F. Temperatures below about 700 F, but above an indefinite lower

bound , will result in lower strengths for the first few days but will

increase to normal levels with time . At temperatures below a certain

minimum the strength increases with time but remains below what would

have been obtained at about 700 F. At temperatures below freezing

there is very little strength increase with time. ASTM C 31
2 
and

CRD—C 11
1 outline standard procedures for curing concrete beams to

insure that results from tests of beams provide meaningful results.

The applicability of the results to the characterization of the

in—place pavement will, however, depend on the proper curing of the

in—place concrete.

3.14.7.14 Effect of Aggregate. Singh1”~ found that as the specific

surface of aggregate is increased while maintaining other mixture

proportions constant, the flexural and compressive strengths decrease.

Walker and Bloem 1 found this same trend to be true as the maximum

coarse aggregate size was increased .

3.14.7.5 Effect of Fatigue. Concrete in pavements is subject to

the effects of fatigue. A fatigue failure occurs when the concrete

ruptures under continuous repetition of loads that cause stress ratios

(fl exural stress to flexural strength) of less than unity. Flexural

fatigue research3 has shown that as stress ratios decrease the number

of stress repetitions to failure Increases. It has also been shown

that:
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a. When the stress ratio is not more than about 0.55, concrete
will withstand virtually unlimited stress repetitions without
loss in load—carrying capacity . Hence , concrete has a
flexu.ral fatigue endurance limit at a stress ratio of
approximately 0.55.

b. Repetitions of loads with stress ratios below the endurance
limit increase the ability of the concrete to carry loads
with stress ratios above the endurance limit; i.e., the
concrete fatigue resistance is improved .

c. Rest periods also increase the flexural fatigue resistance
of concrete.

Fatigue effects are reflected In airfield pavement design procedures by

selection of a conservative safety factor , or, where specific knowledge

of loads and volumes is available , a more detailed analysis of fatigue

effect is made.

3.14.8 UNIFORMITY OF
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
TESTS

A rather comprehensive study was conducted by the Ohio River

Division Laboratories 
2, ~ to determine the variation in flexural

strength results that could be expected both in the field and in the

laboratory. Conclusions of this report are:

a. Considerable variation in flexural strength test results may
be expected for specimens taken from the same concrete mix ,
even under the best controlled conditions of preparing,
curing, and testing of the specimens.

b. A variation in flexural strength of 10 percent from the
average values is not considered to be a satisfactory cri-
terion for rejection of individual test results.

c. A variation in flexural strength of 15 percent from the
average value may be considered significant where the dif-
ference cannot be attributed to variations in the concrete
mix.

d. The rejection of individual values under any of the criteria
considered has only a minor effect on the average strength of
a group of specimens , and the effect becomes less as the
number of specimens in the group increases.
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3.5 FATIGUE OF CONCRETE AND ITS
RELATION TO PAVE?~~NT PERFOBMA.N CE

3.5.1 FATI~ JE OF PLAIN CONCRETE

Like all other pavement materials, portland cement concrete is

subjected to repetitive loads which are generally not considered in

design . Although the flexural (tensile) stress induced by the traffic
load is generally smaller than the ultimate static failure strength ,

excessive cracking may result and in some cases failure may occur.

Fatigue of concrete is described by Kesler
4 

as a process of

progressive, permanent internal structural change in a material subjected

to fluctuating stresses and strains . The internal changes are generally

damaging and may culminat e in cr acks or complete fracture after a suffi-

cient number of fluctuations. The fluctuations in stresses and strains
nay occur as the result of repeated loads, temperature changes, and ,
perhaps , moisture content changes.

A number of technical papers have been published in recent years

reviewing previous published works dealing with the fatigue of plain

concrete. These appraisals are entered chronologically in the list of

references. —50 In general, the fatigue property of plain concrete

depends upon many factors, such as frequency of loading , sequence of

load repetitions, rest period , stress gradient , and age of the concrete.

Most of the investigations into the fatigue properties of plain concrete

can be divided into two main types of tests: axial loading on cylindrical

or prismatic specimens, usually under compressive loads, and flexura].

tests on simply supported beams.

There have in addition been a small number of indirect tensile

splitting tests on cylinders tested on their sides , while some of the

earlier work on road materials was done using cantilever specimens.

Some tests conducted by the PCA were on long slabs continuously supported

as in a road pavement slab. However, the majority of the work reported

in the literature was done either in compression or in simple bending

under repeated loading.

Fatigue tests on concrete beams were conducted as early as 1920

by Clenuner of the Illinois Department of Highways and were aimed at
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producing design criteria for concrete pavement slabs.51 The tests were

conducted on sets of cantilever beams arranged radially like the spokes

of a wheel and subjected in turn to repeated load by means of a truck

wheel traveling around a circular track. On the basis of these tests,

a design value of fatigue strength of 53 percent of the static ultimate
strength was adopted for many years. From 1923 to 1928, Hatt and Crepps

of Purdue University investigated the fatigue behavior of concrete

cantilever beams subjected to completely reversed loading.525 The

tests suggested the existence of an actual fatigue limit of approxi-

mately 55 percent of the static ultimate strength.
The work that has been done on the fatigue of concrete in recent

years has been reviewed for this study,  and material properties will be

presented in the following order:

a. Endurance limit and fatigue strength.

b. Age.

c. Range of loading.

d. Maximum strain.

e. Load history.

f. Frequency of loading .

Res t period .

I. Stress—strain relations.

i. Shakedown limit.
Effect of type of mix on fatigue properties.

I. Crack propagation and fracture.

3.~~.l.l Endurance Limit and Fatigue Strength. Fatigue results
I

are usua’ly presented in the form of an S—N curve (stress versus log

of the number of repetitions of load) as illustrated in Figure 3.12.
If there is a break in the curve and it becomes asymptotic to a line

parallel to the horizontal axis, the bounding stress is called an

endurance limit or fatigue limit. Most metals and soils have an

endurance limit but concrete probably does not , at least up to 10 millIon

repetitions. Thus, the curve continues to slope downward as shown.

The fatigue strength is the strength for any predetermined number of’
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repetitions of load, usually the end point of the curve . Kesler
1414 

has

stated that a typical fatigue strength at 10 million repetitions is

about 55 percent (applied stress to static strength ratio). Hence,

the commonly used endurance limit of 50 percent is perhap s j ustified

in practice as a design value.

Fatigue strength data can be utilized effectively only if it has

been examined, statistically. McCall55 added this important dimension
to the presentation of fatigue data as shown in Figure 3.13. The usual

fatigue curve is that shown for a probability of failure P of 0.5.

Consideration of the curves in Figure 3.13 leads to the conclusion that

saf er and more ef f ic ient  designs should be based on the curves with

lower probabilities.

RaJu5 found that the fatigue strengths of paste , mortar , and

concrete ~u-e about the same when expressed as a percentage of static

ultimate strength. Many variables such as cement content , water—cement

ratio , curing, entrained air , aggregat e , et c . ,  t hat affect static
ultimate strength affect fatigue strength in a similar proportionat e

manner.

3.5.1.2 Age. Linger and Gillespie57 have reported that fatigue
strength increases with age, especially during the first 3 months.

However , in their research they did not use the static ultimate strength
at tL~ ~ime the fatigue tests  were run but used rather the 28—day strength

as the ~as~s for comparison. Kesler suggested that since the static

strength also increases with age , the fatigue strength relationship could

be independent of time , if the static strength of the concrete was used

at the same age of curing that the fat igue tests were conducted . How-

ever, in an earlier publication , Kesler and Siess~
8 
stated that specimens

for fatigie testing should be at least 3 months old before testing.

~. 5 . i .3  Range of Loading . For fatigue in both flexure and corn—

pressicn , the ~~per limit of the stress (fatigue strength) is increased

substantially as the range of’ stress is decreased . The value of 55 per-
cent of the static ul~ imate strength for the fatigue strength of concrete

referred to earlier is based on specimens repeatedly loaded to a maximum
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in either tension , compression, or flexure . Murdock and Kesler59 con-

ducted a series of fatigue tests to determine the effect of range of

stress on flexural fatigue behavior. Endurance curves were produced

for several values of minimum/maximum nominal stress. Some results are

shown in Figure 3.114. It can be seen that if the range of loading is

changed the maximum repeated load that can be sustained for a given life

is also changed. In other words , the fatigue behavior is dependent upon

the type of stress as well as the stress gradient. Ople and Hulsbos 0

studied the behavior of concrete prisms with a compressive stress

gradient . In these tests, the specimens were loaded eccentrically to

produce the required stress gradient across the section. This gradient

was shown to have a marked effect on fatigue life . For specimens having

the same peak compressive stress, an increase in fatigue strength of

about 17 percent of static ultimate strength was achieved on specimens

having a zero to maximum strain distribution , when compared with uni—

forrnl y loaded specimens (conditions of zero stress gradient).

3.5.1.14 Maximum Strain. Similar to asphaltic concttete for

flexible pavements, concrete pavement can be failed in fatigue by a

repeated load of lower magnitude than the static ultimate load. How-

ever, the gross strains at failure in a specimen subjected to repeated

load are larger than in a specimen loaded statically. Hilsdorf and

Kesler found that the maximum tensile strain of concrete subjected

to repeated flexural loads appears to be independent of fatigue life.

3.5.1.5 Load History. In his review of research work published

prior to 1959, Nordby concluded that concrete possesses a property

similar to strain hardening in metals. Loading repetitively at less

than the fatigue strength resulted in raising the fatigue strength and/or

stiffening of the specimens. Clenuner51 in 1922 indicated that such under—

stressing increased the static strength approximately 5 percent, while

LeCann.1s62 in 19146 found that the static strength increased as much as

8 to 15 percent. Bennett and Muir6~ in 1967 found that for some high—

strength concretes the static strength was increased approximately

11 percent after the concrete had been subjected to several million
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repetitions of load between 0.5 and 0.7 of the static ultimate strength.

Bate614 in 1956 noted that beans subjected to a similar stress history
resisted a greater number of load repetitions than would normally be

expected when tested later at a higher stress level .

In 1966, Hilsdorf and Kesler
6l published a technical paper in

which the effect of random loading on the fatigue behavior of concrete

was reported . The tests were conducted u-.i~~- ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~ress~ :.

Three different loading programs were used :

a. After a number of repetitions of load at a given st ress , the
stress was increased to a new level and maintained until
failure.

b. After a number of repetitions of load at a given high stress ,
the stress was decreased to a lower level and maintained until
failure occurred.

c. Two stress levels were continuously alternated until failure,
the lower being first in the sequence.

The high levels of stress in the three loading programs were of iifferent

magnitudes and were below the static ultimate strength of the concrete.

Hilsdor f and Kesler 1 drew the following conclusions based on

their results:

a. The fatigue strength and l i fe  of concrete subjected to
repeated loads of varying magnitude are influenced by the
sequence in which these loads are applied . Consider a test
in which the maximum stress level is changed only once. Then
the fatigue life of a specimen is larger if the higher stress
level has been applied first compared to the fatigue life of’
a specimen in which the lower stress level was applied first.
A relatively low number of repetitions of high loads can in
fact increase the fatigue strength of concrete under a lower
load beyond the fatigue strength of concrete which has not
been previously loaded.

b. If the upper stress level in a fatigue test is varied between
two values continuously during the test , the lower value being
constant , the fa t igue l i f e  decreases with increasing magnitude
of the higher stress level and also with increasing number of
repetitions under the higher stress. Loads corresponding to
stress levels less than that which would normally cause
failure , can contribute to the damage ini t ia ted by previously
applied higher loads.

3.5.1.6 Frequency of Repeated Loading. Since the static strength

of concrete depends critically on the rate of loading ,~
8 it. might ‘be
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expected that fatigue performance would also be affected by the speed

of testing. Limited investigations indicate, however , that the effect

is not great.

Kesler6~ and Assimacopoulos, Warner , and Ekberg°° conducted

flexural tests on concrete at different rates of loading and found that

frequency of loading, between 70 and 900 repetitions per minute, has

no significant effect  on fatigue strength. However , frequencies as low

as 10 repetitions per minute may result in slightly lower fatigue lives.

This behavior is similar to reported fatigue results with asphaltic

concrete.

3.5.1.7 Rest Period. Although the fr equency of loading has no
significant effect on fatigue strengt h of concrete , it was found that

periodic rest periods increase the fat igue l i fe of the concrete specimens.

Hilsdorf and Kesler 1 conducted a series of tests with rest periods of

different lengths ; i . e . ,  of 1, 5, 10 , 20 , and 27 minutes applied after

each 10—m inute loading period (i.e., approximately every 14500 repeti-
tions). A sixth group examined the effect of a single rest period of

greater magnitude. No difference was found in the effect of 5—minut e or

longer rest per iods , but 1—minute rest periods had a less beneficial

effec t , as shown in Figure 3.15. Five—minut e rest periods increased the

fatigue strength from 62 to 68 percent of the static strength. The

fatigue strength when there were no rest periods was 62 percent because

the minimum load was an appreciable percentage of the maximum load.

Hilsdorf and Kesler explained that during periods of rest , t!~
specimens were subjected to a constant load substantially less than the

maximum repeated load . The recovery of’ each specimen was qualitatively

identical to that observed in relaxation studies ; i.e., the initial rate

of recovery is great, but rapidly diminishes. Consequently, it appears

that no additional benefits  are derived when rest periods extend ‘beyond

5 minutes.

3.5.1.8 Stress—Strain Relations. Similar to the behavior of

asphaltic concrete , the elastic modulus of portland cement concrete

subjected to repeated loads generally decreases with load repetitions.
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Li nger and Gillespie57 studied the mechanics of concrete fatigue and
f ractures and found that the secant modulus of elasticity ef concr ete
reduced as the number of repet itions increased . Such a relationship

is shown in Figure 3.16, in which the maximum repeated stress and

strains were used . It can be seen that the magnitude of the modulus

computed from the maximum stress and strains drops rapidly during the

early l ife of a fat igue specimen. It then decreases gradually until

a short time before failure when there is a further rapid drop in

magnitude. Thi s is significant in practical design work because the
modulus computed at fai lure may be only about 60 percent of its maximum

or original value .

Hilsdorf and Kesler , in their work on cumulative damage on beam

spec imen s , concl uded that fat igue behavior could be explained in terms
of accumulated strain based on the following assumptions:

a. Failure occurs as soon as the total surface strain reaches
a limiting value of 250 uin./in .

1. Aft er n1 repeti tions of load under an alternating stress
S1 further strain increase due to repeated loading under
an alternating stress s2 will follow a curve identical with
the strain function of but disp laced along the repetition
ratio (n/N) axis.

c. Repeat ed loading at f irst  produces an increase in true static
strength due to relief of shrinkage stresses followed by a
decrease as cracks develop .

A comparison between stress—strain relationships , natural fre-

quency , and number of load repetitions was made by Gatfield of the Road
Research Laboratory on rectangular—section beams supported at the

nodal point s and vibrated in the fun damental mode of free vibration .
These tests indicated marked changes in both vibration characteristics

and stress relationships as cracks developed under repeated loading.
Cracks became visible to the naked eye when the frequency had dropped to

about 70 percent of its original value . Commenting on Gatfield’ s paper ,
Welch 9 concluded that there was a critical value of surface strain which
would lead to fatigue of the beam and that this strain could be related

di rectly to the 5 percent deviation point of the static stress—strain
curve of standard flexural beam strength test specimens , the critical
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strain value increasing with the flexural strength of the concrete.

He also concluded that the critical dynamic strains for lean concrete

.were substantially lower than for structural concrete.

3.5.1.9 Shakedown Limit. In the service lifetime of a portland

cement concrete pavement , the possibility exists that an excessively

heavy traffic load may induce stresses in the pavement of a magnitude

very near to the ultimate strength of the concrete.

Shah and Winter70 attempted to determine whether the internal

damage caused by a few repetitions of near ultimate loading would weaken

concrete for subsequent loading. Prismatic specimens were loaded up

to 20 repetitions with stresses of the magnitude of 83 to 100 percent
of the short—time ultimate strength. They reported that the shakedown

limit for concrete was about 90 percent of the ultimate static strength.

Repe ated loads below the shakedown limit do not change the load—carrying
capac ity of concrete as determined by a single loading , but loads above

thi s limit damage the integrity of the concrete . The shakedown limit

appear s to be near the critical load at which the volume of concrete

under compressive loading ceases to decrease and the microcracks through

the mortar sharply increase.

3.5.1.10 Effect of’ Type of Mix on Fatigue Properties. A few

authors mentioned the effects of the type of mix (i.e., mix proportions,

type of aggregate, curing conditions , and moisture content) on fatigue

performance , but most gave few details. Although in most cases the

applied stresses were given as a proportion of the static ultimate

strength , it was not always clear which particular strength value was

used as a reference.

In Nordby’s review
14
~ in 1958, it was stated that fatigue strength

(expressed as a proportion of static ultimate strength) decreased

slightly with leaner mixes and higher water—cement ratios , but the data
at that time were very limited.

In 1959, Antrim and McLaughlin73’ compared the fatigue strength in
compression of air—entrained concrete with nor~~l concrete and concluded
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that (again relat’~,i to static ultimate strength) there was no significant

difference. This work was later extended to include lightweight aggre-

gates72 of low strength (3800—psi compression) and high strength

(6000 psi). There was no significant difference in fatigue strength

(expressed as a proportion of the static strength) between either of

the two lightweight mixes or between them and the “normal” concrete of

the 1959 investigation. An extrapolated value of about 55 percent of
stat ic  ul t imate  strength at 1O7 repet i t ions  under repeated loading was
indicated .

3.5.1.11 Crack Propagation and Fracture. Studies have been

repor ted on the behavior of cracks in plain concrete during fatigue
testing . In most cases , small cracks hav e been observed to open and

close dur4ng repeated loading with propagating , indicating that micro—

cracks exist in the concrete long before failure becomes imminent .73 ’7

At Lehigh University, it was observed that failure tended to occur

at the matrix-aggregate interface rather than through the aggregate,
at any rate for small aggregates (3 / 8—in.  sandstone and quart zite

gravel).
75, 76 . . . .Kaplan suggested that under static loading the initiation

of microcracking probably marked the beginning of the failure process.

Initial fracture may result from the formation of multiple cracks in

the cement mortar , with the aggregate forming a crack barrier. It is

reasonable to suppose that a similar mechanism exists for the propagation
of fatigue cracks.

Studies of the applicability of fracture mechanics to the failure

of concrete have increased in recent years. Much of this work has been

directed toward the behavior of the material during static failure but

some work has also been done in relation to fatigue behavior .
GluckJ,ich 77 made a study of the influence of microcracking on all of the
mechanical properties , including creep and fatigue , and gave some

information on the propagation of fatigue cracks through mortar beams
tested in flexure. He found that the critical crack length to cause
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failure under fatigue loading agreed closely with that corresponding to

static stress conditions , on the basis of the critical strain energy

release rate. Kaplan~
6 discussed the relationship of strain energy

release rates to fracture mechanism of concrete with particular reference

to the absorption of energy by multiple cracking and by the effect of

aggregate particles forming crack barriers.  Similar observations were
made by j ones~

8 in considering the probable me chanism of failure of
concrete under quasistatic loading. It appears likely that the mechanism

of fatigue failure will be very similar and can be characterized by an
initial breakdown of the bond between the cement matrix and the aggre-

gate, followed by progression of cracks across the mortar.  A propagating
fatigue crack will be arrested from time to time when it reaches a stone,

and then the above process will be repeated unt i l  f inal ly the rat e of

release of strain energy is sufficient to overcome the remaining cohesive

forces and complete fracture occurs.

3.5 .2  PAVE~VENT DEGIGN
CONSIDER IN G FAT IGUE
PRO PERT Y ~F r~NCRFTE

In the d iscuss ions  ~r.’~~n t e i  in fe~ t i~ n .5 .l .5~ it was concluded

that the sequenc e .~f stress level affects the fati gue l i fe  of a conc rete
specimen. When the results of the first two programs of Hilsdorf and

Kesler ’s 1 work were compared with the commonly used Miner hypothesis79

which assumes linear accumulaticr, of damage , i t was found that when the
lower stress level was applied first the Miner theory was unsafe, while

where the higher stress level was applied first , the Miner theory was

conservative. The results of the third program , where load was

repeatedly varied , showed that the fatigue strength decreased as the
ratio of the number of repetitions at the high stress level to those

at the low stress level increased . The fatigue strength also decreased

for a given maximum stress level as the difference between the two

stress levels was increased.

Kaplan~~~’~
6 concluded that because Miner ’s hypothesis is easy to

apply it is frequently used , even though it does not give accurate

predictions of failure of concrete . Consequently , design curves,63’ as
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shown in Figvre 3.17, incorporating the probability of failure, have

been developed so that when Miner’s hypothesis is applied to them rea-

sonable results are obtained.

Of the current design manuals for portland c ement concrete pave-

ments , the PCA ai rfield design manual~
8 is the only one which has an

alternate analysis by which cumulative fatigue analysis may be used with
80the entire mix of aircraft anticipated at the airport. The concept

utilizes a typical fatigue curve for concrete pavements. The procedure

is described in detail by Wi tczak83’ in his state—of—the—art report on
pavement performance models and is therefore not repeated in this report .

Also , in Chapter 3 of this report , the endurance limit , stochastic nature

of fatigue, and fatigue failure concept of concrete pavements were dis-

cussed in detail; readers are urged to consult these chapters.

3.6 MISCELLANEOUS PROP ERTIES
AFFECTING PAVEMENT PERFOR MANCE

There are many factors that affect pavement performance , such

as reinfor cement , joi nts , foundat ion , et c . ,  t hat are not specifically

part of the concrete and therefore are not considered in this report .

However, there are, in addition to deformation characteristics (E and

v) and strength characteristics , other concrete properties which affect

pavement performance. Some of these are discussed in the following

paragraphs.

3.6.1 DURABILITY

With respect to durability of concrete , perhaps the first item

that should be considered is resistance to freezing and thawing. All

concrete contains void space capable of containing water that can freeze

and exert pressure. This problem has largely been eliminated , however ,

by the use of air—entraining agents in the mortar matrix of the concrete

which entrain minute air bubbles that , in turn , provide space large

enough to accommodate the increase in volume created by the freezing

water .
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3.6.2 CEMENT—AGGREGATE
REACTION

Another problem related to the durability of pavements is reactive

aggregate. Virtually all aggregate is reactive with cement to some

degree , and sometimes a small amount is beneficial in increasing the

aggregate bond to the paste. But a highly reactive aggregate will

destroy the concrete. If aggregate with a good service record is

employed , there is no problem, but if marginal aggregate must be used ,

a low—alkali cement should also be used. If sulfate attack is possible ,

a sulfate—resistant cement should be used .

3.6.3 SUR FACE ABRASION

Abrasion is defined as the wearing away of a concrete surface by

a friction process. For airfield pavements, there is abrasive action

from the wheels of vehicles as well as heat from jet engines and

abrasive particles blown onto the concrete surfaces by jet exhausts and

propeller backwash. It has been demonstrated that the cement factor ,

water—cement ratio, air content , and curing of concrete are all important

factors. Probably, strength and curing are the most important factors

in controlling abrasion resistance. It is well established that the

longer the concrete is kept moist after the set , the better the strength

and abrasion resistance. Data indicate that abrasion resistance in-

creases rapidly with strength up to a point , depending on aggregate and

curing conditions , but beyond that point , increase in strength has very

little effect on abrasion resistance. This point may come between com—

pressive strengths of 14000 and 6000 psi. Collins and waters82 data

indicate that the initial rate of wear of 2000—psi concrete is about

five times that of 14000—psi concrete. They also indicate that the type

of aggregate used has an important effect on the later stages of wear of

lower strength concrete but little effect on concrete above 6000 psi.

3. 6. 14 DEICER SCALING

Deicers , usually calcium chloride , applied to concrete surfaces

to keep them free of snow and ice , give rise to a serious problem of
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surface scaling. Ent rained air in concrete has a very beneficial effect

on reducing surfacing scaling. Other beneficial factors are high compres-

sive strength (14000 to 6000 psi); low slump, clean , durable, well—graded

aggregate; and sound consolidating, finishing , and curing practices.

3.6. 5 VOLUME CHANGE

Shrinkage and volume change not related to detrimental chemical

attack must be considered in airfield pavement construction. When volume

changes are restrained by foundations , connecting members, or reinforce-

ments, however , stresses are produced which may cause severe cracking.

Plastic shrinkage in freshly mixed concrete is due to bleeding , absorption

of water by aggregates, loss of water through improper curing , thermal

change, and chemical hydration . Cracking can occur the first few hours

after placement and occurs principally because of excessive rapid evapora-

tion or loss of water. Pavement construction is especially susceptible

to this. Corrective measures are all directed toward reducing the rate

of evaporation or the total time evaporation can take place. Autogenous

shrinkage (cement hydration) is a function of two opposing factors:

(a) expansion of new gel due to absorption of free pore water and (b)

shrinkage of gel due to extraction of water by reaction with the remaining

unhydrated cement. The sum total is usually a slight amount of shrinkage

(approximately 0.007 percent). Shrinkage increases with increased

fineness of the cement and appears to be greater for low—heat cements.

Thermal changes caused by variation in ambient temperatures are important

in pavements since differential gradient at night may cause a contraction

of the top surface relative to the bottom, thus tending to lift the slab

ends above the subgrade , causing cracking under stress. The thermal

coefficients of the aggregate seem to have the greatest effect. Siliceous

aggregates have a higher coefficient (14.5 to 6.5 millionths per degree
Fahrenheit) than limestone , basalt, granite, and gneiss (1.2 to 14.5),
and thus are more damaging. The last type shrinkage to be considered

is drying shrinkage. Washa8~ had the following to say on the combined

effect of unfavorable factors on drying and shrinkage:
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It has been obse rved and experimentally shown t hat the
cumulative effect of the individual factors that increase
drying shrinkage can be very large , and that the combined
effect  is the produc t rather than the sum of the individual
effects. Calculations have shown that the use of less fa-
vorable construction practices——concrete discharge tempera-
ture of 80 F rather than 60 F, a 6— to 7—in , rather than a
3— to 14— in.  slump , a 3/14—in.—tnax aggregate size rather than
1—1/2 i n . ,  and too long a mixing and waiting period— —could
be expected to increase shrinkage 614 percent . If, in addi-
tion , a cement with high—shrinkage characteristics, dirty
aggregates of poor inherent shrinkage quality , and admix—
tures that increase shrinkage are used the resultant shrinkage
could be about five time s as large as the shrinkage that would
be obtained with the best choice of variables.

There are shrinkage—compensating cements presently on the market that

offer promise for offsetting the detrimental effects of shrinkage, but

there are problems involved in mixing , placing , and curing concretes

conta ining these cements.

3.6.6 EFFECT OF H TGH TE’~—
PERATISRE G ~i N CONCRETE

This effect  was 1~ scussed earlier in this report in regard to

strength and modulus o f’ e l ast i c i t y  but should be considered here in

light of the efforts of jet blasts on the pavement surface. It has been

demonstrated experimentally t h a t  t emperat ures below 14000 F have little
detrimental effect on rn r~ rete but have a much larger effect above 14000 F.
The presence of moistur e in r oncrete is apparent in f ire tests on con-

crete where excessive mo i sture at the time of fire is the primary cause

of spalling. Concrete appears less affected where the concrete does not

contain silica . Basic igneous rocks, crushed brick , and blast—furnace

slag withstand fire damage better. Concrete that is heated to 14500 C

(8140° F ) or above will  contain some free l ime , the amount depending on
the temperature and duration of heat ing,  among other things.  If lime-
stone aggregates are present , they will decompose and yield free lime at

temperatures of more than ~OO to 700
0 C (1112 to 1292° F). Upon exposure

to normal air after cooling , the free lime will hydrate and carbonate ,
usually causing surface scaling and possibly more deeply seat ed expansion
and cracking.
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3.6.7 DELFTERIOU S SUBSTANCES

The effect of the individual aggregate particle on the durability

of concret e depends primarily on its volume stability , provided it is not

chemically reactive with the cement. A good aggregate must be able to

resist excessively large or permanent changes in volume when subj ected

to potentially dest ructive agent s such as freezing and thawing , heating

and cooling , or wetting and drying . The volume change of unsound par-

ticles u~y cause deterioration of concrete ranging from localized

pitting (popouts) and scaling to extensive cracking and deep—seated

disint egration . The usual method for measuring soundness of aggregate

is ASTM C 882 (sodium or magnesium sulfat e soundness t e s t) .

3.7 C1~HER MEASUREMENTS

3.7.1 RAPID MEASUREMENT OF
WATER AND CEMENT
CONTENT

The need for more rapid techniques to evaluate concrete quality
has long been recognized. Much effort has been made recently to develop

rapid (less than 15—minute) field methods for determining the water and

cement contents of fresh concrete. In May 1975, a conference on rapid

testing of fresh concrete was held in Champaign, Ill., sponsored by the

U. S. Arn~r Engineer Construction Engineering Research Laboratory ( CERL) .

The purpose of the conference was to acquaint potential users with

recent developments in field techniques. Eight papers were published

in the conference. Discussions were concentrated on the use of
chemical , mechan ical , and nuclear techniques to determine wat er and
cement contents of fresh concrete. Data were also presented relating

water and cement content test results to concrete strength potential .

3.7.2 SLUMP , FWW, AND
BALL TESTS

Consistency is a practical consideration in securi ng a workable
concrete. Slump , flow , and ball tests were all designed to measure the
consistency of fresh concrete. While these tests give only approximate
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measures of this property, they do define ranges of consistency well

enough for most practical work.

The slump test is made by measuring the subsidence of a pile of

concrete formed in a mold which has the shape of a truncated cone. Owing

to its simplicity , the test is adapted to field use and is widely used.

The flow test is made by jogging a pile of concrete on a metal

table and noting the spread of the pile as a percentage of the original

formed diameter. Although the results are more reproducible than those

of the slump test, the flow test is largely limited to laboratory use

because of the unwieldiness of the apparatus.

A ball test devised by Kelly appears to give promise of con-

venience and utility in determining the consistence of fresh concrete

as it rests in a container such as a buggy. As the result of a large

number of comparative tests made in the field and in the laboratory,

good correlation was found between ball penetration and slump, with
1 in. of penetration equaling approximately 2 in. of slump.

3.7.3 AIR ENTRAINMENT
MEASUREMENTS

The purpose of air entrainment in concrete is to make the con-

crete frost—resistant . For each mix , there is a minimum volume of

voids required for protection from frost. It was found that this

volume corresponds to 14 percent of the volume of mortar , and it is
essential that the air be distributed throughout the cement paste.

Three methods have been used for determining the amount of

entrained air in fresh concrete: (a) a volumetric method ; (b) a

gravimetric method; and (c) a pressure method.

In the volumetric method , the unit weight of a given mass Is

determined , after which the volume of the solids is determined by

displacement in water in a pycnometer.

In the gravimetric method , the weight of a known sample is deter—
mined , from which is calculated the solid volume of the ingredient s

from their proportions and specific gravities. The amount of entrained

air is taken as the difference between the observed volume of the sample
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and the calculated solid volume. Considerable error , possibly greater

than 1 percent , may arise because the specific gravities and actual

proportions are not generally known with sufficient precision .

In the pressure method , the sample is placed in a special con-

tainer called an “air meter” which has a transparent tube projecting

from the cover. Water is added until the tube is nearly filled. A

known pressure is then applied to the top of the tube, and the deflec-

tion of the water column is observed. The apparent reduction in volume

of the mass of concrete and water is due to compression of the entrained

air, the volume of which is then calculated through the application of

Loyle’s law. Some air meters are calibrated to read air content for a

given applied pressure. The pressure method is considered to be the

n~ st dependable of the three and has found wide use.
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~~1Table 3.1

Young’s Modulus of 6— by 6— by 30—In. Concrete Beams (after Philleo
6)

Average .Ratio of Ratio ofStatic E*Number of —6 Resonance E Pulse E
Specimens 10 psi to Static E to Static E

13 4 .52 1.00 1.17
13 4.89 1.05 1.16

13 5.21 1.01 1.13
13 5.60 0.96 1.04
13 6.03 0.94 1.01

Note :  Specimens tested at 28 days.
* Static E is secant modulus at 15 percent ultimate.

Table 3.2

Young’s Modulus of 6— by 12—In. Concrete Cylinders (after Philleo
6)

Average
Ratio of Ratio ofStatic E*Number of —6 Resonance E Pulse E

Specimens 10 psi to Static E to Static E

9 3.92 1.21

9 4 .4 5 1.11 1.42
9 14 .78 1.01 1.31
9 5.08 1.02 1.27

8 5.50 0.92 1.10

Note: Specimens tested at 28 days.
* Static E is initial tangent modulus .
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Table 3. 14

Variability of Results of Tests on Tensile
Strength of Concrete (af ter  NevillelS)

Coefficient
Mean~ Standard Deviation of

Strength Within Batches Variation
Type of Test psi psi percent

Spli t t ing tensile 405 20 5
Direct tension 275 19 7
Modulus of rupture 605 36 6
Compression cube 5980 201 3— 1/2

Table 3.5

Relation Between Compressive and Tensile
Strengths of Concrete (after Nevillel5)

Strength Rat io
Compressive Direct Tensile Direct Tensile

Strength Modulus of Rupture* Strength to Strength to
of Cylinder s to C ompressive Compressive Modulus of

psi Strength Strength Rupture*

1000 0.23 0.11 0.48
2000 0.19 0.10 0.53
3000 0.16 0.09 0.57
400o 0.15 0.09 0.59
5000 0.14 0.08 0.59
6000 0.13 0.08 0.60
7000 0.12 0.07 0.61
8ooo 0.12 0.07 0.62
9000 0.11 0.07 0.63

* Determined under third—point loading.
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NOTATION

a Constant ; also, distance between the line of fracture and the
nearest support measured along the center line of the bottom
surface of the beam, in.

A Cross—sectional area

b Average width of specimen , in.

c Dist an ce from neutral ax is to farthest fiber (one—half the
depth of the beam) ,  in.

C Factor which depends on shape and size of specimen , mode of
vibration , and Poisson ’s ratio

d Density ; also, average depth of specimen , in.; also, diameter
of cylinder , in.

D Deflection

e Total deformation

E Young’s -~odulus of elasticity

E Static modulus of elasticity of the concrete , psi

Compressive st rength

f f Flexural st rength

Direc t tensile strength

~~ 
Splitting strength

f’ Compressive strength of the concrete at time of test , psi

F Flexural strength
G Modulus of r igidity

h Heigh t of beam

I Moment of inert ia , in.

k Pickett’s correction for shear (third—point loading)

2. Span length , in . ;  also , length of cylinder , in.

L Length of specimen ; also , span length

M Maximum bending moment , in. —lb
n Resonant frequency

N Number of load repetit ions; also , number of load repetitions to
failure

P Applied load , lb; also, probability of failure
H Flexural strength ; also , modu lus of rupture , psi

~1’~ 2 Alternating stresses
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S Stress = maximum applied stress/static ultimate strength

T Tensile strength , psi; also , tensile splitting strength , psi

V Compressio nal wave velocity

w Wid th of beam; also , air—dry weight of the concrete at time of
test , pcf

W Weight of specimen

c Unit of deformation

Longi tudinal  strain produced by the stress at 140 percent of the
ultimate load

Transverse strain at midheight of’ specimen produced by a stress
corresponding to a longitudinal strain of 50 ~in./in.

Transverse strain at midheight of specimen produced by a st ress
corresponding to 140 percent of the ultimate load

v Poisson ’s ratio

o Unit stress
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CHAPTER 14: GRANULAR MATERIALS

14.1 INTRODUCTION

Granular aggregates are essential pavement materials used c ommonly

as base and subbase courses in flexible pavements and as subbase in rigid
pavements. The strength of a flexible pavement is derived from the
distribution of load over the sub grade through the subbase , base , and

surface courses, while in a rigid pavement suitable distribution can be

provided by the sur face layer alone or with a well—constructed subbase

layer. A base course is a layer of granular material which l b s  imme-

diately below the bituminous concrete surfacing layer of a flexible

pavement , whereas a subbase is a layer of material between the base* and

subgrade. The granular material under a rigid pavement is commonly

termed the subbase.
Since the base course lies close to the pavement surface, it must

possess high resistance to deformation to withstand the high tire pres-

sures imposed on the pavement , and since subgrades normally do not have

sufficient  strength to withstand heavy concentrated loads , base and

subbase courses are required to distribute applied loads over a larger

area of the subgrade . The base course must be stable under the load and
c ommonly is con struct ed of gravel , crushed stone , slag, or similar high—
quality processed aggregates. On the other hand , a subbase can be of a

lower quality and generally consists of locally available materials.

The function of the base and subbase courses varies according to

the type of pavement. Under a flexible pavement , base and subbase

courses are used primarily to increase the load—supporting capacity of
the pavement by distributing the load through a f ini t e thickness of

pavement , and may also provide drainage and give added protection against
frost action whe n necessary. The strength of a rigid pavement is derived

from the load—carrying capacity of the pavement as a whole , and thus the

* Thi s may be a bituminous base course.
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purposes of a subbase layer of selected granular material under the con-

cret e slab are more to prevent mud pumping , reduce frost damage, improve

drainage , control moisture in subgrade soils having high volume changes ,

and improve the constancy and effectiveness of pavement support than to

increase the structural capacity.

14. 2 PROPERTIE S OF GRANULAR
MATERIALS

The behavior of granular mat er ials is influenced by various prop-

erties of the constituent particles which are discussed below.

14 .2. 1 DENSITY AND
GRADATION

The following material is quoted from the Highway Engineering

Handbook:
1

The stability of a granular base course depends upon
particle—size distribution , particle shape, relative density,
internal friction, and cohesion . A granular material designed
for stability should exhibit high internal friction to resist
deformation under load . Internal friction and subsequent
shearing resistance depend to a large extent upon density ,
part icle shape , and grain—size distribution. Of these latter
two fact or s , the size distribut ion of the aggregate is the
most important . This is particularly true when considering
the quantity of fines which is in the aggregat e mixture.

An aggregate which contains little or no fines and is
well graded develops stability primarily from grain—to—grain
contact . This type of material has a relatively low density ,
is nonfrost—susceptible , and is pervious . However , this
mater ial is very d i f f icu l t  to handl e during construction,
because of its noncohesive nature .

An aggregate which contains sufficient fines to fill the
voids between coarse—aggregate particles develops strength
from grain—to—grain contact , with increased resistance against
deformation due to the increased density. The density of such
a mixture is high , and it is practically impervious , but it
may be frost—susceptible. This material is moderately difficult
to compact but is ideal from the standpoint of stability for it
has relatively high shearing resistance either in a confined or
unconfined condition .

At the other extreme , a material which contains excessive
amounts of fine materials has no substantial grain—to—grain
contact . The density is low , it is practically impervious ,

14. 2
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and it is frost—susceptible . Suc h material may be easy to
manipulate during construction .

Extensive tests were performed in the laboratory of the National

Crushed Stone Associat ion on graded aggregate mixtures. 2 Kalcheff 2

emphasized the effect of maximum size on rigidity of the aggregate.
This is illustrated in Figure 14 .1. The tested aggregates came from the

same source but had different nominal sizes.  It was noted that the

rigidity of the aggregat e material can be improved by increasing the

nominal aggregate size. Additional insurance against permanent deforma-

tion could therefore be achieved by using a larger nominal size. Fig—

ure 14.2 illustrates the importance of proper gradation and demonstrates

that there exist certain optimum gradations as related to ultimate

density and strength. In the series of test s illustrated , the maximum

si ze was held constant but total gradation was varied . The percentage

of minus No. 200 material was used to identify each continuous gradation.
Note that the gradation necessary for maximum density was not necessarily
the same as the gradation needed to achieve maximum strength.

14.2.2 PLASTICITY

The physical properties of the soil binder have a great effect
on stabili ty when grain—to—grain contact of the coarse aggregate is

destroyed . Test results have shown that the strength of soil decreases
as the soil—binder plasticity increases; this  effect is most pronoun ced

for high soil content percentages. Thus, an added specification

limiting the plasticity of a soil should be used. The AASHTO specifica-
tions set the liquid limit at 25 percent and plast ic i ty index at
6 percent . If the quantity of binder , however , is controlled within
close limits to a value equal to or less than the optimum amount ,

plasticity become s a secondary consideration . For aggregate surface

courses , it is desirable to use mor e binder to provide some cohesion
to the mass . Here the plast ici ty is important .

Figure 14.3 is a typical example of the large reduction in the
ultimate axial stress caused by changes in the p last icity of the fine

fraction (minus No. 14o mesh) reported by Kalcheff .2 The overall grada—
tions of these mixtures were identical .
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The addition of plastic fines to graded aggregates not only

decreases the load—bearing capacity , but also greatly reduces their

rigidi ty. This is demonstrated in Figure 14 . 14 by Kalcheff2 which
illustrates a typical example of the loss in rigidity of a graded

aggregate base to be expected by an increase in the plasticity of its

fine fraction . Reducing the plast icity to zero can , therefore , reduce
substantially the potential for permanent deformation or rutting.

14.2.3 PER~~ABILITY

Thompson7 studied the effect of pore pressures in granular layers

on the behavior of flexible pavements. He found that the amount of fine
material is particularly important , and that there seems to be an
optimum amount of fines for maximum stability, and a different opt imum
amount for maximum density. Furthermore, the amount of fines affects

the behavior of saturated granular layers. Test results showed that
granular materials with a degree of saturation above about 80 percent

deteriorate rapidly under repeated loading . The effect of the degree

of saturation was significant because of the development of excess pore

water pressures at high moisture contents.  The pore pressure measure-

ments in the laboratory studies were as high as 0.15 psi at stress levels

which were typical of the values found in pavements. Thompson stated

that even apparently small pore pressures could reduce the effective

stress in the base course to values approaching failure. When liquefac-

tion occurs , the fine material is free to go into suspension and move

away from the loaded area. This may explain the change of thickness of
the granular layers in a wheel path in the AASWI’O road test . He further

concluded that besides the loss of subgrade support during the wet season ,
the saturation of the granular materials and consequent liquefaction of

these materials also can attribute to the spring breakup of the pavement .

14.2.14 STATIC PROPERTIES

Holz and Gibbs8 performed static triaxial tests on free—draining
gravelly soils to determine factors affecting their shear strength. It
was reported that:
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a. The rate of shear had no effect .

b. An increase in the relative density produced a higher angle
of internal friction and therefore a higher shear strength.

c. An increase in gravel content (up to 50 percent ) produced
an increase in the angle of internal fr ict ion and therefore
a higher shear strength.

d. The maximum particle size range of 3/ 14 to 3 in .  produced no
appreciable change in the shear strength.

14.2.5 RESILIE~~ PROPERTIES

Although repeated load tests have been performed on cohesive soils
for nearly two decades , it has only been in the last 10 years that this
type of test has been used to any large extent to study the resilient
characteristics of granular materials. The consensus from these studies

has been that the response of granular materials to repeated loading is

different from their response to static loading . The factors influencing

the resilient responses of granular materials are discussed below.

14 .2.5.1 Laboratory Studies. Many investigators have studied the

resilient behavior of granular materials subjected to repeated stresses

in the triaxial apparatus . The general consensus of the studies appears

to be that the following factors may have a significant influence on
the stress—de formation character is t ics  under short—duration repeated
loads :

a. Stress level (confining pressure).

I. Degree of saturation.

c. Dry density (or void ratio).

d. Fines content .

a . Stress duration and frequency.
These factors are discussed separately in the following passages. This
discussion is mostly taken from Hicks ’ dissertation.9

14 .2.5.1.1 Stress Level. Studies of resilient response of sands

and gravels subjected to repeated axial stresses have all indicated that
the resilient modulus increases with confining pressure and is relatively
unaffected by the magnitude of the repeated deviator stress , so long as
the repeated stress does not cause excessive plastic deformation .
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Biarez1° has presented results of triaxial compressive cyclic

load tests on a uniform sand (grain diameter of 0.016 in.) in which the

variation of the modulus of resilient deformation with mean normal stress

was investigated. From the results obtained after several cycles of

load, he concluded that the variation of the modulus with the mean normal

stress may be stated as

K
E = K,~ 

2 ( 14 .1)

in which

E = modulus of elasticity

= constant

= mean normal stress; i . e . ,  (sum of principal stresses)/3

= exponent varying from 0.5 to 0 .6
Trollope , Lee , and MorrisU subjected a sand to slow repeated

cyclic loads and found that the modulus increased with increasing

confining pressure, but was unaffected by the axial stress so long as

a failure condition was not reached.

The Texas Transportation Institute has also investigated the
behavior of granular materials in repeated loading. Based on the results

of tests on partially saturated well—graded aggregates , Dunlap12 
has

suggested an equation of the form

M = 

~2 
+ K

3
(a + a

~
) (14.2)

in which

M = modulus of deformation measured in the direction of an
applied str ess

K2 = modulus of resilient deformation for the unconfined condition
1(

3 = constant of proportionality
and = radial and tangential stresses , r espec t ively

Dependence of the resilient modulus on stress level has also been
observed at the University of California (Mitry ,13 Shifley, 114 and
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Kasianchuk15) and by The Asphalt Institute ( Kallas and Riieyl6 ) .  Results
obtained from repetitive load triaxial tests were expressed in terms of

either Equation 14 .2 or by

— Mr = 1(
103

2 (14.3)

wher e 03 is the confining pressure and K1 and 
~2 constants.

In repeated load triaxial tests on sands , Morgan17 was one of
the first investigators to obtain direct measurements of both axial and

radial deflections. These were made to calculate the resilient modulus
and Poisson ’s ratio. It was found that Mr depended mainly on the level
of confining pressure, although there was a slight decrease with in-

creasing deviator stress. Poisson ’s ratio did not appear to be related

to confining pressure or deviator stress and varied from 0.20 to 0.140

over the range in stress levels employed (confining pressures of 10 to

30 psi and deviator stresses of 20 to 50 p s i ) .

Experimental data are also available which show the effect of

various stress states on the dynamic shear modulus of dry sand measured

by vibration and on the static shear modulus measured by repeated torsion
tests (Hardin and Blackl8). In these tests, the sand stiffness was found

to vary with the sum of the static normal stresses 0 . In all cases ,
the s t i f fness  was independent of the deviatoric component of the initial

static state of stress and the rate of loading .
Based on laboratory repeated load tests , Hicks9 concluded that

the resilient properties of untreated granular materials are affected most

signif icant ly  by stress level. In all cases , the modulus increased con-
siderably with the confining pressure and slightly with the repeated

axial stress. So long as shear failure does not occur , the modulus can

be approximately related to the confining pressure 0
3 

or to the sum

of principal stresses according to

= ( 14 .3 bis)

and
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MR 
= K~G 2 (14 .14)

Poisson ’s ratio increased with decreasing confining pressure and

increasing repeated axial stress where the change in Poisson ’s ratio

could be approximated as follows: v = A
0 + A

1
(o
1/o3) + A2(c11o3

)2

+ A
3
(c
1/c3

)3 . Figures 14.5 and 14.6 show the effect of the axial stress

on the resilient modulus. Figure 14.7 shows the variation in Poisson ’s

ratio with stress level.

Allen19 conducted a series of laboratory repeated load tests on

a variety of granular materials. Unlike all other laboratory tests

reported in this report, the triaxi aJ. chamber confining pressure was

varied simultaneously with the axial load to simulate the actual stress
pulse in flexible pavements. He found that the testing variable most
significantly affecting the resilient response of~ the granular specimens

was the applied state of stress. The effects of material type on the

resilient parameters are slight compared with the effects of changes in

the state of stress. In general, the crushed stone yielded slightly

higher values of resilient modulus than the gravel. The modulus of a

blend of the gravel and limestone was normally between those of the

other materials. Poisson’s ratio varied only minimally from one material

to another , and the values calculated for the gravel normally exceeded

those for the crushed stone.

14.2.5.1.2 Degree of Saturation. Studies concerned with the

resilient response of sands and gravels at different degrees of satura-

tion (or water contents) have generally indicated that the resilient

modulus decreases as the ,degree of saturation increases, so long as

comparisons are made on the basis of total confining pressures. Com-

parisons on the basis of effective stresses indicate that the resilient

moduli for 100 percent saturated samples differ only slightly from those

for dry samples.

Studies involving the repeated load effects in granular materials

have been conducted at Purdue University. Johnson2° and Johnson and

Yoder21 performed laboratory triaxi al tests on soil—sand mixtures and
measured pore water pressures and volume changes. An initially high
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pore water pressure gradient reached equilibrium after about 1000 cycles

of load , and volume changes produced high total permanent deformations

and eventual failure. The stresses were varied from 30 to 140 psi.

Hayries and Yoder
22 presented the results of undrained repeated—

load triaxial—compression tests on gravel and crushed stone, similar to

the type of materials used for the base course in the AASHTO Road Test.

The effect of saturation was shown to be significant. It indicated that

there is a critical degree of saturation (about 80 percent) above which

granular materials become unstable and deteriorate rapidly when subjected

to repeated loading.
23Coffman, Kra f t , and Tomayo have determined complex xnoduli for

the granular materials representing both the subbase and base course at

the AASHTO Road Test , as well as the subgrade soil noted earlier. Over

a limited range of water contents and densities, the complex modulus

increased slightly with increased dry density and decreased slightly

with increased water content for both base and subbase materials.

Studies at the University of California have yielded similar

results. Mitry13 and Seed et al.
214 

reported tests on a well—graded

gravel in both the dry and saturated conditions under repeated triaxial

loading. In terms of effective stress, it was found that the resilient

moduli of saturated specimens were slightly higher for drained tests

and nearly the same for undrained tests than values from corresponding

tests on dry specimens. Shifley’ tested a well—graded crushed aggre-

gate and found that the coefficient 1(
1 

in Equation 14.3 was reduced
from 13,500 for the dry case to 9,300 for the partially saturated case,

while K
2 was unchanged. (It should be mentioned that the partially

saturated modulus is expressed in terms of total stresses.) Kasianchuk15

also subjected a saturated aggregate subbase material to repeated

stresses. The testing was carried out undrained and static and transient

pore pressures measured throughout the test. It was reported that with

increasing number of repeated loads, an excess pore water pressure

tended to develop, which resulted in a reduction of the effective con-

fining stress and the resilient modulus. Though the conditions in
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the test were extreme in the sense that they will probably not occur in

a pavement, it does indicate the potential of a reduction in the modulus

when the pavement is saturated.

Morgan17 reported results of repeated load tests on two sands

and found that the behavior of the free—draining saturated sands were

only slightly different from tests on air—dried sands. There was a

tendency, however, for the saturated samples to show larger permanent

and recoverable strains even though they were tested at higher densities.

Repeated load tests made by The Asphalt Institute also showed a

reduction in the modulus with increased water content (degree of satura-

tion). Kallas and Rileyl6 found that as the water content increased

from 2.14 to 8.2 percent, the coefficient K
1 

in Equation 14.3 was
reduced from 10,618 to 8,687, while the coefficient K2 remained

essentially constant . For a confining pressure of 10 psi , this would

mean a decrease in modulus from about 32,000 to 22,000 psi , or about

30 percent. Tests on aggregate base materials from the ~San Diego Test

Road showed similar trends (Hicks and Finn25). Expressing the results

in terms of Equation 14•1~, the constant Kj dropped from 5,1400 to 2,100

as the water content was increased from about 2.7 to 6.3 percent. Again

remained constant.

Thompson7 reported results of repeated load triaxial tests on the

crushed stone from the AASHTO Road Test at varying degrees of saturation.

Measurements of permanent and resilient deformation as well as transient

pore pressure were taken throughout the test. The samples were tested in

their initial state (initial degree of saturation from 10 to 70 percent)

and after they had been soaked in water (final degree of saturation from

79 to 100 percent). In all cases, the samples experienced a substantial

increase in permanent deformation after soaking. It was suggested that

one reason for the observed increase was development of transient pore

pressures in the soaked szunples. No pore pressure was measured in the

unsoaked specimens , but pressures of the order of 0.05 to 0.15 psi were

measured in the soaked tests for repeated stresses of 14o and 60 psi.
Although the effect of the transient pore pressure on the resilient prop—
erties of the granular base was not reported , it should be small if pore
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pressures of the order of 0.05 to 0.15 psi are typical of those found in
most granular mat erials.

~epeated load tests conducted by Hicks 9 showed that in all cases
K1 decreased from the dry to partially saturated test series where the
comparisons wer e made on the basis of total stresses. Figures 14.8 provides
an indication of this effort for each aggregat e at two levels of grading .
The relationship between Poisson ’s ratio and the princi pal stress ratio
is shown in Figure 14.9 .  In general , Poisson ’s ratio decreases with
increasing degree of saturation .

14.2 .5.1. 3 Dry Density. Although studies showing the effect of
density (or void ratio) on the resilient properties of granular material
are limited , the general conclusion is that dry density has a significant
effect . In general , as the density increases (or void ratio decreases) ,
the resilient responses are reduced for the same magnitude of stress.

11
Trollope , Lee , and Morris reported the results of slow repeated

cyclic tests on a poorly graded sand. The study indicat ed that the

modulus of the sand increased with a decrease in void ratio ( increase

in dry density).  The difference in moduli between a loose and dense

sand was reported to be as much as 50 percent . Similar findings were

published by Cof±’man, Kraft, and Tomayo.
23 For the range of water con-

tent and density investigated, the complex modulus of both an aggregate

base and subbase increased with density . For an increase in dry den sity

from 136 to 1140 pcf, the modulus increased by as much as 27 percent .

Some repeated load triaxial tests have been conducted by

Johnson
2 

on air—dried , fairly rounded , well—graded gravel. In these

tests, the influences of void ratio and confining pressure were investi-

gated . The most significant result was the striking dependence of the

modulus of resilient deformation on the confining pressure .

In the laboratory repeated triaxial compression tests conducted by

Hicks,9 he found the coefficients K1 
and K1 (Equations 14 .3 and 14 .14 )

to increase with increasing density , while K2 
and K2 remained rela-

tively constant or decreased slightly. The effects are shown for the

part ially crushed aggregate (dry test series) in Figure 14.10. Similar

trends were found to exist for the partially saturated and saturated

14.11



test series. For the crushed aggregate , K1 also t ended t o incr ease

with density . It is worthwhile to point out again that K2 remained

nearly constant.

In the repeated load triaxial tests with lateral stresses , Allen’9

found that the resilient parameters are affected by variations in the

dry density of the specimen. Generally, the resilient modulus increases

as density increases. Poisson ’s ratio showed no consistent variation

with changes in density. The values of resilient Poisson ’s ratio were

very similar for all specimens at corresponding values of 0
1/0

3 
for

the variable confining pressure test.

14.2.5.1. 14 Fines Content. Studies d emonstrating the variation in

response of granular materials subjected to repeated axial stresses indi-

cate that the fines content (percent passing No. 200 sieve) can also

affect the resilient behavior . The actual effect is unclear , although

it does appear that the magnitude of the change is dependent on aggregate

type.

Haynes and Yoder
22 

presented results of repeated load triaxial

tests on a gravel and crushed stone for a range of minus No. 200 sieve

material. Typical results indicated that for the stress conditions used

= 55 psi , 03 = 15 psi) the modulus is only slightly affected by

grading. For the gravel , the resilient modulus was generally lower for

the middle level of fines (9.1 percent), while for the crushed stone

it was essentially the same regardless of the grading .

On the other hand , Barter27 presented data on the effects of the

permeability of granular bases which demonstrated that materials with

comparatively high fines contents (more than 5 percent passing the No. 200
sieve) may require some time to drain , causing a potential development of

pore pressure under load. According to Barter, this tended to reduce the

strength of the base layer to some critical level. Similar observations

were reported by Thompson7 on repeated load tests of the crushed stone

from the AASHTO Road Test. Tests on soaked specimens indicated that the

samples with high fines contents experienced greater permanent deformation
than blends with low fines. For example, increasing the fines from 3 to

21 percent caused an increase in the total permanent deformation of more

14.12
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than 100 percent. Limited data for the same samples in the unsoaked con-

dition showed the same trend.

Results of laboratory repeated load tests conducted by Hicks9

revealed that the resilient Poisson ’s ratio was also influenced by the

fines content . In most instances, as the fines content increased, the

mean value for Poisson’s ratio was reduced. An example of the manner in

which Poisson’s ratio varied with grading for partially crushed and

crushed aggregate is shown in Figure 14.11. Regardless of aggregate type,

there was a noticeable reduction as the percent fines increased and the

reduction appeared to be a function of the aggregate type; i.e., there

was a greater reduction for the crushed aggregate.

14.2.5.1.5 Stress Duration and Frequency. In spite of the limited

research , there appears to be some effect of stress duration and frequency

on the response of granular inateria.ls. The magnitude of the effect on

resilient moduli is relatively uncertain. In some cases, only slight

changes were observed , while in other investigations, changes as great

as 100 percent were noted.
28 .Seed and Cha.n investigated the effect of the duration of stress

on the total deformation of soil specimens subjected to repeated loading.

An increase in the duration of stress application , for intervals up to

2 minutes, resulted in an increase in the total deformation of a silty

sand. From their dat a , it is also possible to show that the modulus
of resilient deformation increases as the duration of load application

decreases and that this increase is more pronounced for very short dura-

tions of load. However , considering the range of values investigated ,
the change was relatively small .

In the laboratory repeated triaxial tests with both variable and

constant confining pressures , Allen’9 reported that the resilient

response of well—graded granular materials is independent of stress

pulse duration. Therefore, any pulse duration in the range of those

applied to elements of pavements by wheel loads moving at speeds of

about 15 to 70 mph may be used in laboratory investigations.

Contrary results of work were r~”~orted by Coffman, Kraft, and

Tomayo.23 They reported that in all cases higher modulus values were
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observed at the higher frequency. These increases ranged from 50 to

100 percent, depending on water content and dry density. It should be

emphasized that the modulus values reported were determined from static

tests and transformed into the frequency domain.

In repeated tests on a limestone gravel, Armstrong (as reported

by Dun lap29) related the influence of frequency and duration of repeated

loads to total deformation. He found that long loading durations and

short intervals produce larger deformations for any number of stress

repetitions.

Many other investigators have studied the general properties of

granular materials, i.e., gradation, moisture content , density angularity,

and porosity, on the resiliency of granular materials. Hveein et al.3°

investigated the resilience characteristics of granular base and subbase

materials, as well as fine—grained subgrade soils, using the resiliotneter .

He found the resilience value at a given pressure decreases as the quality

of the granular material increases. Barkan31 concluded , on the basis of

laboratory tests conducted on sand confined in a consolidation mold and

subjected to repeated loading, that Young’s modulus for a pure sand is a

stable characteristic that does not change much with changes in moisture

content , grain size, or porosity of the sand . White32 determined the

effect of gradation , moisture content , compaction , and applied load on

the resiliency of base course materials. Load applied to materials

compacted in a metal cylinder 6 in. in diameter was held constant until
deformation ceased , at which time deflection was measured . The load

was then released and the rebound readings recorded . He concluded that

the resiliency after 50 cycles of loading and unloading does not appear

to be affected by the type of aggregate , gradation , moisture content , or

density of the original specimen, but that the resilient deflection would

appear to be dependent on both the magnitude and the number of applica—

tions of the load.

Brown33 conducted a series of laboratory repeated triaxial tests
on a crushed granite . He found that under drained conditions , the

resilient strain reached equilibrium values after approximately
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cycles of deviator stress. The resilient strain at equilibrium was

related to the applied stresses by the equation

6 
__________ 

1.514
E = 237 10 

(~
y , + 0.250 3) 

( 14 .5)

where 0 and a’ are mean normal stress and effective deviator stress.

Seed et al. summarized many I nvestigations discussed in the preceding

paragraphs, and they are tabulated in Table 14.1.

The laboratory repeated load tests conducted by Hicks9 may best

summarize the factors influencing the resilient properties of granular

materials. He concluded that the resilient properties of granular mate—

riai were also affected by factors such as aggregate density, aggregate

gradation (percent passing No. 200 sieve), aggregate type, and degree of

saturation. At a given stress level, the modulus increased with in-

creasing density, increasing particle angularity or surface roughness,

decreasing fines content, and decreasing degree of saturation. Poisson’s

rat io, however , was slightly influenced by density , generally decreasing

as the fines content increased , and generally decreasing as the degree

of saturation increased. Small changes in the modulus relationship or

Poisson ’s ratio for the granular base layer can result in significant

changes in the response of the pavement structure.

14.2.5.2 Field Studies. A few studies were conducted to investi-

gate the performance of granular base materials under conditions of

loading representative of the actual pavement structure. The informa-

tion which exists points to the importance of better defining the

characteristics of these materials. In those studies which have

investigated the role of the granular base in the behavior of the total

pavement system, it appears that for a given base type, grading , and

density , the response of pavements is most affected by the degree of

saturation in the base and the type of loading conditions. Each of

these factors is discussed belov; the discussions are taken frem Hicks.9

14.2.~~.2.l Degree of Saturation. Results of field tests have
been reported for both prototype and full-scale pavements. On the basis
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of these studies , it appears that both the resilient and total deforma-

tions are influenced by the degree of saturation. However , the actual

effect on each appears to be governed by the type of material and level

of density.

At the AASHTO Road Test, 8o percent of the failures of the

flexible pavements occurred during the spring. This is particularly

significant when it is noted that failures of rigid pavements in the

AASHTO Road Test35 were distributed uniformly throughout the year.

Similar results were reported at the WASHO Road Test.~
6 This deteriora—

tion is normally attributed to reduced subgrade strength; however , at

the AASHTO Road Test , there was only a small change in the moisture

content and the resilient deformation (Table 14.2) of the subgrade

during the spring of the year. Another factor which was observed was

that only a small part of the total rut depth occurred in the subgrade,
while more than 50 percent was indicated to have occurred in the base

and subbase layers (Table 14.3). Seasonal changes in moisture content

of the base and subbase layers ranged on the order of 1 to 2 percent
maximum. Although this does not appear significant , the small change

in water content represents an increase in the degree of saturation from

about 60 to 80 percent. Because the degree of saturation increased to

80 percent or higher during the spring , it was suggested that this led

to the relative instability and rutting in the granular layers reported

by Haynes and Yoder .22

At this point, it is interesting to note that Barber and

Steffens37 suggested that critical pore pressures which affect the
strength of a base course can be controlled by changing the gradation

and drainage so that the material when compacted has void spaces which
are less than 80 percent saturated. Their analysis of field measure-
ments at the Hybla Valley Test Road indicated that positive pore
pressures could develop under these conditions, and these could lower

the static bearing capacity of the pavement structure to some critical

level. They demonstrated that a temperature change of 6.5° F in a
12—in, base layer could produce a rise in the effective water table of
18 i n . ,  or an increase in the pore pressure of about 0.5 14 psi. 
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Thompson7 reported results of repeated plate tests on a small

model (dimensions 6 in. wide by 51 in. long by 18 in. deep) where the

influence of factors such as subgrade moisture and density and base

moisture and density were studied. The water level in the model could

be controlled as could the combinations of the pavement layers. When

all the results were evaluated , it was shown that the degree of satura-

tion of the base was not related to total deformation . However , at

specific levels of base density , there was a definite increase in

permanent total deformation with an increase in the degree of saturation.

These results compared well with those obtained on the Pavement Test

Track developed at the University of Illinois. This facility , also

designed so the water table could be raised and lowered , enabled pave-

ments of various thicknesses to be constructed and then subjected to
repeated wheel loads. Typical results indicated that the pavements per-

formed satisfactorily until they were soaked and then they deteriorated

rapidly. The deterioration was not due to saturation of the subgrade,

since there was no significant moisture change during soaking . It was
concluded that the deterioration was due to the increase in degree of

saturation of the base layer, which occurred with increased repetitions .

Good agreement was found when the 80 percent criterion suggested by
Barber and Steffens3T for critical degree of saturation was used to

evaluate the different test sets.
Hicks9 made a series of repeated plate load tests on a prototype

pavement and found that for a given stress level the resilient surface
deflections increased with increasing degree of saturation of the base

layer. However , the deflection at the subgrade-base interface did not

change with degree of saturation. For this pavement , the increase in

surface deflection with degree of saturation (15 to 20 percent) was due
entirely to a reduction in the stiffness of the granular base.

14.2.5.2.2 Loading Conditions. ,Results of repeated plate load

tests reported by Mitry13 and Shifley~~ indicated the presence of stiff-
ening type relations between plate pressure and surface deflection for

pavements composed of bituminous concrete , granular base, and clay sub—

grade. This behavior was attributed to the increased modulus within the
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base as the plate pressure increased and was consistent with the labora-

tory behavior described previously. For tests with the larger plates,

the deflection which occurred within the base also decreased. The authors

suggested that this was due to the greater confinement in the base which

resulted from an increase in the ratio of the load diameter to base
thickness. This stress dependency was also indicated in field tests by

Brown and pe~~.~
8 Using plate load tests on a prototype pavement , the

modulus of a well—graded crushed stone was determined from measurements

of in situ stresses and strains. They found that the modulus could be

represented by Equation 14.14 where K~ and K~ were equal to 20140 and

0.57 , respectively. Poisson ’s ratio was found to vary as follows :
Sum of Principal Poisson ’ s
Stresses , psi Ratio

5 0.142

145 0.25

Similar stress dependency has also been observed using vibratory

techniques. Jones39 computed the dynami c shear modulus of a 3—ft layer

of fine sand from the resonant frequency of a plate on the surface sub-

jected to alternating stresses superimposed on static stresses ranging

from 3 to 10 psi and found that the dynami c shear modulus increased with

the static pressure. An increase in the alternating stress , however ,

resulted in a decrease in the dynamic modulus. Lister and Jones 0 used

vibratory techniques to define the modulus of each layer in a pavement
composed of a bituminous concrete surface , granular base , and subbase
overlying a silty clay subgrade (CBR of 7.1). They observed that the

overall stiffness of the structure increased with increasing load and

attributed this to the nonlinear behavior of the granular layers.

Accurate measures of the modulus of the base and subbase layers were

not obtained. This stiffening behavior was also reported by Gusfeldt
and Dempwolff.~~ They observed a slight nonlinearity between the tire

load and the vertical stress in the gravel base (bituminous concrete

surfacing and gravel base overlying a fine sand subgrade). A con-

siderable stiffening behavior was noted in the relation between the

load and the horizontal strain in the bituminous layer.

14.18
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In repeated plate load tests on a prototype pavement , Hicks9

found that the resilient response of pavements with granular bases

depends on factors such as plate pressure , plate diameter , bituminous

concrete thickness , and degree of saturation , and that for a given stress

level the resilient surface deflections increased with increasing plate

pressure, increasing plate diameter, and decreasing bituminous concrete

thickness . The deflection at the subgrade—base interface increased in

the same manner . The horizontal strains in the base layer varied with

plate pressure, plate diameter , bituminous concrete thickness , and degree

of saturation in the manner described for the deflections . The strains

increased rapidly at the lower applied stresses and more slowly at the

higher stresses. Tests with larger plates resulted not only in higher

strains but also in lesser degrees of nonlinearity. However , some of

the trends were not very clear.

14 .2 . 5 .3  Comparison of Test Results for Variable and Constant

Confining Pressures. All results and findings of laboratory repeated

triaxial tests on resilient property of granular materials reported in
this section are based on constant confining pressures ; test results

with variable confining pressure reported by Allen19 is the only one

of its kind at present. As stated by Allen ,

Despite the knowledge of the heavy influence of confining
stresses on the resilient parameters, there have been no
published results of tests where latera’ stresses were varied
simultaneously with the axial stress on such a time scale as
to simulate transient wheel loadings . Since this condition
Is representative of the state of stress occurring in an
actual pavement structure subjected to moving wheel loads,
the purpose of this research was to simulate field conditions
by means of repeated—load , variable—confining—pressure,
triax ial tests in the laboratory.

Some salient features of Allen ’s work are summarized in the following

paragraphs.

Comparison of test results of variable confining pressure (vcP)
and constant confining pressure (ccP) for resilient modulus E

r 
are

shown in Figures 1~.l2~ 14 .114. Test results for the crushed stone and

gravel materials indicate that the CC? test yields slightly higher
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values of E
r 

throughout the range of 0 values for the intermediate—

and low—density specimens than does the VCP test . This observation

was also true for the low—density blend specimen for values of 8 >

15 psi. The difference in Er values in each case was maximum for

values of 0 near 10 psi , the lower extreme for 0 . At this point,

the CCP test on the intermediate—density crushed stone specimen showed

E
r 

to be approximately 50 percent greater than the VCP test data

indicated. This difference diminished as 0 increased , since the

regression lines converged at higher 0 values. However , the dif-

ferences in E
r 

for the other specimens mentioned above were con-

siderably less, on the order of 30 percent maximwn. Similar results

were obtained from the high—density crushed stone and gravel specimens.

For the gravel, the CCP and VCP test regression lines intersect at a

value of 0 near 17 psi; so for most of the range of interest the

CC? test results yield higher values of E
r 

However , for the crushed

stone specimen, the point of intersection was 8 35 psi. For two

specimens , the high— and intermediate—density blend specimens , the

VCP and CCP test data result in almost identical regression lines for

E (Figure 14. 114).

On the basis of the above discussion , it would appear that, in

general, the CCP test data would tend to overestimate the resilient

modulus compared to the VCP test. However, two observations should be
made. First, this phenomenon was not observed for all specimens.

Second , in the cases where it did occur , the magnitude of the difference

in E
r was not constant because of the intersecting or convergent

nature of the regression lines ; therefore , the magnitude of the dif-

ference depends upon the value of 0 for which the values of E
r are

calculated. It follows that the differences in the results of the two

types of test may or may not be significant as regards pavement response
to load since the modulus throughout the granular layers is determined

from the existing state of stress.

The stress—dependent nature of the resilient Poisson ’s ratio is
illustrated in Figures 14.15 and 14.16. The best fit to the laboratory
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data was obtained for all specimens by expressing ‘
~r 

as a function of

0
1
/0
3 

. Figur e 14.15 shows this relationship for the VCP test data from
the low—density gravel specimen. Of interest is the relatively flat

slope of the curve through the range of 01/03 
of 2 to 7. This observa-

tion indicates that , since this range of stress ratios is typical of

that found in pavement systems, pavement analyses based on a representa-

tive constant value of Poisson ’s ratio for the granular layers might

be appropriate. The validity of this observation is strengthened by

the fact that the VCP test results for all specimens yielded values of

Poisson ’s ratio very close to those shown in Figure 14.15 for the same

range of 0
1/03 

. Figur e 14.16 shows V values from the CC? test on

the same specimen as Figure 14.15. This figure , typical of the CC?

results for all specimens, differs in two respects from the typical

VCP results shown in Figure 14.15. First , the curve is concave downward

throughout the range of 01/03 
of interest, as opposed to the upward

concavity evident in Figur e 14.15. Second , the values of V
r 

are much

higher (>0.50) throughout the same range of 01/03 
for the CC? results

than for the VCP test data. This contrast in behavior may indicate that

the CC? test conditions cause the specimen to undergo more volume change

than the VCP test. This is further explained in the following paragraph.

It can be shown that the volumetric strain of a specimen nv/v

is equal to the first invarient of the strain tensor + 2E
3 

for the

triaxial test specimen. Examination of the detailed test data shoved

that at almost all stress levels applied during the CCP test nv/v

calculated from the sum of the principal strains would iridicate that

the specimen increased in volume. However, applying the same procedure

to the VCP test results would show little , if any, volume increase.

Accordingly , it is felt that the conditions of the CC? test are such

that inordinate degrees of volume change are imposed on the specimen ,
thereby yielding results that erroneously overestimate Poisson ’s ratio.

In summary , no particular difference in the resilient modulus was ob-

served in the two types of tests. However, the difference in resilient

Poisson ’s ratio in the two types of test was very significant .
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A sensitivity analysis on the significance of VCP on pavement
19response was made by Allen. It consisted of the finite element

analysis of one typical flexible pavement section. Twenty—one

combinations of base and subbase course materials were utilized. The

sensitivity analysis showed the necessity of accounting for the state

of stress in granular layers when computing pavement response to load.

However, any difference in the predictive equations for moduli derived

from the two test procedures (vcP and CC?) exerts only minimal influence
on such indicators of pavement response as surface deflections. There-

fore , the continued use of the CC? tria.xial test as a means of charac-

terizing granular materials is justified.

Many more researchers have investigated the resilient properties
of granular materials though their works were not reported in this

section. Interested readers may consult References 26 to 142.

14.2.6 PLASTIC PROPERTIES

In the modern design of flexible pavements using & mechanistic,

structural approach, fat igue and rutting are the two most important

failure mechanisms. Fatigue in bituminous pavement surfaces Is caused

by the repetitive application of wheel loads which induce fluctuating

stresses and strains in the surface, while rutting is due to permanent

deformations in the pavement resulting from a combination of consolida-
tion and shear failures. While rutting and fatigue are two separate
modes of distress , the rutting can contribute to fatigue failure of

a pavement due to the tensile strains in the surfacing resulting from

bending caused by rutting of the base and subg~rade .

To prevent pavement failure due to rutting, it has been the

general practice to specify proper compaction control in the field

and the use of appropriate pavement thickness to reduce stress inten-

sities in the subgrade. The CBR equation devised by the Corps of Engi —

neers is a classic example of a method which determines an appropria~
thickness of pavement to protect the subgrade soil from shear failure.

The Corps also has a construction procedure specifying a strict compac-

tion requirement of the base, subbase, and subgrade soils to minimize
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the possibility of consolidation of each layer under the repetitive

application of traffic loads.

No effort has been made to investigate the characteristics of

plastic deformation of pavement materials or to predict rut depths of

a pavement using rational methods until very recently. Research in

these areas by Barksdale, 
2 Allen,19 Kalcheff,

2 and Brown33 is discussed
below.

14.2.6.1 Georgia Institute of TechnoloRy. Barksdale
142 was first

to investigate the plastic deformation of a variety of granular materials

tested in a repeated load triaxial cell and developed a method for

estimating the rut depth in a flexible pavement . Table 14 .14 summarizes
the 10 different kinds of base materials Barksdale tested in the repeated

load triaxial cell. The specimens were tested to an average of 100,000

load repetitions at constant confining pressures of 3.5 and 10 psi. The

tests were performed using deviator stresses varying from approximately

1 to 6 times the confining pressure.
The relationship for a granite gneiss (Base 6) between the axial

plastic strain occurring in the cylindrical specimens and the numbers

of load applications for varying deviator stresses is shown in Fig-

ure 14.17. The plastic strain accumulates approximately logarithmically

with the number of load repetitions. For very low deviator stresses,

the rate of accumulation of plastic strain tends to decrease as the

number of load repetitions increases. As the deviator stress increases ,

a critical value is reached beyond which the rate of strain development

tends to increase with increasing numbers of load repetitions . Further-

more, after a relatively large number of load repetitions , the specimen

tray undergo an unexpected increase In the rate of plastic strain
accumulation.

To study rutting in pavement systems in a rational manner , the

results given in Figure 14.17 can be plotted as plastic stress—strain

curves shown in Figure 14.i8. These curves are analogous to the stress—

strain curves obtained from a series of static tests performed at

varying confining pressures. Similar plots were also obtained for the
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other nine base materials. The plastic stress—strain curves exhibit

a typical nonlinear response. At a given confining pressure for small

values of deviator stress, plastic strain is almost proportional to the

deviator stress. As the deviator stress becomes greater, the development

of plastic strain increases at an increasing rate until the plastic

strains become very large as the apparent yield stress of the material

is reached. Elastic strain is also strongly dependent upon the confining

pressure , undergoing a significant decrease as the confining pressure

increases.

A summary comparison of the plastic stress—strain characteristics

of the base course materials investigated is given in Figure 14.19 for a

confining pressure of 10 psi. Although the average confining pressure

in a typical pavement structure Is probably less than 10 psi , the

comparisons are shown for this value since these stress—strain curves

were more well defined. All materials compared on this figure were

compacted to 100 percent of AASHTO T—180 density or its equivalent ,

except the silty sand which was compacted to 100 percent of T—99 density .

The base materials exhibiting by far the largest plastic strains

were Base 1, a fine silty sand base, and Base 2 which was a 14o—6o
soil—aggregate base. For deviator stress ratios greater than 2.5 the

measured plastic strains in the silty sand were larger than those in the

140—60 soil—aggregate base. Base 3, which was another 140—60 soil—
aggregate base, exhibited approximately one half the plastic strains

occurring in the first 140—60 soil—aggregate base due apparently to

slight differences in the soil properties. For deviator stress ratios

greater than 2.5, the average plastic strains in this soil—aggregate

base were, however, still almost twice those occurring in Bases 14 and. 5

which had only approximately 20 percent soil. Figure 14.19 shows that

both soil aggregate bases tested having nominal 20—80 blends had signif i—

cantly better plastic strain characteristics than did the two 14o—6o
bases. The plastic strain characteristics of the graded aggregate bases

tested in the as—compacted condition were thus found to vary from very

poor to quite good depending apparently on the soil characteristics , the
percent of soil used in the base, and the degree of saturation.
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For deviator stress ratios greater than about 2.5, the 17—83

soil—aggregate base (Base 14) exhibited significantly more~plastic strain

than did the best performing crushed stone base (Base 6) which had.
3 percent fines. For deviator stress ratios less than 5, the plaátic

strains occurring in the 21—79 soil—aggregate base (Base 5) were on
the average about 20 percent less than those occurring in the best

crushed stone ; at greater stress ratios , however, apparently the trend

was reversed.

The curves shown on Figure 14.19 for the crushed stone bases

indicate that the plastic strain occurring in the biotite granite

gneiss (Bases 8 and 9) are greater than those in a porphyritic granite
gneiss (Bases 6 and 7) for the same specified gradations. The signif i—
cant influence of an increase in percent fines and deviator stress on the

plastic strains occurring in a crushed biotite granite gneiss is illus-

trated in Figure 14.20. The plastic strains increased significantly as

the percent fines increased , with greater differences occurring at the

larger deviator stress levels.

A limited number of repeated load triaxial tests were performed

on specimens at 90, 95, and 105 percent of maximum density . The results

indicated that for all of the materials studied , an average of 185 per-

cent increase in plastic strain occurs if the base is compacted. at

95 instead of 100 percent of maximum compaction density. For an increase

from 100 to 105 percent of maximum density, the corresponding average

reduction in plastic strain was only about 10 percent , although more

extensive testing may show ~he effect to be somewhat greater.

The experimental results also indicate that for all of the mate-

rials tested an average increase in plastic strain of 68 percent occurs
when the test is performed on specimens that are soaked , as compared

with the results obtained from tests performed on specimens In the

as—compacted condition . It should be remembered that the soaked speci-

mens had a high degree of saturation ‘~ut may not have been completely

saturated . These specimens were tested in a manner which permitted a

free flow of water into and out of the specimen so that a significant
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buildup of pore pressure was not likely to have occurred during applica-

tion of the 100,000 load repetitlon3. Therefore, if a significant

buildup of pore pressure should occur in the field in any of these

materials due to poor drainage conditions , the laboratory test results

would probably underpredict the effects that soaking of the base would

have on the actual amount of rutting. Materials having the lower

permeabilities such as the silty sand and graded aggregate bases would

be more susceptible to such a pore pressure buildup in the field .

In summary, the plastic strains of granular materials increase

with increasing deviator stress, decrease with increasing confining

pressures, and increase significantly with incr~’asing fines , with
greater differences occurring at the larger deviator stress levels.

Laboratory tests also revealed that the plastic strains increased

drastically if the base is compacted at 95 instead of 100 percent of

maximum compaction density. The failure of plastic deformation could

be more serious than predicted in the laboratory if a significant

buildup of pore pressures should occur in the field due to poor

drainage conditions.

In order that the rutting characteristics of base materials

can be easily compared , Barksdale 
2 proposed the concept of a rut

index. This is defined as the sum of the plastic strains in the

center of the top and bottom halves of the base multiplied by 10

This requires that deviator and confining stresses be selected for

a typical pavement and that plastic strains be obtained at a particular

nun~ber of load repetitions. Barksdale presents rut indices at l0~ load

repetitions for the materials tested. These are given a numerical

comparison representative of the curves shown in Figure 14.19 and are

given in Table 14.5.
It is desirable to be able to predict rutting at higher numbers

of load repetitions (i.e., io6 or more), but to test specimens to this
extent would be time—consuming and expensive in practice. It is thought

acceptable to extrapolate through one decade on a plastic strain versus

log number of repetitions plot and then use the results to construct
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plastic stress—strain curves from which the rut potential can be esti-

mated. Rut potentials at 10
6 load repetitions are presented in Table 14.5.

The rut index and rut potential offer a rapid approximate compari-

son of rutting characteristics of base materials of the same thicknesses

subject to the same loading and environmental conditions.

14.2.6.2 University of Illinois. Allen19 conducted a series of

laboratory repeated load triaxial tests on three different granular

materials subjected to both constant and variable confining pressures.

Test data indicated that the nonrecoverable deformations associated with

the constant confining pressure (cc?) portion of the tests excluded those
associated with the variable confining pressure (vcP) portion for every
specimen . Table 14.6 shows the total plastic axial strain accumulated
by each specimen during the entire test series. It also shows the per-

centage of the total plastic strain accrued during the CCP and VCP

portions of each test series . From Table 14.6 it can be seen that the
CC? portion of each test series resulted in from 2 percent to ~6 percent
greater plastic axial strains than the VCP test, although for most

specimens the difference was around 8 to 10 percent. Finri 14
~ has shown

that, on the basis of the Mohr—Coulomb yield criteria for soils , plastic

strain is accompanied by volume change. From this viewpoint, the greater

volume change observed during the CCP test is compatible -~ith the greater

resultant plastic strains.

14.2.6.3 National Crushed. Stone Association. Extensive laboratory

repeated load triaxial tests were conducted at the National Crushed Stone

Association (NCSA) to study the characteristics of plastic deformation

of graded aggregates. Kalcheff2 reported that the plastic strains are

greatly dependent on the degree of consolidation for the same gradation,

the amount and type of fines in the gradation, the stress sequence and

magnitude, and for some types of fimes the moisture content. The proce-

dure is extremely useful for optimizing materials combinations or for
the relative ranking of different materials at the same stress condi-

tions. The NCSA investigations show that graded aggregates can be
proportioned for minimum plastic deformations to provide a base that
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improves its resistance to rutting with time and one which will not

crack or lose stability with age. Figure 14.21 is an illustration of

how density affects the plastic strains . The load magnitude for this

material was the same.

Kalcheff2 also illustrated in Figure 14.22 the effects of different

types of fines on the plastic response of two types of aggregates. The

gravel mix shown in the figure with either type of 1..:t had the same

elastic properties. Kalcheff thus emphasized. that all graded aggregates

do not have the same plastic strain responses under the same loading

conditions even though their elastic properties and the quantity of

fines may be the same.
Similar to the report made by Barksdale, 

2 Kaicheff also noted

the plastic strain accumulated approximately logarithmically with the

number of load repetitions . In practice , the magnitude of plastic strain

which may occur during the first year would double only after about 10

years carrying the same type of traffic . Kalcheff promoted the idea of

stage construction which will provide time for the majority of plastic

strains to take place when good clean stone base is used.

14.2.6.14 University of Nottingham. Brown33 conducted a series of

laboratory repeated load triaxial tests on a crushed granite of 5—nun

maximum particle size. Plastic deformations were measured for each

specimen. He found that under drained conditions the permanent strain

reaches equilibrium values after approximately 10 cycles of deviator

stress. The permanent strain at equilibrium could be related to the

applied stresses by the equation c = 0.01(q/o
3
) , where q is the

effective deviator stress and a the confining pressure.

A recent extension of this work at the University of Nottingham

has investigated the influence of loading sequence and that of applying

cyclic cell pressure to the sane granular material. The limited study

of loading sequence showed that the resilient modulus was unaffected

by this but that permanent strain was significantly affected. The

permanent strain which built up after successive applications of about

l0~ cycles of gradually increasing level was less than half the value

resulting from the application of the highest stress level immediately.
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This finding is similar to that reported by Monismith , Ogawa, and

Freeme for fine—grained soil.

14.2.7 VALIDITY OF SUPER-
POSITION PRINCIPLE

Although pavement materials are known to be highly nonlinear

(i.e., a nonlinear relation exists between the loads and the effect they

produce), field studies conducted at WES have revealed that the principle

of superposition is approximately valid , indicating linear theory is not

unreasonable in application to pavement analysis. The results are

explained briefly in the following paragraphs, and the details can be

found in References 145 and 146.
In the homogeneous sand and clay test sections constructed at WES,

stresses and. deflections were measured at different locations under single

and dual plates of various sizes and load intensities. The superposition

principle was used on the measurements of single plates to develop the

stress and deflection basins produced by dual plates , and then compare

the results with the actual measurements under the dual plates. It was

found that the comparisons agreed well, with better agreements observed

in stress than in displacement and in clay than in sand. The principle

of superposition was also applied to instrumentation data obtained in

test item 3 of the multiple—wheel heavy gear load test sections. The

item consisted of a 3—in, bituminous concrete surface, a 6—in, graded

crushed stone base, a 214—in, gravelly sand subbase, and a 14—CBR heavy

clay subgrade soil. WES pressure cells , LVDT’s, and other instruments
were embedded in the pavement at different depths up to 12 ft. Stresses

and deflections were measured for loadings by a C—5A 12—wheel gear

assembly (360 kips), one twin—tandem component of a Boeing 7147 dual—wheel
assembly (120 kips) and many single—wheel loads. The results strongly

indicate that the principle of superposition is reasonably valid for

flexible pavements except at depths near the surface.
The analysis presented in References 145 and 146 demonstrates that

the principle of superposition as applied to pavement design is approxi—
stately valid. The stresses and d.eflect ions under multiple—wheel loads
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can be obtained from the correct stress and deflection basins of single—

wheel loads by the use of the superposition principle. The implication

is that the stresses and strains in the pavement , except near the surface,

are so small that materials are stressed within or near their linear

ranges ; hence , linear analysis may not be the most critical factor in

the disagreement between measurements and predictions. Evidently, there

is a strong contradiction between prototype field measurements and

laboratory findings in material behaviors. However, a satisfactory

answer is not available at the present time.

14.3 CONSTITUTIVE STRESS-ST RAIN
RELATIONS

14.3.1 RESILIENT
STRESS—STRAIN

The concept of resilient response of pavement materials was

essentially developed at the University of California at Berkeley.

Experience has shown that heavy—duty bituminous concrete pavements

subjected to many repetitions of heavy load may develop cracks resulting

from fatigue of the bituminou~ concrete. Available information indi-

cates that the deflections inducing this form of pavement cracking are

essentially transient . That is, the deformations in the pavement struc-

ture caused by the moving vehicles are essentially elastic in the sense

that they are almost completely recoverable. To avoid confusion , how-

ever, the deflections have been termed resilient rather than elastic.

Because these deflections are recoverable , it would appear that elastic

theories of stress distribution can be used to represent the behavior

of pavements from a theoretical standpoint .

The resilient modulus is defined to be the ratio of the repeated

axial stress in triaxia3. compression divided by the recoverable axial

strain. The same concept is used for resilient Poisson’s ratio. Basi-

cally , this approach seeks to formulate predictive equations for the

resilient modulus and resilient Poisson ’s ratio through the use of

repeated load triaxia.l tests. By expressing these parameters as furic—

tions of the state of stress in the materials, it is possible to account
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for nonlinear material response. The derived modulus and Poisson ’s

ratio may then be used to characterize the pavement materials in the

numerical solution for transient pavement responses; i.e., stresses ,

strains , and deflections.
Many academic institutions devised resilient stress—strain

relations for granular materials based on laboratory test results.
On the other hand, many nonacademic institutions developed. empirical

stress—strain relations based on their own experiences and environmental
conditions. They are discussed separately below.

14.3.1.1 University of California at Berkeley. Two models have
been used to describe the stress—dependent resilient modulus of granular

mat erial s

K
M
R 

= 1(
1
0
3 
2 ( 14 . 3 bis)

and

MR = K~8
2 ( 14 .14 bis)

where

~~~ ~~~ 
1(j ’ and K~ = material constants

03 = confining pressure

e = sum of principal stresses 01 + 203
Tables 14.7 and 14 .8 summarize the material constant s determined in

the laboratory triaxial tests for various granular materials . For corn—
12

pleteness , the constants determined by Dunlap in Equation 4.2 are also

included. Table 14.7 is taken from Barker, Brabston, and Townsend ~~~~~ and

Table 14.8 is taken from Barksdale and Hicks.148

Equations 14.3 and 14. 14 are capable of characterizing granular mate-
rials in a nonlinear fashion; i.e., MR varies with the state of stress,
provided shear failure does not occur. However, these equations are

incapable of characterizing tensile properties of granular materials.

In a conventional flexible pavement under heavy loads, it is conceivable
that radial tensile stresses would develop at the lower part of the
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granular base. For most computer programs available at present , an

arbitrarily small value of M
R 

close to zero is assigned to the granular

material once MR computed from Equations 14.3  and 14. 14 becomes negative.
Under such cases , awkward values of strain components and excessively

large displacement s result. In this respect , Equation 14.14 is far
superior to Equation 14.3; this is explained in the following paragraph .

In Equation 14 . 14 , 0 is the sum of pr inc ipal stresses Cl 02
and 0

3 
. When rad ial tensile stresses are developed at the lower portion

of the base , the minor principal stress 0
3 

most likely becomes negative

and causes MR to become negative in Equation 14 . 14 .  But , since the major

principal stress C
l 

is positive and is much larger than 0
3 

under most

stress levels , MR computed by Equation 14. 14 is positive in most cases.

Therefore , the moduli M
R 

computed by Equation 14. 14 are more meaningful
in many cases.

The relationship between resilient Poisson ’s ratio and the state

of stress is written as follows based on test  resu .ts:

v = A  + A  (~-~~\ ÷ A  (
~-~-‘\ + A  (

~-~\ ( 14 .6)
0 1 \C~J 2 3

where the A constants are determined from regression analyses. How-

ever , because of lack of test data, resilient Poisson ’s ratio values

were chosen arbitrarily in most computat ions.

14 .3 .1.2 Univers~i ty  -~f I l l inois .  A series of laboratory repeated

load triaxial tests ~n bree different granular materials was conducted

at the Universit:, . Illinois .19 The triaxial tests were conducted at

both constant oor~fin~ r~ pressure ((‘IT ) and variable confining pressure

(vcP ) cond i t ions .  ~~~~~~~ 14.9 describes the test specimens . Equations 14.3,
14.14, and 14.~ were also used t~~ model the resilient modulus and Poisson ’s

ratio. Tables 14.10 and ..l1 show ~~ ie equations for resilient modulus

and Poisson ’s ratio , respectively , for each specimen formulated by

regression equations from plotted test data. As stated earlier, the
difference in resilient modulus between VCP and CC? tests was not very
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significant, but the difference in resilient Poisson ’ s ratio between

these two tests was significant .

14.3.1.3 University of Nottingham, England. A series of labora-

tory repeated load triaxial tests with constant confining pressure on a

crushed granite were conducted by Brown.33 The expression for resilient

modulus in terms of principal stresses was derived from the particular

aggregate

0 1.5 14
~~~ = 9 l q(l + _) ( 14 .7)

Where q and 0 are e f fec t ive  deviator s tress  and mean normal stress.

14.3.1. 14 Shell Procedur e. Tn 1965, Shell Oil  company
14
~ f ir st

published its procedure for assigning modulus values to  unb oun d granular

materials. The procedure was determined arbitrarily by correlating with

the CBR performance equation developed by the Corps of Engineers.50

In the procedure, no distinction is made between base and subbase

materials, and the average modulus of the &ntire granular layer is

determined based on the thickness of the layer and the modulus of the

supporting subgrade . It is also independent o~ the magnitude of the

load and the modulus and thickness of the overlying bituminous concrete

layer. Figure 14.23 shows the relationship between thickness and modulus

ratio developed by the Shell Oil Company . Because of lack of a better

and simpler procedure , the Shell procedure has been adopted widely ‘by

engineers for pavement design and analysis. Recently , Chou51 made a

review of the applicability of the Shell procedure based on the results

of full—scale accelerated traffic tests conducted at WES. It was shown

that a distinct difference in performance exi sts between granular mate-

rials of different qualities. Moduli determined using the Shell procedure

seem to be reasonable for subbase and low—quality base materials. How-

ever, for pavements with thick , high—quality, well—graded crushed stone

bases , moduli higher than those determined using the Shell procedure
should be considered.

14.3.1.5 Kentucky Highway Department. Similar to the Shell

procedure, the procedure devised by the Kentucky Highway Department52
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for assigning modulus values to granular layers is based on the modulus

of the underlying subgrade soil. According to the department ’s many
years of field experienc e , the range of the rat io is generally between

1.5 and 14. A value of 2.8 was selected as being typical at a CBR of 7.
The relation is shown in Figure 14.214. The notable features of this pro-

cedure are that no distinction is made between base and subbase materials

and the modulus is independent of the layer thickness, the magnitude
of the load, and the thickness of the overlying bituminous concrete

layer but d~pendent on the modulus of the overlying bituminous

concrete.

Since the variations in the types of aggregates, thicknesses of

granular layer and bituminous concrete surface, and loading conditions

may not be large for the flexible pavements designed in the State of

Kentucky , the procedure for assigning modulus values to granular layers,

which is dependent only on the modulus of the bituminous concrete sur-

face (or temperature) arid the modulus of underlying subg ’ade soil and

not dependent on other factors mentioned in the last paragraph , seems

to be reasonable.

14.3.1.6 U. S. Arn~r Engineer Waterways Experiment Station. In

the current design procedure for airfield flexible pavements,53 the
design CBR for select materials and subbases supplemented by gradation

and Atterberg limits and the assigned CBR for bases are shown in

Table 14.12. Attempts were not made to use the CBR values to compute the

stresses and strains, rather, the CBR values were used to determine the

required thickness to protect the supporting soil from shear failure.

Considerable effort to establish failure criteria for flexible

pavements based on observed full—scale accelerated traffic test data has

been made at WES in recent years. Computer programs were used to cal-

culate stress and strain in the test pavements. Because of lack of

laboratory test results characterizing the material properties used in

the test pavements, the values of elastic modulus were determined by

some means that appeared to be sound and logical. Poisson ’s ratios

were selected in an arbitrary manner.
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In References 146 and. 514, a structural analysis of flexible air-
field pavements is described ; maximum shearing strains at the top of

subgrade soil were computed using Burmister ’s linear layered elastic

theory. The elastic modul i of granular layers were evaluated based on

the theory behind the CBR equation; i.e., a pavement designed by the

CBR equation has a thickness sufficient to prevent shear failure in the

subgrade soil. Consequently, two pavements designed by the CBR equation
for the same coverage level can be expected to experience approximately

equal shearing strain at the surface of the su’bgrade soils. Based on

this principle , the elastic moduli of various pavement materials of

conventional airfield flexible pavements were evaluated .

For subgrade soils of different ORB values , pavement thicknesses

designed at capacity operations (5000 coverages) for different single—

wheel loads were computed by using the CBR equation50

~ - ( 14.8)

where P is the wheel load and A is the contact area.

By considering the total pavement thickness as a single layer

(i.e., neglecting the differences in the structural rigidity of the

surface , base , and subbase materials) the maximum shearing strains were

computed at the surface of the subgrade soil for different CBR ratios.

For instance , for a 14—CBR subgrade soil, four different computations

were carried out with the CBR values of the pavement structure above

the subgrade being 8 , 20, 32, and 140, which corresponded to ratios of

2, 5, 8, and 10, respectively. The computations were made by the

Chevron program ,55 which is based on Burmister’s layered elastic theory.
To convert CBR into elastic modulus E for use in the computer program,

the relation E = 1500 CBB was used.

The computed results are shown in Figure 14.25. It can be seen
that the computed values all plot along a smooth curve , indicating that

pavements designed by the CBR equation yield equal computed maximum

shearing strains at the surface of the subgrade soil when the computa-

tions are carried out for selected modulus ratios . With a ratio of 3 ,
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for instance , the maximum shearing strain 1max at the surface of a

14—CBR subgrade soil subject to a lO—kip load is equal to 1max at the

surface of a 20—eBB subgrade soil subject to a 30—kip load (if 12 and

60 CBR , respectively , are assigned to the layers above the subgrade in

the computations for these two pavements). Similarly , when the same

loadings and a ratio of 5 are used , the maximum shearing strains would

also be equal if 20 and 100 CBR were assigned respectively to layers

above the subgrade. The same principle Is applicable to other ratios.

It should be pointed out here that the shearing strains so obtained are

merely computed values, and their physical meanings are not specified .

The differences in the structural rigidities of component layers

are considered in the layered analysis. The thickness of bituminous

concrete and base course (well—compacted crushed stone) under different

wheel loads were determined using the Corps of Engineers standard flexible

pavement design procedure. For all the pavements designed , the minimum

thickness of subbase layer (sandy gravel) was 14 in.
In computations, the CBB value of the bituminous concrete was

assumed to increase with increasing thickness of the layer ‘because of

its temperature—dependent nature. The thickness—CBR (or elastic modulus)

relation used follows that developed by the Shell group,~
6 in which the

CBR is exactly 100 at a thickness of 3 in. The CBR value of the base

course material was assumed to be 1.5 times greater than the subbase

material. In the case of strong subgrade soils when the CBR value of

the base course exceeded that of the bituminous concrete layer, the

latter was arbitrarily increased to be equal to the former.

Fi gure 14 .26 shows the result of layered analysis plotted in a

manner similar to Figure 4.25. For a given wheel load , computations were

carried out for several pavements with i~ubgrade soils of different

strengths. It was found that computed values could all be plotted

along a smooth curve with almost no scattering . Each curve shown in
Figure 14.26 represents the average of computed values for several

pavements.

The results shown in Figure 14.26 indicate some very significant

facts about the behavior of flexible pavements under aircraft loads.
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First , the thickness of the granular layer has no signifj cant effect
on its effective elastic modulus (or CBR value). Second , the effective

modulus of a granular material is not a constant but depends on the

modulus of underlying materials. Also , equal maximum shearing strains

at the surface of subgrade soils can be obtained for two pavements

designed by the CBB equation if the computations are carried out for

the same modulus ratio , such as 2.8 used by the Kentucky Department of

Highways.52 To further illustrate this point , the maximum shearing

strains at the top of subgrade soil of many test pavements failed by

full—scale accelerated traffics were computed. The computed values

were plotted against the observed performance data. They are shown in

Figure 14.27 . The computations were carried out for three different CBR

ratios. It is apparent that good correlations can always be obtained

when computations are ‘based on selected modulus ratios. This fact

lends support to the conclusion previously drawn in connection with

Figures 14 .25 and 14 . 26.

In a study presented at the Transportation Research Board

Meeting in 197l4,~~ the nonlinear finite element technique was employed

to analyze many full—scale test pavements which were failed by accel-

erated. traffic of both single— and multiple--wheel loads. Strains at

critical locations in the test pavements were computed and were corre-

lated with the observed performance of the test pavements. The correla-

tions were very good. In the computations, the stress—dependent moduli
of granular base and subbase materials were computed from the equation

K’

MR = 
2 (14 .14 bis)

where 0 is the (‘irst stress invarient and K~ and K~ are constants
describing the nonlinear characteristics of the materials. Kj and K~
values were determined by a trial and error procedure in such a manner

that best correlations between computed strains and actual performance

were obtained . K~ and K~ were determined using this procedure as

8300 and 0.71 for a high—quality , well—graded crushed stone base material

and as 2900 and 0.147 for sand and gravel subbase material.
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To check the accuracy of Kj and K~ values in Equation 14 .14 for
granular materials , the stresses and defleetions computed by the nonlinear

finite element method were compared with those measured (under static

loading ) in a full—scale test pavement~
8 constructed and tested at WES.

The test pavement consisted of a 3—in, bituminous concrete layer, a 6—in.

high—quality, well-graded crushed stone base , and a 214—in. gravelly sand

subbase on a 14—CBR su’bgrade. Vertical stresses and deflections were

measured using LVDT’s arid WES 6—in. pressure cells installed at various
depths in the pavement . The details of the design and construction of
the test pavements and of the procedures of measuring responses are

described in Reference 58. In the comput ations , a constant modulus of

100,000 psi was used. This value is associated with a pavement tempera-

ture of 90° F during the time of measurement. The resilient modulus of

the subgrade soil was determined in the laboratory from undisturbed

samples.

Figure 14.28 shows comparisons between computed and measured
elastic (or rebound) deflections along the load axis of 15— and 50—kip

single—wheel loads. Figure 4.29 shows the vertical stresses for these

two single—wheel loads. It can be seen that the computed deflections are

in good agreement with the measured ones , indicating that the resilient

moduli determ&!.ned for the granular materials are of the correct magni-
tudes. However , it should be pointed out that, since the test pavement

had a thin base layer and the response of the pavement to the loads was
affected only slightly by the base layer, the agreement between the

computations and the measurements does not necessarily guarantee that

the modulus used for the base layer was correct . The agreement does

indicate, however , that the moduli for the subbase and subgrade were

correct .

The nonlinear stress—strain relations for granular materials

developed by Chou5T compare favorably with those developed by The
Asphalt Institute.59 The comparisons are presented later in this

chapter.

In the development of a design procedure for all—bituminous

concrete pavements for military roads,
60 

the Chevron program was used
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to compute vertical strains at the top of subgrade soil of many hypo-

thetical pavements. For computation purposes , the granular base and

subbase layers were divided into many layers, each approximately 6 to

8 in. thick. The modulus of each layer was estimated based on a modulus

ratio concept . The ratio relationships , from an analysis of previous

pavement tests , are shown in Figure 4.30. These relationships were used

to estimate the modulus value of the sublayers or layers in ascending

order by multiplying the ratio determined by the thickness of the layer

under consideration by the modulus value of the underlying layer.

A relationship , similar to that in Figure 14.30, developed by Barker and

Brabston6l is shown in Figure 4.31. The use of Figure 4.31 is essen-

tially the same as Figure 14.30, except that Figure 14.31 is in descending

order.

14.3.1.7 Asphalt Institute. Witczak59 developed a design procedure

for full—depth bituminous concrete airfield pavements. For the permanent

deformation mode of distress , he established the failure criteria based

on the Corps of Engineers traffic test data.~
8 For the convenience of

discussion , the procedure is briefly described in the following

paragraphs.

The total thicknesses of a number of hypothetical pavements were

designed using the Corps of Engineers design procedure for multiple—wheel

loads at various coverage levels.~
8 With a bituminous concrete surface

of 5 in., the maximum vertical strains at the top of subgrade soil were

computed for a variety of aircraft using the BISThO computer program.

The computations were made based upon the following assumptions: (a)

no distinction was made between base and subbase materials; (b) Poisson ’s

ratios of 0.140 for bituminous concrete and 0.145 for unbound layers were

used ; (c) the subgrade modulus E was equal to 1500 CBB; (d) the pass

(operation) per coverage factor for channelized taxivay traffic condi—

tions established by the Corps of Engineers was valid;61 (e) 1 coverage

equalled 1 strain repetition ; and (f) the modulus ratio of the unbound

granular layer to the subgrade was variable and dependent upon the modulus
of the subgrade. Approximate ratios used were 2.9, 2.3, and 1.8 for

CBR values of 3, 5, and 10, respectively. These values were selected
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from a theoretical study of the stress dependence of the resilient

modulus of the granular layers, as evaluated from laboratory tests.
Witczak pointed out that ratios so obtained are in excellent agreement

with dynamic modulus relationships developed from in situ field studies.62

Results of the analysis indicate that, for all practical purposes , the

effect of the aircraft type and subgrade modulus values investigated

yielded insignificant differences in the maximum vertical strain—

repetition relationship.

Figure 14.32 illustrates the vertical subgrade strain—repetition

relationship for three different aircraft evaluated at a bituminous

concrete stiffness of 100,000 psi. Figure 14.33 shows maximum vertical

subgrade strains for various bituminous concrete moduli E1 determined

from a strain analysis of a 3—layer pavement system. It can be seen

that the vertical subgrade strain decreases as the surface modulus E

increases. As pointed out by Witczak, the curves shown in Figure 14.314
assume that the increase in stiffness of the 5—in, wearing surface

results in no increase of the allowable number of repetitions to failure,

and are therefore a conservative approach. Further explanation of this

is given in the next paragraph.

The stiffness of the wearing surface is not a required input in

the use of the Corps of Engineers design procedure . Since data from

traffic tests conducted at WES were collected essentially at a rather

warm climatic condition , an E1 value of 100 ,000 psi for bituminous
concrete as used in Figure 14.32 appears to be a representative value ,
although it may be slightly too high. For a given test pavement , when

the stiffness of the bituminous concrete is increased (or the temperature

decreases), it is conceivable that the performance of the test pavement

would become better as far as the subgrade shear failure mode of distress

is concerned . Therefore, the relationship expressed in Figure 4.33 is
pindeed conservative and would not exist in reality for traffic tests con-

ducted under colder climatic conditions (i.e., with higher E
1 

values);
curves 2—5 in Figure 4.33 would approach very closely curve 1. In other

words, the failure criterion shown in Figure 14.32 should be applicable,
for practical design purpose, to any temperature conditions. This may



~ 

become clear when Figure 4.32 is compared with the failure criterion

developed at WES , which was based on results of numerous full—scale

traffic tests (essentially the same used by Witczak) incorporated with

the nonlinear finite element analysis. The comparison is shown in

Figure 14.314. The detailed development of the WES failure criterion

can be found in Reference 57 (Figure 5). It can be seen that the com-

parison is excellent , although Witczak ’s computations were carried out

using the linear BISTRO program and Chou’s computations were carried out

using the nonlinear finite element program. A study was also carried

out to investigate the stress—strain relations proposed by Chou5T and

Witczak.59 The results are presented in the following paragraphs.
Thirteen pavements were designed at different coverage levels

based on the CBR equation ,51 which is

t = (0.15 + 0.23 log C)
~~ 8 1 CBR — ( 14.9)

where P is the wheel load , A is the tire contact area, and C is

the number of coverages. (When C is equal to 5000, the expression

(0.15 + 0.23 log C) ‘becomes unity.) The required thicknesses of bitu-

minous concrete and base course of the test pavements under different

wheel loads were determined by the Corps of Engineers standard flexible

pavement design procedure. The pavements are described in Table 14.13.

Two series of computations were made to compute the vertical

subgrade strains of the 13 pavements. The nonlinear finite element

program incorporated with Equation 4.14 characterizing the nonlinear

properties of granular layers, with K~ and K~ equal to 8300 and 0.71

for base course and 2900 and 0.147 for subbase course , as proposed by

Chou ,57 was used in one series. The linear BISTRO program with constant

modulus ratios proposed by Witczak59 was used in the other series. In

both cases , a constant modulus of 41,000 psi was assigned to the bitu-

minous concrete layer and the relation E = 1500 CBR was used for the
subgrade soil. The computed strains versus the corresponding failure

coverages are plotted in Figure 14.35 for the two series of computations.
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It can be seen that the computed results are very close , indicating that

the stress—strain relations for unbound granular materials developed by

The Asphalt Institute59 and WES5T agree. The small difference at the

low coverage levels in Figure 4.35 m~y be due to the assumption made

by The Asphalt Institute5 that the bas~ and subbase have the same

modulus values. At low coverage levels , the pavements are generally

thin (see Table 14.13) and the effect of the 6—in, base layer is more

significant as compared with pavements designed for higher coverage

levels in which the thicker subbase layer dominates the pavement

performance. (This is true only for subgrade failure.) With the base

modulus underestimated , the computed subgrade strains at low coverage

levels become larger than they actually should be.

14.3.2 PLASTIC STRESS—STRAIN

Barksdale
h2 conducted a series of laboratory repeat ed load triaxial

tests on a variety of base materials. The specimens were tested to an

average of 100,000 load repetitions at constant confining pressures.

Permanent axial deformations occurring throughout the entire height of

the specimens were measured. Figures 14.18—4.20 show the patterns o~ the

plastic stress—strain curves.

Following the hyperbolic expression developed by Duncan and
63Chang,

n(a — a )/(Ka
= 

.1. ~ ( 14 .10)
a 

1 
(a
1 

— a
3
)Rf

— 2(C cos~~~+ a 3
sin~~)

l — s in~~

where

e = axial straina
Ka~ = relationship defining the initial tangent modulus as a

function of confining pressure a
3 (K and n are

constants)

Rf = constant relating compressive strength to an asymnptotic
stress difference

C = cohesion

• = angle of internal friction
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Barksdale found that Equation 4.10 can fit the plastic stress—strain

curves obtained from the repeated load triaxial test re~~lts for

100,000 load repetitions. An example of a hyperbolic fit of the plastic

stress—strain curves obtained from the repeated load triaxial test is

shown in Figure 14.36. The theoretical curves are almost identical to

the laboratory curves at confining pressures of 3 and 5 psi; at a con-

fining pressure of 10 psi , the calculated plastic strains are slightly

greater than the laboratory values. The constants required in Equa-

tion 14.10 to calculate the curves are given in the figure.

Brown33 conducted a series of laboratory repeated triaxial tests

on a crushed granite of 5—mm maximum particle size. The permanent

strain at equilibrium was related to the applied stresses by the

equation E = 0.0l(qja
3
) , where q is the effective deviator stress.

14.3.3 SHEAR STRESS—STRAIN

The development of shear stress—strain relations of pavement

materials ( i . e . ,  base and subgrade soils) has been carried out at the
University of Kentucky since late 1960. The research is part of an

Air Force Weapons Laboratory project to develop a pavement evaluation

procedure. To facilitate the presentation , the concept involved in

the pavement evaluation procedure is described briefly as follows:

a. Step 1. Measure the shear modulus for different layers of
the pavement structure in situ, using a nondestructive vibra-
tion testing method.

b. Step 2. Make the proper reduction in the measured shear
modulus to correspond to the strain produced by an aircraft
load ing.

c. Step 3. Use this shear modulus in a linear finite element
analysis for stresses and strains in the pavement structure
under load.

d. Final Step. Assess the amount of da~~ge or pavement distress
that will be produced by the loading.

The primary work involved at the University of Kentucky is to

develop expressions for shear modulus and Poisson ’s ratio for various

soils at different strain levels. Soil specimens were tested in the

simple shear device. The research is in progress and the results are
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reported in References 614—66. Some background materials may be found

in References 67—68.
The shear modulus G is given by the expression

G ~~~~~~~~ (14.11)
max h

where

G = maximum shear modulus , which is the initial tangentmax 
modulus or recent modulus for strain amplitude
.~ 1o 5 in./in.

For pavement evaluation, this quantity is to be measured by the nondestruc-

tive vibratory test

0. 14

1h 
= 1 + ae

xp ( 14 .12)

and is called hyperbolic strain

where

y = shear strain

y = reference strain is empirically related to Gr max
The value of a is defined by one of the following equations,

depending on the type of soil:

(3.85/N) — 0.85T
0
~
025 for clean dry sands ’

\
1.6(1 + 0.O2S)TO.21N

0.6 
for nonplastic soii4 14a = with fines and low
plasticity soils

( 0.2(1 + O.O2S)T0~
75/N 0~~

5 for high plasticity
soils with liquid
limit > 50

where

N =~ number of cycles
T = strain time , in the time in minutes to reach a normalized

strain equal to one, where the normalized strain is defined
to be

S = percent saturation
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In Reference 65 examples are given to illustrate the procedures
to determine the shear modulus G for different soils. The required

input information is the following :

a. G measured by the nondestructive vibratory testing.

b. Void ratio e

c. Percent saturation S

d. N determined from traffic record .

e. y determined from the finite element analysis.

f. T dependent on the speed of the aircraft . For T values of
81 and 0.38, they are considered to be a very slow rate and
a medium fast rate of landing.

~~~
. Plasticity index and percent passing No. 200 sieve (needed

only for fine—grained soil).

Using charts and figures in Reference 65, th~ shear modulus of

the soil can be readily determined .

14.3.4 DYNAMIC STRESS—STRAIN

14.3.14.1 Modulus and CBR Relations. Vibratory testing was begun

as early as 1933 by the German Research Society for Soil Mechanics and

was further developed by the Royal Dutch Shell Laboratory and the Trans-

port and Road Research Laboratory. WES commenced vibratory testing of

pavement systems in search of nondestructive evaluation procedures in

cooperation with the Shell researchers in the mid—l950’s. These early

tests by WES followed the procedures used by Shell researchers. The

results of these early studies have been report ed by Heukelom and
Foster6~ amid by Maxwel1.TO~

T1 Based on an extensive field test ,
72 73Heukelom and Heukelom and Klomp developed a correlation between

E* ~.odulus and CBR as

E ( in psi ) = 1500 CBR

E (in kg/cm2) = 110 CBR (4.114 )

The CBR range of dat a for thi s correlation is 50 to 200. Kirwan and
Glynn~

4 
developed a similar relationship for two boulder clays

* The procedure to determine E modulus is explained later in this
section.

_ _  
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E (in psi) = 250 CBR ( 14.15)

The enormous variations in these correlations indicate the magnitude of

error which can result from using such relationships. The scattering of

data may result from the fact that the pavement materials under the small

vibratory load are st resses only in the elast ic range and the deformation

is recoverable. On the other hand, the soils in the CBR tests are

stressed to the plastic range and the deformations are not totally

recoverable.

Table 14.114 contains the results of numerous measured dynamic

modulus and CBR values from different sources. An arithmetic plot of

these data is shown in Figure 14.37. The information is obtained from

Reference 80. A linear regression analysis was performed to determine

the best correlation equation

log E = 3.73313 + 0.711145 log CBR (14.i6)

In recent years, a considerable effort has been made at WES to
develop a nondestructive testing technique to determine the pertinent

characteristics of pavement systems. The results are reported in

References 81—91. Presently (as of 1975), there are three ‘basic

nondestructive testing techniques under study at WES. These are:

a. The use of steady state vibratory loadings and wave propaga-
tion measurements to determine the thicknesses and elastic
constants of the pavement system, which can be used in a
multilayered analysis to predict allowable loadings.

b. The use of steady state vibratory loadings and measurements
of the resulting elastic deflections to determine a dynamic
stiffness modulus (DSM) of the pavement system , which can be
correlated witi’ pavement performance.

c. The use of a the~ ~etica1 approach based upon the amount of
ener~ r that a pavement system can absorb versus the amount
of ener~ r imparted to the pavement by aircraft traffic.

Procedures a and b have been the subject of considerable study , whereas
procedure C is a more recent development .
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In the full—scale multiple-wheel heavy gear load study conducted

at WES during 1969—1970 to validate pavement design , vibratory equipment
was used to monitor the performance of the pavement test sections. Tests

to determine load—deflection relations (DSM values) and wave propagations

were conducted periodically during this study. An analysis of the results

showed that the DSM values correlated well with the performance data.

However, the wave propagation results were erratic , with the computed

modulus of elasticity E of the subgrade material varying apparently as

a function of the overburden pressures exhibited by the different pave-

ment thicknesses; the results seemed to be reasonable when the measure-

ments were made on a uniform soil mass.

The procedures and equations used to determine the modulus and

Poisson ’s ratio of soils using the vibratory testing technique are

presented below. The discussion is from Reference 81.

14.3.14.2 Field Wave Velocity Measurements. Wave velocity measure-

ments employ both the heavy mechanical vibrator of frequency range 6 to
8 Hz and the electrodynamic vibrator of frequency range 20 to 3000 Hz.
A vibrator is placed on the pavement surface and a transducer is placed

on the surface at various distances from the vibrator. By means of an

appropriate phase—marking circuit and an oscilloscope , the length of

the wave being propagated can be determined. This is done by locating

a point on the surface where the phase marker coincides with the next

corresponding peak (or trough). The distance measured on the surface

between the points is 1 wavelength . By knowing the frequency, the

velocity V can be determined from the simple relation:

V = fX (14.17)

where

f = frequency, Hz

A = wavelength , ft
The process is repeated with other frequencies, and data are thus
obtained to establish the relation of wavelength and velocity.
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Detailed lists of equipment including several makes and models

necessary for vibratory testing of soils and pavements are given in the

literature (References 92—914). These references also give step—by—step

procedures for field testing and dat a analysis.

14.3.14.3 Poisson’s Ratio. Poisson ’s ratio v can be determined

by the relation of shear wave (or Rayleigh wave) velocities V
5 

and

compression wave velocities V
c 

(Reference 92). The shear wave

velocities are determined by vibratory tests mentioned above, and the

compression wave velocities by ordinary seismic refraction measurements.

The relation is

/V \2
l~~~2)~~~~

= 
c (14.18)

2 - 2(q)

Poisson ’s ratio of 0.5 is sometimes used to simplify calculations,

although a value of about 0.14 is usually considered more nearly correct .

14.3.4.14 Modulus of Elasticity (Dynamic E Modulus). The shear

modulus G of an elastic medium is related to the shear wave velocity as

G = p IT 2 ( 14 .19)

where

p = mass density =

y = wet density of soil, pef

g = acceleration due to gravity = 32.2 ft/sec2

V = velocity, ft/sec
The shear modulus is then related to the compression modulus

(E modulus) by

E = 2(1 + v)G (4.20)

and it can be derived that E is given by
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E = 2(1 + v ) p V 2

= 3pV
2

for v = 0 .5  . A small variation in either v or the unit weight of

the material has l i t t le effect on the value of the E modulus
( Reference 95) .

14.4 PREDICTION OF PERMANENT
DEFORMATION

42Since Barkadale proposed the procedure for estimating the rut

depth in flexible pavement, a study was initiated at WES to analyze

permanent deformations in flexible airport pavements subjected to moving

aircraft loadings .~~
6 Pavements used in the analysis were full—scale

multiple—wheel heavy gear load test sections constructed and tested at

WES. Series of laboratory repeated load tests measuring permanent strain

were performed on untreated granular materials and subgrade soils which

were obtained from the test sections. The results were used as input

to a layered elastic computer program to determine the accumulated

permanent deformation that occurred in each layer of the pavement.

Difficulty was encountered in the computations of permanent deformations

in granular materials due to the fact that the radial stresses computed

by the layered elastic program ~.o not truly represent field conditions .

The experience gained from the study is presented below.

a. When the layered elastic computer programs were used to obtain
informat ion on the stress states in the pavement structures,
tensile radial stresses were generally computed. at the bottom
layers of the granular materials. Thi s posed a serious problem
in the use of laboratory repeated load test data.

b. In conducting laboratory repeated load tests on untreated
granular materials, confining pressures were required during
the test to prevent the specimen from collapsing under the
load applications. The magnitude of the required confining
pressure a3 depended upon the magnitude of the applied
vert ical pressure a1 . In general , the ratio of al/a3
could not exceed a value of 5. In other words, if the applied
vertical stress a1 was 20 psi , the confining stress a
must be kept at ~ psi or greater.
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When the stress states in the granular layers were computed and

expressed by the relation (01 — 0
3
)/0

3 
(as shown in Figure 14.19), the

expression becomes negative when tensile radial stresses 0
3 

were

computed. Consequently, the laboratory repeated load test data could

not be used to estimate the permanent strains because the tests were

conducted with compressive confining pressures; i.e., 0
3 

was always

positive. To circumvent the situation , the ratios of octahedral shear

stress to octahedral normal stress r /a were used . The advantageoct oct
of this expression is that the stress ratio was always positive even

though the value of 0
3 

was negative. Using the octahedral stress

ratios, however, difficulties still existed , because extrapolations had

to be used to estimate the permanent strains at high stress ratios.

The results of the study conducted at WES illustrated that the

problem of estimating permanent deformations in granular layers using

a mechanistic approach lies in the difficulty of computing the stress

states. It is believed that when the wheel J.oads are applied on the

pavement surface, radial tensile stresses start to develop at the lower

part of the granular base layer and slip of the material becomes incipient .

The granular material can sustain a certain amount of tensile stresses

which are resisted by frictional stresses developed between the granular

particles caused by the vertical compressive stresses that exist in the

base. Once the material starts to slip, passive pressure due to over—

burden will be mobilized and the confining pressure will be decreased.

Since energy is dissipated during the movement , the stress intensities

may be substantially changed as compared to those during the stage of

stress buildup. Since the magnitude of vertical compressive stress under

a wheel load depends upon the magnitude of confining pressure in granular

materials, the magnitude of vertical compressive stress 0
1 in a pave-

ment structure may not be a constant but rather may vary during the
loading process. Also , since aircraft loadings are not always applied

at one point but vary laterally along the center line of the runway , it
is likely that material in a pavement may move in directions other than

the vertical when the load is not directly over the point where the

material is located. It is obvious that (a) the states of stress
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existing in the granular layers under aircraft loadings are ext remely

complicated , which cannot be simply described by constant values of

vertical compressive stress 0
1 

and horizontal stress 0
3 , 

which are

computed by the layered elastic program; and (b) the response of the

granular materials to the repeated applications of aircraft loads

cannot be simulated by the laboratory repeated load triaxial tests.

14.5 LABORATORY TESTING EQUIP?€NT
AND ~~THODS

Granular materials are nonhomogeneous, anisotropic , nonlinear,

and rionelastic. Although they are not t ime— and t emperature—dependent ,
they are affected to some degree by changes in moisture content. A

detailed list of variables affecting general pavement material response

reported by Deacon97 is shown in Table 4.15.

14 .5.1 TESTING EQUIP~~NT

In order to determine the elastic property of granular materials

for use in mechanistic pavement design and evaluation procedures , a

repeated load triaxial cell7I9~
l2
~
l9
~
214
~
142 

has been used most frequently.

The test apparatus and procedure are explained in detail in References 9,

19, and 142 and are not presented in this report . The hollow cylinder

simple shear test is in the development stage at the University of

Kentucky in cooperation with the Air Force. Barksdale and Hicks 8 have
presented the advantages, disadvantages , approximate cost , and selected

sources of four testing systems in a tabular form (Table 14.16). The
- 23,98 214 99testing systems described are the mechanical , pneumatic ,

open—loop hydraulic system,
12 

and closed—loop hydraulic servosystems.99
The following material is quoted from Barksdale and Hicks:~

For routine testing of pavement materials, a reliable
system which is easy to maintain and repair is essential.
Furthermore , if t he dynamic material properties of all layers
of a flexible pavement are to be evaluated , the system should
have as minimum requirements a load capacity of at least
1500 to 2000 lbs and the capability of applying a pulse to
the specimen in 0.1 sec or less and at frequencies ranging
from approximately 0.5 to at least 5 Hz.
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The closed loop hydraulic servosystems have by f~r the
best overall capability. These systems, however , can be
“electronic monsters” which often are quite expensive and
time consuming to keep working properly for routine
operat ions. As a result they are not considered to be
suitable as a production type testing system for use in
most highway materials laboratories. The pneumatic
testing system (or a slightly faster acting air/oil system)
does not have nearly the overall capability as that of a
closed loop testing system. However, if properly designed ,
it can meet the minimum requirements for the dynamic
testing of pavement materials and is very reliable and
easy to maintain . Because of its relat ively low cost
and high degree of reliability, the pneumatic (or airf
oil) type system is recommended for routine production
type dynamic testing. Where loads in excess of 14000 to
5000 lb are required such as for loading prototype
pavement systems , an open loop hydraulic system can often
be used to good advantage.

14.5.2 TEST !€THOD S

In the conventional tria.xial test , a cylindrical .speeimen is

placed in a cell and subjected to repeated deviator stress pulses.

Most tests have been conducted using a constant cell pressure 03
which is easy to perform. A few researchers19’

100 102 
have subjected

the specimen to simultaneous repeated axial and lateral stress states

which duplicate more closely the stress conditions existing in the

field.

4 .5.2.1 Resilient Modulus. The resilient modulus is defined as
the repeated axial stress in triaxial compression divided by the recov-

erable axial strain. A detailed discussion by Barksdale and Hicks48 
on

the techniques and difficulty of measuring the resilient modulus in

triaxial tests is presented in the following two paragraphs.
In any dynamic test, the deformation as well as load must be

measured using electronic measuring and recording equipment. Many

times, undesirable deformations can occur during loading in the piston

and end platens and also in the associated connections between coin—

ponents. If these movements are included in the deformation used to
calculate the recoverable strain , the calculated resilient modulus will

be smaller than the actual value. Results indicate when the resilient
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modulus is greater than about 15,000 psi special measuring devices

should be used inside the cell to eliminate this problem. Reasonably

reliable resilient deformation measurements can be obtained by attaching

two thin , circular aluminum or plexiglass clamps around the specimen at

approximately the quarter points. Theoretical studies10° indicate that

the stiffening effect of the clamp should not increase the resilient

modulus by more than about 10 to 15 percent .

Reliable axial deformations of the specimens can be obtained

using two LVDT’s attached to the clamps, placed on opposite sides of

the specimen , and wired so that their electrical outputs are added

together (or averaged) and then recorded on a reasonably fast—responding

electronic recorder. At Georgia Tech , deformations are usually measured

using a d—c electrical system by means of a pair of Collins SS—203 or

SS—2014 LVDT’s. Measurements can also be obtained using a—c recording

systems. The advantage of using an a—c measuring system is that the

LVDT’s are lightweight and cost only about one third that of d—c LVDT ’s.

An a—c recording system should not , however , be used without suitable

correction networks when phase angle relationships are to be measured

between stress and strain. Of course, many other types of measuring

systems can be successfully used such as displacement potentiometers and

optical scanners.

14.5.2.2 Resilient Poisson ’s Ratio. Resilient Poisson ’s ratio

is a difficult elastic constant to reliably evaluate for most pavement

materials. For an ideal , isotropic , cylindrical specimen of material

subjected to a uniform principal stress state, Poisson ’s ratio is equal

to

V = — C
1

/ C (4.22)

where c
1 

and c are the lateral and axial strains, respectively.
Dehlen10° has theoretically shown that if perfectly frictionless caps

and bases are used , the errors associated with uneven lateral strain

of the specimen should be less than 10 percent. Therefore, Equation 4.22

14.53
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can be used to calculate Poisson ’s ratio provided that end friction

is eliminated.

From physical considerations, v for elastic isotropic materials

should be between -l and 1/2. However, experimentally determined values

of v from the repeated load test with constant confining pressure

have been found in some instances to be greater than l/2.~ These large
values of v may at least part ially be a result of the nonuniform

stress and deformation conditions which exist in the triaxial specimens

and may also be due to the fact that pavement materials do not behave

as ideal elastic solids. However, it can also be assumed that these

results indicate anisotropic behavior on the part of the granular mate—
45 100 102rials. The same conclusions were reached by other researchers.

In the variable confining pressure tests conducted by Allen,19 however,
the anisotropic behavior was not observed as evidenced by the consistently

lower values of Poisson ’s ratio.

The following discussion on measuring elastic Poisson ’s ratio is

taken from Reference 48.
Most researcherst142

~9~
991

~~
0
~
103) who have attempted

measurements of v have used either wire resistance
strain gages for stabilized materials or LVDT ’; for
nonstabilized materials. For bound materials ,i.9,42,100]
a pair of strain gages can be bonded to the speci~en
at midheight with the gage oriented horizontally.19,1001
The measurement of lateral deformation in clay and/or
unbound gravel has been carried out using two a—c
transducers fixed t9 ~luininuin or plexiglass clamps at
the quarter points.191 For clays, Dehlen(l00) also drilled
diametral holes through the sample and used an LVDT
to measure the lateral deformation. Another approach
to measure lateral deform~.tion is by the use of a
lateral deflectometer. [l0~] This consists of three
thin metal probes which press against the specimen
and are supported on an aluminum ring positioned about
the center of the specimen. A strain gage is bonded to
the side of each probe to measure the strain in it as
the specimen deforms.

Poisson’s ratio can also be determined by recording
the total volume change which the specimen undergoes.
From the theory of elasticity , Poisson ’s ratio is
related to the volume change by the following approximate
relationship :

14~ 514 
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— ~4.23)L a .J

where

v = Poisson ’s ratio

c = axial strain
a

AV = change in volume of the specimen

V = initial volume of the specimen

The volume change can be evaluated by measuring the
deformation profile of the specimen directly or by
filling the ce’l with a fluid and measuring its change
in volume. [1O3j

14.5.2.3 Remarks on Laboratory Tests. The purpose of laboratory

testing is to determine the response of pavement materials to the actual

traffic loads. Since an element in a pavement system can be subject to

any arbitrary combination of normal and shear stresses which may vary

with time , the testing apparatus should be designed with the capability

of applying arbitrary normal stresses and also permit the application of

shear stresses in the presence of these normal stresses. Furthermore,

it should be possible to vary these stresses with t ime . The triaxial
compression test most frequently used at the present time does not

fulfill these requirements. As was commented by Dehlen ,10°

Although the triaxial tests had adequately defined the
constitutive relations for the materials at points beneath
the axis of symmet ry , the results were inadequate for condi-
tions elsewhere in the pavement, because the triaxial test
permitted only two normal stresses to be varied inde-
pendently and the resulting two strains measured, while
the complete characterization of the materials outside
the axis of symmetry required three normal and one
shear stress and the resulting four strains.

14.55 
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Table 4.2

Mean Resilient Deformations of AAZHTO Road Test Pavements~
1959 and l~ 60 (after Reference 35)

Resilient Deformation, in.
Structural Total Subgrade

Loop Thickness, in. Spring Summer Spring Summer

3 15 0.027 0.024 0.018 0.018

14 19 0.031 0.027 0.020 0.020

5 214 0.029 0.025 0.017 0.016

6 27 0.040 0.030 0.0214 0.018

Table 14.3

Rutting in the Various Layers of AASIflO Road
Test Pavements; 1960 (after Reference 35)

Rut Depth , in.
Time of Surface & Surface, Base,
Year Surface Base & Subbase Subgrade

3 Spring 0.20 0.24 o.614 0.13
Summer 0.141 0.59 1.21 0.20

14 Spring 0.33 0.39 1.20 0.03
Summer 0.50 0.62 1.03 0.06

5 Spring 0.149 0.50 1.21 0.20
Summer 0.46 0.72 1.31 0.13

6 Spring 0.05 0.38 0.83 0.20
Summer 0.141 0.75 1.38 0.20

4.57
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Table 14.6

Percent Total Axial Strain Accumulated
During VCP and CCP Tests

Total Plastic
Axial Strain e Percent c During Percent ~ During

p p p
Specimen in./in. VCP Test CCP Test

RD—i 0.0036 149 51

MD—i 0.01149 22 78

LD—l 0.0191 148 52

HD—2 0.0158 142 58

MD—2 0.0173 143 57

LD—2 0.02014 143 57

HD— 3 0.0063 149 51

MD—3 0.0152 146 514

LD—3 0.0193 143 57

4.60 
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Table 14.7

Material Constant Values Proposed
for Various Granular Materials

by Othe r IResear cher s

• Material Descript ion Constant s Reference

K
Expression: MR = K1~ 3 

2

K1 K2

Dry, partially crushed gravel 1010914 0.580 9
Dry, crushed gravel 13,126 0.550 9
Partially saturated , partially
crushed gravel 7,650 0.591 9

Partially saturated , crushed gravel 8,813 0.569 9
Saturated , partially crushed gravel 9,8914 0.528 9
San Diego base 12,225 0.54 9
Gonzales Bypass base 15,000 0.148 16
Gonzales Bypass subbase 10,000 o.14o 16
Morro Bay base 11,800 0.39 15
Morro Bay subbase 6,310 0.143 15

K’
Expression : MR = KjB 

2

San Diego base 3,933 0.61 9
Dry, crushed gravel 2,156 0.71 9
Partially saturated , crushed gravel 2,033 0.67 9
Morro Bay subbase 2,900 0.147 15
Morro Bay base 3 ,030 0.50 15

Expression: MR = K
3 

+

K3 K4

Crushed limestone 14,856 390 12
Crushed limestone after 36 ,000
repetitions 37,710 1082 12

14.61 
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Table 14.9

Test Specimens for Triaxial Tests

Percent Percent
Specimen Material Density , pet’ Moisture Saturation

HD— l Crushed St one 138.0 High 5.7 78

MD—]. Crushed Stone 1314.0 Intermediate 6.3 73

LD—l Crushed Stone 130.0 Low 7.0 70

HD—2 Gravel 139.14 High 6.3 82

Gravel 134.0 Intermediate 6.5 724

LD—2 Gravel 131.0 Low 6.7 69

HD— 3 Blend 139.5 High 6.3 88

MD—3 Blend 1314.5 Intermediate 6.8 78

LD—3 Blend 131.0 Low 7.2 714
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Table 4.12

Requirements for Atter’berg Limits and Gradations

Maximum Permissible Value
Gradation Require—
ments, Percent

Design Size Passing
Material CBR in. No. 10 No. 200 LL PT

Subbase 50 3 50 15 25 5
Subbase 40 3 80 15 25 5
Subbase 30 3 100 15 25 5
Select ~~teria1 20 3* 25* 35’ 12’

No. Type Design CBR

1 Graded crushed aggregate 100
2 Water-bound n~ cadam 100
3 Dry-bound n~ cadam 100
4 Bituminous intermediate and surface 100

cour ses, central plant, hot mix
5 Limerock 80
6 Stabilized aggregate 80

* Suggested limits.
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Table 4.14

Dynami c Modulus and CBR Values

Dynamic Modulus E CBR Dynami c Modulus E CBR
103 psi Value 103 psi Value

(1) (2)  (1) (2)

Heukelom72 
Jones75 (Continued)

29.02 14 15.36 14.3
29.16 12 18.77 11. 14
29.16 8 18.77 14.3
38. 14]. 25 20.20 12.0
39.83 21 21.91 18
39.83 21
39.83 15 Nijboer and Dekrui.lf T
41.25 23
41.96 31 144.10 16
51.49 50 62.59 140
51.92 38 65.43 314
59.03 6o 65.43 37
59.74 21 71.12 28

170.10 160 i6.81 78
176 .39 160 85.35 123
174.96 160 96.73 87

7 101.00 31
Jones ’5 101.00 145

101.00 67
.4.84 2.6 103.814 96
6.26 2.3 106.69 85
6. 26 3.14 109.53 50
6.76 2.5 118.07 170
6.76 14.7 123.76 67
7.68 14.4 177.81 170
7.97 6.0 197.72 150
8.68 5.3 219.06 100
8.82 6.o 248.93 164
8.82 7.3
9.67 5.2 Foss Field77
9.67 6.0
9.67 6.8 35.1 5
10.24 5.7 138.0 38
10.24 9.3 1714.6 38
10.67 6.3 220.7 76
11.95 6.2 226.2 90
12.23 7.2 129.1 101
12.23 15.0 13.5 5
13.51 8.2 30.3 9

(Cont inued)
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Table 4.14 (Concluded)

Dynamic Modulus E CBR Dynami c Modulus E CBR
103 psi Value 103 psi Value
(1) (2) (1) (2) -

Foss Field77 (Continued) AASHT0~
8 (Continued)

34 .4 9 1147.0 73.0
59.3 12 1148.0 49 .0
57.9 12 31.0 3.2

101.9 31 14o.o 3.2
64 .6 31 29.0 3.4
54.2 43 31.0 3.3
68.o 143 22.0 3.8
71.0 - 52 18.0
79.6 52 48.o 3.2
13.1 5 50.0 3.6
15.1 5 42.0 14. 2
i8.i 5
2 0 1 4  5 Texa s Hi~ hvay
20.7 6

21.5 6 154.5 129
17.1 7 316.0 1314
17.1 7 141.2 185
19.5 7 194.9 149
19.5 7 218.7 165
28.2 10 183.3 202
29.2 10 61.2 20

8 68.2 26
AAs1~TO

7 58.4 85
107.9 61

124.0 59.0 23.7 5
177.0 19.0 27.3 6
173.0 20.0 30.6 17
313.0 157.0 40 .4 13
338.0 124.0 33.5 10
1145.0 25 .5 29.6

57.0 26.0 25.0 19
149.0 10. 2 77.8 10
165.0 105.0 148.7 11
136.0 48.0

4.69 
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Table 4.15

List of Pertinent Variables Affecting
Material Response (from Deacon9l)

I. Loading variables
A. Stress history (nature of prior loading)

1. Nonrepetitive loading (such as preconsolidation)
2. Repetitive loading

a. Nature, whether simple or compound
b. Number of repetitive applications (repetitions)

B. Initial stress state (magnitude and direction of normal and
shear stresses)

C. Incremental loading
1. Mode of loading

a. Controlled stress (or load)
b. Controlled strain (or deformation)
c. Intermediate modes

2. Intensity (magnitude and direction of incremental normal
and shear stresses)

3. Stress path (relation among stresses, both normal and
shear, as test progresses)

4. Time path
a. Static

(1) Constant rate of stress (or load)
(2) Constant rate of strain (or deformation)
(3~ Creep(4 ) Relaxation

b. Dynamic
(1) Impact
(2) Resonance
(3)  Other , including sinusoidal (rate of loading is

variable) and pulsating (dur ation , frequency ,
and shape of load curve are variables)

5. Type of behavi or observed
a. Strength (limiting stresses and strains)
b. Deformability

6. Homogeneity of stresses
7. Drainage

II. Mixture variables
A. Mineral particles

1. Maximum and minimum size
2. Gradation
3. Shape
14. Surf ace textur e
5. Angularity
6. Mineralo~ r
7. Adsorbed ions
8. Quantity

(Continued)
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Table 4.15 ( Continued)

B. Binder
1. Type
2. Hardness
3. Quantity

C. Wat er ( quantity)
D. Voids

1. Quantity
• 2. Size

3. Shape
E . Co n struct ion process

1. Density
2. Structure
3. Degree of anisotropy
4. Temperature

F. Homoge neity

III. Environmental variables
A. Temperature
B. Mois ture
C. Alteration of material properties with time

1. Thixotropy
2. Agi ng
3. Curing
14 . Densification

Test configurations are listed in the following outline.

I. Tension
A. Uniaxial tension
B. Indirect (splitting) tension
C. Cohesiometer

II. Compression
A. Unconfined , uniaxial compression
B. Triaxial compression

1. Open system
a. Isotropic compression
b. Conventional triaxia]. compression , whether normal ,

vacuum , or high—pressure
c. Box with cubical specimen

2. Closed system
a. Oedometer
b. Cell
c. Hveem stabilometer

III. Flexure
A. Rotation

1. Rotating
2. Nonrotating

(Continued)
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Table 4.15 (Concluded)

B. Loading
1. Cantilever

- 2. Simple beam
a. Point support
b. Uniform support

IV. Direct shear
A. Direct shear (rigid—split box)
B. Double direct shear
C. Uniform direct shear (rigid caps with confined rubber membrane

and split rings for lateral restraint)
D. Uniform strain direct—shear (hinged box)
E. Punching shear

V. Torsion
A. Pure torsion
B. Triaxial torsion
C. Specimen shape

1. Solid cylinder
2. Thick—walled , hollo w cy linder

VI. Indirect
A. Penetration tests
B. Squeeze tests
C. Marshall stability
D. Angle of repose
E. Others

Possible specimen shapes are enumerated in the following.

I. Rectangular pa.rallelepiped
A. Short
B. Long
C. Cubic

II. Cylinder
A. Solid

1. Short
2. Long

B. Thick-walled , hollow
1. Short
2. Long

III. Plate

IV. Other

4.72
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Figure 4.i . Effect of maximum size on rigidity of’graded aggregat e base (after Kalcheff 2)
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Figure 4.5. Variation in secant modulus with
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NOTATION

a Coefficient

A Tire contact area

Constants

C Number of coverages; also, cohesion

CCP Constant confining pressure

DSM Dynamic stiffness modulus

e Void ratio

E Modulus of elasticity; also, compression modulus; also,
dynamic modulus

E Resilient modulusr
E Subgrade modulus

f Frequency

F Factor

g Acceleration due to gravity

C Shear modulus

C Maximum shear modulus
max
K
2 Exponent varying from 0.5 to 0.6; also, modulus of

resilient deformation for the unconfined condition

K
3 

Constant of proportionality

Material constants

K,K1,K2,K3,K14 Material constants

LL Liquid limit

M Resilient modulus

M
R 

Resilient modulus

M Modulus of deformation measured in the direction of an
Z applied stress a
n Constant

N Number of cycles

P Wheel load

P1 Plasticity index

q Effective deviator stress

Hf 
Constant relating compressive strength to an asymptotic
stress difference
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S Percent saturation

t Pavement thickness

T Strain time

V Wave velocity; also, initial volume

VCP Variable confining pressure

V Compression wave velocity

V~ Shear wave velocity

w Water content

w/c Water content

w Optimum water contentopt
AV Change in volume

Av/v Volumetric strain

y Shear strain; also, wet density of soil, pcf

Dry density

1h 
Hyperbolic strain

y Maximum shearing strain
max
y Reference strainr
~ Strain

Axial plastic strain

Axial strain
a

c Permanent strain at equilibrium
p
c Vertical strain

V
Lateral strain

9 Static normal stress; also, mean normal stress; also,
sum of principal stresses ; also, first stress invariant

X Wavelength

v Poisson’s ratio

v Resilient Poisson’s ratior
~ 3.11416

p Mass density

Cd 
Deviator stress

a Mean normal stress
m

Radial stress

~~ 
Applied stress
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0
1 

Major principal stress; also, applied vertical stress

0
3 

Confining pressure; also, minor principal stress; also,
horizontal stress

0
0 

Tangential stress

Effective deviator stress

0
3 

Effective confining stress

a Octahedral normal stress
oct

r Octahedral shear stress
oct

4 Angle of internal friction
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CHAPTER 5: SOIL STABILIZATION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of soil stabilization is to improve the strength of

marginal soil so that it can be used for subbases and bases. For many

years, pavement engineers have experimented with mixtures of soil and

cement attempting to produce a low—cost , durable paving material that

would utilize native soils which would otherwise be considered to be

unsuitable. The properties of a soil may be altered in many ways, among

which are chemical , thermal, mechanical , and others. In this chapter,

only chemical stabilization is presented.

The various types of stabilization have been categorized according

to the properties imparted to the soil. They are summarized in Table 5.1,

which is taken from Yoder) Types of adinixtures include cementing agents,

rTodifiers , waterproofing agents, water—retaining agents, water—retarding

agents, and miscellaneous chemicals. The behavior of each of these

admixtures is vastly different from that of the others ; each has its

particular use , and , conversely , each has its own limitations. In the

use of Table 5.1, it may be worthwhile to note that the soil becomes less

expansive when the plasticity index (P1) of the soil is reduced. The re-

lationships between the P1 and the degree of expansion and the percentage
2of swell are shown in Table 5.2, which is taken from Packard . The

following materials are quoted from ~oder)

The cementing materials which may be used include Portland
cement , lime , a mixture of lime and flyash , and sodium silicate.
Portland cement has been used with great success to improve
existing gravel roads, as well as to stabilize natural soils. It
can be used for base courses and subbases of all types. It can
best be used in granular soils, silty soils, and lean clays, but
it cannot be used in organic materials. Since soil cement shows
strength gains over that of the natural material , it can very
often be used for base—course construction , with a light wearing
course to resist abrasion .

Another cementing agent, which is used , is hydrated lime.
Lime increases soil strength primarily by pozzolanic action ,
which is the formation of cementitious silicates and aluminates.
This material is most efficient when used in granular materials
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and lean clays; the quantity required for a proper hydration
generally is relatively low. Lime—soil mixtures are generally
susceptible to freezing and thawing action; thus, their use is
limited to regions of mild climate.

Flyash is produced by burning coal and is generally high in
silica and alumina; therefore, the addition of flyash to lime
stabilized soils speeds the pozzolanic action . Generally, how-
ever, the quantity of flyash required for adequate stabilization
is relatively high , restricting its use to areas which have
available large quantities of flyash at relatively low cost.

Sodium silicate combined with calcium chloride will cement
a soil by formation of a gel . The use of this type of stabiliza-
tion is restricted generally to deep foundations, since the
chemicals must be injected into the soil. Likewise , its use is
restricted to sandy materials or other soils which have a rela-
tively high coefficient of permeability.

Many times the use of a cementing material is restricted
because of cost , and , therefore , low quantities of the material
may be added to the soil merely to modify it. Modifiers which
are often used include cement , lime , and bitumen. Cement and
lime will change the water film on the soil particles, will modify
the clay materials to some extent, and will decrease the soils
plasticity index. Small amounts of bituminous materials are
very often used in low—grade aggregates, where the function of
the bituminous material is to retard moisture sorption of the clay
fraction in the soil—aggregate mixture. These modifying mate-
rials are generally best adapted to use in borderline base—course
materials.

The next category of stabilization includes the water—proofing
materials. I~’oremost among these are bituminous materials which
coat the soil or aggregate grains and retard or completely stop
sorption of moisture. Bituminous stabilization is best suited
for semigranu.lar soils. Retarding or stopping moisture movement
into soil can also be accomplished by enveloping the soil in an
aspha.ltic or plastic membrane.

Some chemicals will increase rat e of water sorption . They
include calcium chloride and sodium chloride. These materials
lover the vapor pressure of soil water and lower the freezing
point of the soil water as well. Thus, they can be used as a
construction expedient to retard. evaporation of the soil water
during compaction or, in some cases, to prevent freezing of
the soil water.

Many other chemicals are available for stabilization . They
include compounds which will render a soil hydrophobic . These
chemicals will decrease rate of water sorption to a minor extent
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but , in general, are very costly, thus limiting their wide-
spread use.

The comparable range of application of various stabilization

methods is shown in Table 5.3, which is taken from Ingles and Metcalf.3

It is seen that reasonable justification exists for such generalizations

as “use lime for clays and cement for sands.” In Chapter 13 of Ref-

erence 3, the exceptional circumstances when special care must be

exercised in applying stabilization are described .

In Appendix A to this chapter, a brief description of a soil

stabilization index system developed by Texas A&M University for the

U. S. Air Force is presented. The system is designed to aid military

engineers in selecting the appropriate type and amount of soil sta-

bilizer to use in airfield pavement construction.

5.2 CEMENT STABILIZATION

5.2.1 MECHANISM OF SOIL—
CEMENT STABILIZAT ION

The fIrst noticeable property change that occurs when cement is

mixed with moist, cohesive soils is a marked reduction in plasticity,

probably caused by calcium ions released during the initial cement

hydration reactions. As explained in Reference 14 , the mechanism is

either a cation exchange or a crowding of additional cations onto the

clay, both processes acting to change the electrical charge density

around the clay particles. Clay particles then become electrically

attracted to one another , causing flocculation or aggregation. The

aggregated clay behaves like a silt , which has low plasticity or cohe-

sion. Aggregation takes place rather quickly and is caused by the

addition of relatively small amounts of cement.

In compacted cement—treated soil , the hydration of the different

cement constituents occurs at different rates, providing cem~nt it ious
amorphous and minutely crystalline hydration products resp~.. -.sible for

the characteristic early and long—term strength gains. The cementation

is mainly chemical in nat ure and may be conceptualized as due to the
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development of chemical bonds or linkages between adjacent cement grain

surfaces and between cement grain surfaces and exposed soil particle

surfaces.

With cohesive soils, an important part of the mechanism may be

the hardening of clay aggregations by lime liberated as a result of the

hydration of the cement . This would explain both the hardened condition

of aggregations observed where lumps of stabilized soil are removed

from a road base some time after construction and the magnitude of

the increase in strength after the hardening of the cement bonds would

have been expected to be complete.

The manner in which portland cement stabilizes soils to meet

requirements for soil—cement differs somewhat for the two principal

types of soils. In fine—grain silty and clayey soils ,, the cement ,

on hydration , develops strong linkages among and between the mineral

aggregates and the soil aggregates to form a matrix that effectively

encases the soil aggregates. The matrix forms a honeycomb type of

structure on which the strength of the mixture depends , b~ cau se the clay
aggregations within the matrix have little strength and contribute
little to the strength of the soil—cement . The matrix is effective in

fixing the particles so they can no longer slide over each other. Thus

the cement not only destroys the plasticity but also provides increased

shear strength . The surface chemical effect of the cement reduces the

water affinity and thus the water—holding capacity of clayey soils. The

combination of reduced water affinity and water-holding capacity and a

strong matrix provide an encasement of the larger unpulverized raw soil

aggregates. Because of its strength and reduced water affinity, this

encasement serves not only to protect the aggregates but also to prevent

them from swelling and softening from absorption of moisture and from

suffering detrimental freeze—thaw effects.

In the more granular soils, the cementing action approaches that

in concrete, except that the cement paste does not fill the voids in the

aggregate. In sands, the aggregates become cemented only at points of
contact . The more densely graded. the soil , the smaller the voids , the
more numerous and greater the contact areas, and the stronger the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-- ---
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cementing action. Uniformly graded (one—size ) sand, which has a minimum

of contact area between grains , requires a fairly high cement content

for stabilization . Because well—graded granular soils generally also

have a low swell potential and low frost susceptibility, it is possible

to stabilize them with lesser cement contents than are needed. for the

uniformly graded sands , the more frost—susceptible silts , and the higher

swelling and frost—susceptible clayey soils. For any type of soil , th€

cementing process is given the maximum opportunity to develop when the

mixture is highly compacted at a moisture content that facilitates both

the densification of the mix and the hydration of the cement .

Four major variables control the degree of stabilization of soils

with cement : (a) the nature of the soil , (b) the proportion of cement

in the mix , (c) the moisture content at the time of compaction, and

(d) the degree of densification attained in compaction. If the moisture

content and the density are controlled in accordance with standard

methods (AASHT O T 1314 and ASTM D 558) and normal mixing and curing proce-

dures are observed , the nature of the soil and the proportion of cement

used determine the degree of stabilization . It is possible, simply by

varying the cement content , to produce mixes that , after hydration

of the cement , may range from those that result in only a slight modi-

fication of the compacted soil (c’ement—modified soil) to the product

known as soil—cement , which must meet certain minimum strength and

durability requirements. When moisture is increased sufficiently to

produce a plast ic mix , and the cement content adjusted to meet strength
and durability requirements for the plastic condition , the product

becomes plastic soil—cement . The ability to control the properties of

the mix to suit the construction and to control the degree of stabiliza-
tion to satisfy the strength and durability requirements has resulted

in the development of these three principal types of cement—treated

soil (soil—cement , cement—modified soil , and plastic soil—cement).

5.2. 2 FACTORS INFLUENCING
PROPERTIES OF CEMENT—
STABILIZE SOIL

The effectiveness of soil—cement stabilization is controlled by
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many factors and numerous studies have been conducted to investigate

their influence on the properties of cement—stabilized soils. For a

more detailed review, reference can be made to Highway Research Board

Bulletin 292, “Soil Stabilization with Portland Cements ,” l96l.~ The

major factors affecting the stabilized soil are presented in the fol-

lowing paragraphs.

5.2.2.1 The Soil. The following materials are taken from Ingles

and Metcalf.3 Readers should also refer to Table 5.3 concerning the

applicability of cement stabilization to various soil types.

Any soil, with the exception of highly organic materials,
may be treated with cement and will exhibit an improvement in
properties; increase in strength , etc . The only practical limits
to the range of use of cement stabilization are those imposed by
clean , well—graded gravels or crushed rock materials , where
stabilization is not only unnecessary but may , in fact , create
serious problems of shrinkage cracking ; and those imposed by the
difficulty of incorporating a (usually) dry fine powder into a
(usually) moist heavy clay. Some difficulty has been reported
with saline soils but this can be overcome in most cases by in-.
creasing the cement content.

A plastic soil may retain some susceptibility to water soft-
ening and may swell with increase in moisture content even when
stabilized ; shrinkage, however, can be a problem with any soil
type. For cement stabilization , the upper limit of particle
size is about 8 cms (3 in.)——or one—third of the thickness of
the compacted layer, but a maximum size of 2 cms (3/14 in.) is to
be preferred to giv~ a good surface f inish . The lower limit is
about 50 percent passing the B.S. No. 200 sieve , with a liquid
limit not greater than 50 and a plasticity Index not greater
than 18.

Soils with a large clay content are difficult to mix and
high additive contents are required for an appreciable change in
properties. Under laboratory conditions , with elaborate attention
to mixing, such heavy clays may be successfully stabilized but ,
In practice, it is not usual to attempt directly to stabilize
with cement a clay soil with a liquid limit greater than about 50.

It is often possible , however, to cement stabilize such heavy
clays after pre—treatment (modification), with either cement or,
more commonly, hydrated lime . The purpose of the pre—treatment
with 2—3 percent of lime or cement is to reduce the plasticity and 
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render the soil more workable. After curing (compacted or loose)
for one to three days, the modified soil is then stabilized with
cement In the usual manner.

Cement has been used also to modify the properties of fine
crushed rock materials. A very small percentage of cement (1/2
to 1 percent) added to a well—graded, nonplastic , crushed rock
material can modify the properties by making the optimum moisture
content for compaction less critical and. by providing a light
“set” or cohesive strength in place of that normally provided by
a small amount of plastic fines. Similarly, if a crushed rock
has highly plastic fines, the addition of a small amount of
cement , perhaps up to 2—3 percent, will reduce this plasticity
and produce an acceptable material. In this case, the cement
is used for construction expediency rather than for long—term
strengthening of the material.

5.2.2.2 Cement Content. For a given soil that reacts normally

with cement , the cement content determines the nature of’ the cement—

treated soil. The proportion of cement alters the plasticity, volume

change , susceptibility to frost heave, elastic properties , resistance

to wet—dry and freeze—thaw alternations, and other properties in dif-

ferent degrees for different soils.

Any cement may be used for stabilization , but ordinarily portland

cement is the most widely used. Rapid hardening cements may be useful

in organic soils as they provide extra calcium to counteract the presence

of the organic matter. In some instances, the use of a. retarding agent

may assist in overcoming the loss In strength which occurs with ordinary

portland cement due to delays in processing and compacting.

One problem in any form of stabilization is that of mixing In an

additive , particularly where a dry powder (cement or lime) Is to be
mixed with a damp soil. It has been suggested , therefore , that a fine

cement “diluted” with inert material ( ground calcium carbonat e , for
example) might be equally effective and cheaper than ordinary cements

under these conditions. The greater bulk would aid the distribution

process so that the same amount of hydratable cement is present throughout

the mass. The particle size distribution of ordinary portland cement is

fairly well defined between about 0.5 and l0O~ , with a mean of about

20w , but the larger particles never completely hydrate. A l0”~ part icle
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may take 3 months to hydrate completely and it would seem therefore that

a fine cement might be advantageous. A very finely ground cement will

produce higher strengths; e.g., a cement finer than the No. 300 sieve

will give a 140 percent increase in strength, but such cements are expensive

to produce and can be difficult to handle. The suggested stabilizing

cement, however, replaces the coarser particles of ordinary cement with

an inert filler which maintains the free flowing properties , prevents

flash set, and reduces water consumption , shrinkage, and high heat of

hydration, and thus combines the benefits of a finely ground cement with

the properties of an ordinary cement .

The amount of cement needed in soil stabilization varies with

the type of soil. It increases with increasing silt and clay content .

The range of the amount of cement needed to meet the criteria established

for soil—cement (wet—dry and freeze—thaw tests) is listed in Table 5.14.

Generally, for a particular soil , the higher the cement content , the

greater the strength of the compacted mixture.

5.2.2.3 Moisture Content. There is no precise measure of the

quality of water required , it being generally regarded that potable water

is satisfactory. However, highly organic water may cause problems and

should be avoided. Waters with a high salt content (sulphates or

chlorides in seawater) may be used , provided efflorescence is not likely

to be a problem. Most importantly, the quantity of water is related to

the amount needed for compaction , not that needed for cement hydration;

but in b arns and clays, the high water content needed for compaction can

result in lower strengths than would otherwise be possible.

Cement—treated soil exhibits the same type of moisture—density

relationship as untreated soils. Thus , the moisture content at the

time of compaction has a strong influence on the properties of the

cement—treated soil. Moisture—density relationships also have a

bearing on cement hydration. The significant moisture content is that

which prevails a.t the time of compaction and throughout the curing.

A study was made by Felt5 to determine the effect of molding
moisture content on compressive strength and on loss of density in
wet—dry and freeze—thaw tests. Samples were compacted using a constant
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compaction effort (standard AASHTO) and varying the moisture content

above and below the optimum moisture content , thus also varying the

density of the samples. Results indicated that with the compaction

effort constant, density varies; the effect of moisture , however, usually

overshadows the effect of density . The results may be summarized as:

(a) compressive strength increases to a maximum at slightly less than
optimum moisture for the sandy soil and the silty soil , and at greater
than optimum for the clay soil and (b) results from the wet—dry and

freeze—thaw tests show that the clayey soil had less resistance at

moisture contents below AASHTO optimum and the silty soil had less

resistance in the freeze—thaw test at moisture contents less than

optimum. Moisture contents were not so critical in either test for

the sandy soil. Felt5 concluded that , for the best results of strength

and durability of soil—cement , the cement, sand mixture should be corn—
pacted at optimum moisture content or slightly drier , whereas silty

and clayey mixtures should be compacted at moisture contents 1 or

2 percentage points above optimum moisture as determined by the

standard AASHTO compaction .
5.2.2.14 Dry Density. The strength and durability of cement—

treated soil are strongly influenced by density. The relationship

between strength and density approaches a straight line for some soils

and cement contents.6~
T A 5 percent decrease in relative compaction may

result in a greater strength reduction than a drop of 10 to 15 percent

In cement content (from 10 percent cement to 9 or 8—1/2 percent).7

Research by the British Road Research Laboratory has established that

for a given moisture content the strength of soil—cement is related

linearly to the logarithm of the density 8

5.2.2.5 Curing Time. Compacted soil—cement mixtures gain strength

by cementation processes which continue for months or even years.

British studies have indicated that the relationship between the strength

of compacted soil—cement samples and the time of curing can be expressed

as a straight line on a seisilogaritbmic or logarithmic plot , depending

on the type of soil.
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5.2.2.6 Temperature of Curing. The rate of chemical reactions

such as hydration, hydrolysis , cementation , and carbonation occurring in

compacted soil—cement mixtures depends on the temperature under which

these reactions take place. The higher the curing temperature, the

faster the rate of’ reaction . Therefore, the early strength of soil—

cement specimens varies with curing temperature . Based on the results

of extensive studies , British researchers9 have noted the following on

the influence of temperature on the strength of soil—cement mixtures:

a. The 7—day compressive strength increases with increasing
•:exnperature by 2 to 2—1/2 percent per degree Celsius when
the temperature is in the vicinity of 25° C (77° F).

b. Soil—cement will harden in cold weather provided the tempera-
ture is above 00 C (32° F).

e. If compressive strength is taken as the sole criterion of the
quality of’ soil—cement , less cement is needed in warm weather
than in cold weather.

d. Because of ambient temperature differences, soil—cement
constructed during warm weather should be 50 to 100 percent
stronger than similar construction made during cool weather,
at least during the first 3 months of life of’ the construction.

5.2.2.7 Time Elapsed Between Mixing and Construction. Adding

cement to a clay—water mixture immediately increases the pH values of

the water and causes flocculation of clay particles. When the time be-

tween mixing and compaction becomes too great , it is likely that the

large flocculated clay particles will reduce the effectiveness of com-

paction , owing to the fact that part of the externally applied energy has

to be used up for breaking these fbocs. West1° investigated a clay of

medium plasticity stabilized with cement , and found by delaying compac-

tion 2—1/2 hours that the moisture—density curve was considerably

flattened , the optimum moisture content increased. approximately 3 per-

cent , and the maximum density reduced 7 percent.

Other factors such as organic matter , cement type, and addition

of additives also significantly influence the mechanical properties of

cement—stabilized soil. For laboratory investigations, precautions

must be taken to control the test conditions if meaningful results are

to be obtained.
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5.2.2.8 Deleterious Material. It is generally recognized that

omganic matter and excess salt content, especially sulphates, can retard

or prevent the proper hydration of cement in soil—cement mixtures. One

reason why organic matter retards the hydration of cement is because it

preferentially absorbs calcium ions and therefore the addition of a ready

source of calcium, such as calcium chloride or hydrated lime , may often

enable the soil to be treated. This is one case where the use of a

special cement , rapid—hardening cement which c ontains calcium chloride ,
may be useful. However, the type of organic matter is important and

generally an organic content of about 2 percent is regarded as a safe

upper limit.

5.2.3 PROPERTIES OF CEMENT—
STABILIZED SOIL

5.2.3.1 Compressive and Flexural Strengths. The increase in

strength achieved by adding cement to soil is one of the most significant

property changes obtained by this treatment. Ranges in unconfined com-

pressive strength of various types of soil—cement are shown in Table 5.5.

Soil—cement is more brittle than the untreated compacted soil and has

higher values of CBR, plate bearing capacity , and modulus of elasticity.

The broad properties of compacted cement—stabilized. soils depend

first on cement and secondly on compaction . In the same way as in

mechanically stabilized materials, compaction is all—important , and

not only in degree but in timing. Compaction after cement hydration

is , of course, ineffective. Table 5.6 shows the typical properties of

cement—stabilized soils. The properties of a mechanically stabilized

soil vary with density and composition . In certain cases, the

interrelationships are even more Important, because once the cement is

hydrated they are Irreversible——at least without destruction of the

cemented mass.

The strength of a soil—cement mixture depends on many factors.

These factors are discussed separately as follows:

5.2.3.1.1 Cement Content. In general , strength increases

linearly with cement content , but at different rates for different soils.
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11Metcalf investigated the effect of cement content on strength for

various soils stabilized with ordinary portland cement. The relation-

ships are shown in Figure 5.1. The specimens were cured for 7 days at

25° C at constant moisture content .

5.2.3.1.2 Density. In general, strength increases linearly with

density . Figure 5.2 shows such a relationship. A reduction in density

of 80 kg/m3 (5 pcf) may cause a 20 percent reduction In strength,

several workers having demonstrated12”3 a relation between strength

and density of the form:

S = Ae~~ (5.1)

where S is the strength , A , b are constants, and D the density ;

i.e., the logarithm of strength is linearly related to density.

5.2.3.1.3 Delay in Compaction. Delay in compaction allows the

hydration process to commence and thus builds up the strength of clods.

This is a major cause of loss in strength because the mix becomes more

difficult to compact and the final density achieved will therefore be

lower . West’° investigated the loss in strength due to delay in compac-
tion for two soils stabilized with 10 percent cement (Figure 5.3). The

soils were a medium clay and a sandy gravel. It can be seen that

75 percent strength can be lost when a time interval of 5 hours exists
between mixing and testing. Similar results were also obtained by

114
Wang.

5.2.3.1.14 Curing Time and Curing Temperature. Strength increases

gradually with age of curing. Figure 5.14 shows the effect of age on

strength of four different soils stabilized with 5 percent cement.
12Metcalf found that various ways of curing also affect strengths, but

the only generalizations that could be made were that higher temperatures

increase the rate of gain of strength, and that excessive drying

increases strength but provokes cracking.

The influence of curing time on the unconfined compressive (uc)
strength of laboratory samples of cement—stabilized Vicksburg silty
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clay was investigated in the University of California at Berkeley.13

The relationships between UC strength and curing time can be mathematically

expressed as

(UC)D 
= (UC )D + K log

10 (5.2)
0 0

where
(U C)

D 
= unconfined compressive strength after D days curing

(uc)D = unconfined compressive strength after D0 days curing
0
K = constant dependent on type of soil and cement content

From results of the laboratory tests , K was found equal to b C  for

VSC where C is the cement content in percent by weight .

5.2.3.1.5 Comparisons Between Field and Laboratory Sample

Strengths. A comparison was made between the unconfined compressive

strengths of field undisturbed samples obtained from WES field tests and

laboratory mixed and compacted samples at the same water content , dry

density , and curing time. It was found that the average ratio of the

strength of field samples to that of the samples mixed and compacted in

the laboratory was 0.63. Maclean15 observed that the strength of sta-

bilized soils measured by the mix—in-place method is about two thirds of

that made in the laboratory. Wangl14 found a ratio from O.bO to 0.60 in

his experiments. Robert and flchceneman~~ also found that there is a

difference in the strength of soil—cement between laboratory samples and

field cores. These results ir.Ji’~~.e that specimens mixed and compacted

in the laboratory are not likely to represent accurately the materials in

the field even though the water content and dry density are the same.

For the test sections at WES, it was found that the lifference in strength

between the field undisturbed samples and laboratory samples increased

with an increase of cement content . The ratios of the strengths were

0.75, 0.60, and 0.56 for 3 percent , 6 percent , and 10 percent cement

contents, respectively.

Strengths were also obtained for field-mixed but laboratory

compacted samples. The strengths of these specimens were about 86 percent

of those of the samples mixed and compacted in the laboratory at the same
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water content and dry density. The percentage also depended on cement

content with values of 97 percent , 83 percent , and 78 percent for

3 percent , 6 percent, and 10 percent cement contents, respectively.

These values are considerably higher than those for field undisturbed

samples. Thus, while the mixing and curing conditions clearly are

responsible for a part of the strength difference between field and

laboratory samples, a substantial strength difference is attributable

simply to the effects of differences in compaction method.
17—195.2.3.2 Modulus. Many researchers have made attempts to

define the stress—strain behavior of cement—stabilized soils in compres-

sion , in tension , and in flexure, and to produce values for the elastic

constants (modulus of elasticity and Poisson ’s ratio) so that the stresses

and strains in pavements may be predicted . Soil—cement , however , is not

an elastic material. Metcalf2° conducted a series of tests on small soil—

cement beams in flexure. The clay soil was stabilized with 10 percent

cement . The results of Metcalf’s study have demonstrated that (a) the

stress and strain relations are nonlinear, although the relation is

usually linear up to 60 to 70 percent of’ the failure load as shown in

Figure 5.5 and (b) the strain increases gradually wider constant

creeping load.

Felt and Abrams~~ studied the strength and elastic properties

of four compacted soil—cement mixtures. Cement contents ranged. from

3 to 18 percent by weight of soil. Compression as well as flexure tests

were conducted on samples compacted at ASTM optimum moisture content and
maximum density , and a resonant frequency technique was applied. to deter—
mine the dynamic modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio. Values of

strength and elastic properties of the four soils studied are listed

in Table 5.7. They concluded that , for all soil—cement mixtures at all

ages, the modulus of rupture was equal to approximately 20 percent of
the compressive strength and that the elastic modulus in flexure (not

shown fri the table) was equal to the dynamic modulus. However, the static

modulus in compression at 33 percent of ultimate load was only equal to
approximately 60 to 75 percent of the dynamic modulus.
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Morgan and Williams and Parkin , Sally, and Morgan conducted

repeated load tests on soil—cement specimens in the laboratory. They

found that under repeated triaxial loading , the permanent strain reaches
a steady value and that the resilient modulus calculated from the resil-

ient strain after reaching this steady state is essentially constant (it

increases slightly with age, presumably as a result of increasing strength

of the cement). The stiffness, however , also depends on soil type and

increases with confining pressure and with strength; these workers have

therefore suggested a nonlinear relation between resilient strain and

stress under dynamic conditions . Again , failure occurred. under repeated

loading at 60 to 70 percent of the static strength. Values of the E

(resilient modulus E
r
) ranging from 11400 kgf/cm2 (20,000 psi) to

200,000 kgf/cm
2 
(3 million psi), depending on soil type and cement con-

tent , have been established. Values of the resilient strain ratio

(equivalent to Poisson ’s ratio v)  range from 0.3 to 0.1.

Ar~ extensive study on the ~~~~~~~~ rroperties of soil—cement was

conducted in the University of ~‘aLif r~1a a~ ~erke1ey. The resilient

moduli of the specimens were ~e~ erm~ r.e~ in ~rre~ sion M
R 

and in

flexure MRf . The following ~~r~ als w~~ o ~~iken from Mitchell ,
Jeng, and Monismith.

13

5.2.3.3 Resilient Mod ilus ‘ r r ~ osion. A typical relationship

for the resilient n’~o~uJus in comrress~ or~ a~d the UC strength is shown in

Figure 5.6. Resilier~ rnodufl depend ‘~r. the number of load repetitions ,

but become essentially constant after between 300 and 10,000 repetitions ,

depending on both material and loading conditions. The following

empirical expressions are based on constant moduli. The relationship

may be represented mathematically using the following notation:

UC unconfined compressive strength , psi

= function of deviator stress

a
3 

= confining pressure, psi

Cl = major principal stress, psi

= first stress invariant , psi

K = constant dependent on material
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For Vicksburg silty clay stabilized with 13 percent cement and having

a confining pressure of zero, Shen23 states that

—0.0278~
= 0.02(10) d(UC )3.5 (5.3a)

or

= 0.025(a d Y~
’”2 (UC ) 3

~
5 (5.3b )

For Elliot sand. mixture with 7 percent cement and a confining pressure

of zero, Shen23 states that

= K g(od)(UC )2~
2 

(5.14)

For Vicksburg silty clay with 3 percent cement, Mitchell, Fossberg , and
214Moni smith have stated that

= l3.0(a
d
)_0

~
514
(a
3
)~~

6(UC)l*65 , a
3 

= 0 (5.5a )

or

= 2.3(0
1Y

2.56(11)
2.62

(UC)l.65 (5 Sb)

For buckshot clay with 6 percent cement and a confining pressure of zero,
Mitchell , Fossberg, and Monismith state that

= K g(a~)(UC)
3”97 (5.6)

For Richmond Field Station silty clay with 3 percent cement , Wang~~ states
that

= l90(adY
0
~
1436(cy

3
)0 272(UC )1

~
7 

, a
3 

= 0 (5.7a )

or
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0. 9a 14 6
= 135(10) (a

dY 
(uC ) (5.Tb)

For Richmond Field Station silty clay with 6 percent cement

= 152(od Y
0.236(03

)0.695(UC )l.88 , = 0 (5.8a)

or

6
= 100(10) 

~
°d~ 

(uc) (5.8b)

For Richmond Field Station subgrade clay and a confining pressure of
l~4 252 psi , Wang and Fossberg state that

= 6oo(a~Y~
0.S5(uc)0.88 (~~~)

From the available data it may be deduced that

= K( o d)
’(a

3
)2(UC )

~ 
(5.10)

where

K
1 

= 0.2 to 0.6

K
2 

= 0.25 to 0.7

n 1.0 + O.18C , where C is the cement content by weight

5 .2 . 3. 14 Resilient Modulus in Flexure. A typical relationship

is shown in Figure 5.7 .  For Vicksburg silty clay with 13 percent cement ,

Shen23 states that

x 105(10)0.00018UC 

23
For Elliot sand mixture with 7 percent cement , Shen states that

= 6.~ x 105(10)0.0008UC (5.12)
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For Vicksburg silty clay with 3 percent cement, Mitchell and Monismith
26

state that

MRf = 9.0 ~ 10
3(10)0.O132UC (5.13)

For Richmond Field Station silty clay, wang
l14 

states that , for 3 percent

cement content,

MRf = 2.0 x bo
14(lo)o.o09~~ (~ .i14)

and for 6 percent cement content,

MRf = 5.6 x 1014(10)o.o035Uc (5.15)

According to the conclusions of previous investigations , the

resilient modulus in flexure is independent of applied flexural stress

intensity. The effect of confining pressure has never been studied .

For the present , it will be assumed that confining pressure exerts no

influence on the resilient modulus in flexure. It is concluded from the

available information that the resilient modulus in flexure can be

expressed as

MEf = 5(10)
m (UC) (5.16)

where
K
f 

= constant dependent on material

in =

C = cement content

Anisotropic pavement properties have been found by some investiga-

tors (e.g. Fossberg25), and the modulus of resilient deformation is usu-
ally different in compression than in flexure. The results of beam tests

under repeated loading and findings by other investigators have shown,
however , that the theory of elasticity is valid in flexural beam tests for
resilient deformations. Furthermore, the flexure test would appear more
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representative for pavement systems than the direct tensthn test . Thus,

it would seem reasonable for pavement systems to use the resilient prop-

erties in the vertical and horizontal directions as determined by~ com-

pression tests and flexural beam tests , respectively.

5.2.14 FATIGUE PROPERTIES

Fatigue is one of the major causes of pavement failure.
27,28 .Bofinger studied the fatigue behavior of three heavy clays

stabilized with different amounts of cement . He concluded that :

a. Under compressive repeated loads , no fatigue failure occurred
for stress levels up to 95 percent of the compressive strength.

b. The fatigue life is shorter under direct tensile stresses
than under flexural stresses.

c. The tensile fatigue curves for cement—stabilized clays are
dependent on cement content .

d. The fatigue strength is reduced by soaking of the samples.
27In one of his studies , Bofinger found a tensile fatigue limit

for soil—cement, while in another study
28 he concluded that there was

no true tensile fatigue limit for soil—cement according to the best

fitting curves selected by the least squares method for the test data.

Larsen and Nussbaum29 concluded that the fatigue behavior of

soil—cement can be expressed in the form

~~ aN~~ (5.17)

where

B = critical radius of curvature, i.e., the minimum curvature
at failure under static load

B = allowable radius of curvature for a given number of load
repetitions

a = factor varying with thickness of pavement h

N = number of load repetitions

b = constant dependent on type of soil

In a later paper of Larsen, Nussbaum , and Colley30 the exponent
b in Equation 5.17 was given as 0.025 for granular soils and 0.050 for

flne—grained soils , and a was expressed by
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’2

a = 
2.lh — 1 (5.18)

where h is pavement thickness. They found that the subgrade strength

had no significant influence on the fatigue characteristics.

Some fatigue test results for Vicksburg silty clay stabilized

with 3 percent cement tested after a 214—hour curing period were obtained
26by Mitchell and Monismith. These results can be expressed in the form

S = aN~
b 

(5.19)

where S is the stress level; i.e., ratio of flexural stress causing
failure at N load repetitions to the flexural strength of the
material .

Pretorius31 studied the fatigue behavior of soil—cement prepared

from a mixture of gravel and Richmond Field Station silty clay. The

results were

20.3
log N

f 
= 9.11 — 0.O578~ ., or Nf = (i..a ) (5 20a)

log N
f 

= 7.1481 — O.Ol62a. (5.20b )

log N
f 

= 10.281 — 11.28 
~~~~

, or ~~ 0.8lhN
f
°~°~

7 (5.20c)

where

Nf 
= number of load repetitions at failure

= initial flexural strain based on strain gage measurements
= initial flexural stress

The data were plotted according to stress level, giving

S = 0.9lN
f
_0
~
0148 

(5.21)

Because the data are limited , only the following tentative con-
clusions can be drawn:
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a. The fatigue behavior of cement—treated soils can be expressed
as

s = a~r
b (5 .22)

where

S = flexural stress level

a : 0 . 9 5
b 0.03 to 0.06

b. No fatigue failure will occur for flexural stress levels
below about 50 percent of the flexural strength of the
mat erial.

For convenience , stress was used as the controlled factor to describe

fa tigue .

5.2.5 TENSILE STRENGTH

Pavement failure many times is caused by tensile stresses on the

underside of the slab under the load. The tensile strength of soil—
32

cement is therefore of import ance. Metcalf found. the tensile strength

at the optimum moisture content and maximum density were generally about

10 percent of the compressive strength. Figure 5.8 shows such a

relationship.

5 .2 .6  INTERREL ATIONSHIP BETWEEN
STRENGTHS EVALUATED
BY DIFFERENT TESTS

The following materials are taken from Mitchell , Jeng , and

Monismith.13

5.2.6.1 Strengt h in Unconfined Compression. The results of
undrained triaxial tests on undisturbed samples and laboratory compacted

samples were correlated with UC strength values13 for a Vi cksbur g silty

clay stabilized with 3, 6, and 10 percent c ement . It was found that the

cohesion int ercept c of the Mohr envelope increases with an increase

in iJC strength. This relationship can be expressed. by

c = 7.0 + 0.022 5(TT C ) (5 .23)
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33This relationship is quite similar to that found by Thompson for

lime—treated soils. The friction angle appears to depend on cement

content only. This finding is supported by the results obtained by

Balmer19 and Wissa and Ladd .3 Thi s fact can be explained , as suggested

by Wissa and. Ladd. , on the basis that the increase of internal friction

angle is due mainly to the fo rmation of cemented aggregates , and the

formation of cemented aggregates depend s on the cement content .

5 .2 .6 .2  Flexural Strengt h. A linear relationship exists between

UC strength and flexural strength for cement—stabilized Vicksburg silty

clay . The cement content s were 3, 6, and 10 percent . The flexural

strength is about 25 to 35 percent of the compressive strength , slight ly
higher than the ratios obtained by Felt and Abrams ,18 Barenberg (25 per-

cent ) , 35 and Wang (20 to 35 percent) .114 
Thompson33 found that the

flexural strength is about 25 percent of UC strength for lime—treated

soils . The linearity of the relationship indicates that the modulus
of rup ture can be estimated in terms of the compressive strengt h for a

given stabilized soil. It is interesting to note that the dat a suggest

a UC strength of about 25 psi at zero flexural strength. This corre-

sponds to untreated soil , which possesses a compressive strength but

no tensile strength.
5.2.6 .3 California Bearing Ratio (CBR ). A relationship was found.

between laboratory CBR values and laboratory UC strength for the mate-

rials used in the test sections at WES (Figure 5 .9 ) .  It is not linear

as found by Macle an ,15 but it can be approximated as a bilinear relation-

ship. Maclean ’ s da t a , except those for sand—cement , agree well with thi s
relationship.

The shape of the curve in Figure 5.9 can be explained. by the

failure mechanism in the CBR test . For a low—strength soil , the penetra-
tion of the CBR piston mainly causes punching failure in which only local
failure in the soil occurs. At higher strengths , the penetration causes

general failure in the soil under the piston , and the full strength is

ixbilized . Because the punching effect and local failure behavior are

different for different types of soils , the curve may not be the same
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for all soils. In the range of values in practice , a linear relation

between log CBR value and log UC strength seems appropriate.

5.2.7 DESIGN APPLICATIONS

In the United States , the cement requirement for stabilization of

a given soil usually is d.eterniined by a series of wet—dry and freeze—thaw

tests on compacted specimens . The cement percentage is selected by com-
paring the weight losses during the resistance tests with the allowable

loss. In Great Britain, the cement requirement is determined on the basis

of compressive strength. Specifications usually require a field compres-

sive strength of 250 psi. It has been found that normal construction
methods result in a field strength equal to about 60 percent of the
laboratory strength for a given cement treatment . Therefor e , the cement

content is determined as that necessary to give a laboratory compressive
strength equal to 142.0 psi.

A detailed literature review on the design of soil—cement bases
and pavements and performance data of field tests conducted in the

United States and overseas was presented by Mitchell and Freitag~
6 in

1959.
An extensive series of field tests was conducted at WES. The

pavements were constructed using Vicksburg silty clay treat ed with cement
in amounts of 3 to 10 percent . The subgrade was a heavy clay with CBR
values in the range of 2.7 to 13. The t raff ic  was 10,000— to 50,000—lb
single—wheel loads with aircraft—type tires. Wearing surfaces were not
placed on the pavements. The traffic test data were analyzed by faculty

member s of the University of Cal ifornia at Berkeley .13 The following are
conclusions of the analysis: (a) the UC strength can be used to corre-

late different cement—stabilized soil properties; (b) performance corre-

lated well with cement content, pavement thickness, subgrade strength,

pavement strength , and t ra f f ic ;  (c )  the performance data enable develop-
ment of design curve s for pavement s containing cement—stabilized soil
layers; and (d )  prediction of stresses , deformations , and fatigue
behavior in cement—stabilized soil pavements is possible using the
finite element method and elastic layer theory. It was hoped that the
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results of these and related studies could be combined to develop

improved design methods for pavements containing cement—stabilized soil

layers. A framework for the design of cement—stabilized layers utilizing

the results of the investigations obtained from the studies contracted

with WES as well as the results of studies of cement—stabilized materials

completed by other investigators was reported by Mitchell, Dzwilewski,

and Monismith37 of the University of California at Berkeley.

In recent years, cement—treated subbases have been used frequently

in rigid pavements. The performance of pavements carrying heavy loads
2and high volumes of traffic has shown the benefits of stabilized subbases.

Cement-treated subbases offer many benefits in addition to the prevention

of mud pumping:
a. Provide impermeable , uniform , and strong support for the

pavement. The impermeable layers reduce the amount of surface
water reaching the subgrade and eliminate the possibility of
excessive pore pressures that otherwise could develop in
granular subbases.

b. El imi nat e subbase consolidation.
c. Great ly improve load t ransfer at joints .

d. Expedite construction because the stable working base
eliminates shutdowns due to adverse weather conditions.

e. Provide firm support for the slipform paver or side forms ,
thus contributing to the construction of smoother pavements.

Cement content for cement—treated subbases for airport pavements

is determined by standard laboratory wet—dry and freeze—thaw tests (ASTM

D 559 and D 560) and PCA weight—loss criteria.~
8 Other procedures that

give an equivalent quality of material may be used . Details of material
requirements and construction methods for quality cement—treated subbases

are given in References 38—140.

5.3 LI~~ AND FLY ASH STABILIZATION

5.3.1 ME CHAN ISMS OF SOIL—LIME
STABILIZATION

Lime reacts with the clay minerals of the soil , or with any other
fine, pozzolanic component such as hydrous silica, to form a tough water-

insoluble gel of calcium silicate, which cements the soil particles. The

cementing agent is thus exactly the same as for ordinary portland cement ,
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the difference being that with the latter the calcium silicate gel is

formed from hydration of anhydrous calcium silicate (cement ) , whereas

with the lime the gel is formed only after attack on and removal of

silica from the clay minerals of the soil. The contrast with cement

stabilization is that the latter is essentially independent of soil type,

while the rate for lime—stabilized soils is different for each soil type.

Thoxnpson
14l 

has given a brief description of  basic reac t ion s whi ch

contribute to the improvements in engineering characteristics of lime—

soil mixtures. This description is presented below.

5.3.1.1 Cation Exchan&e. The general order of replaceability of

the common cations associated with soils is given by the lytropic series,

Na+ 
< K4 

< Ca ++ 
< Ng~~ . Any cation will tend to replace the cat ions to

the left of it, and monovalent cations are usually replaceable by multi-

valent cat ions. The addition of lime to a soil supplies an excess of

Ca~~ and cat ion exchange will occur , with Ca~~ replacing dissimilar
cations from the exchange complex of the soil. In some cases the exchange

complex is practially Ca~~ saturated before the lime addition and

cation exchange does not tak e place, or is minimized .

5.3.1.2 Flocculation and Agglomeration. The addition of lime

to a fine—grained soil causes flocculation and agglomeration of the clay

fraction. These reactions result in an apparent change in texture, the

clay particles “clumping” together int o larger sized “aggregates. ” The

flocculation and agglomeration is affected by the increased electrolyte

cont ent of the pore water and also as a result of ion exchange by the

clay to the calcium form.

The influence of cation exchange , flocculation, and agglomeration

on the plasticity and shrinkage properties of lime—soil mixtures were
studied by Thompson. The study indicated that these reactions are

primarily responsible for the changes in plasticity , shr inkage , and

workability characteristics of lime—soil mixtures. These beneficial

changes were noted for all soils studied and relatively small percentages

of lime were required to achieve the changes.
Thompson reported. that cation exchange , flocculat ion , and aggloinera—

tion are not the basic lime—soil reactions which are responsible for the
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marked strength increases noted for many lime—soil mixtures.

5.3.1.3 Lime Carbonation. Lime reacts with carbon dioxide to

form the relatively weak cementing agents calcium and magnesium carbonate,
depending on the type of lime used . When lime—treated soils were

laboratory—cured in the open air , calcium carbonate forms; it is a

condition conducive to promoting carbonation .

5.3.1.14 Pozzolanic Reaction. The pozzolanic reaction referred to

in lime—soil stabilization literature is a reaction between soil silica

and/or alumina and lime to form various types of cementing agents. These

cementing agents are generally regarded as the major source of the

strength increases noted in lime—soil mixtures. Possible sources of

silica and alumina in typical soils include clay minerals, quartz,

feldspar, micas , and other similar silicate or aluminosilicate minerals.

5.3.2 PROPERTIES OF LIME—
STABILIZED SOIL

The properties of lime—stabilized soils vary in a similar manner

to those found for cement—stabilized soils. The differences lie mainly

in the effect of additive content , the effect of time , and the effect of
temperature. The UC strength of soil—lime mixtures increases with
increasing lime content to a certain level , usually about 8 percent for

clay soils. The rate of increase then diminishes until no further

strength gain occurs with increasing lime content (in contrast to cement

stabilization where the increase in strength continues to quite high

cement contents (20 percent)). Because with lime—soil mixtures there
is no rapid cementation akin to the setting of concrete , the effect of

delay in compaction is far less important with lime ~tabilization.

Because there is , in general , no urgency for compaction, the process of

lime stabilization is more flexible in the field. The gain in strength

with time of a compacted soil—lime mixture broadly follows the pattern

for soil—cement mixtures but the effect of temperature is more marked.
The lime—induced cation exchange , flocculation, and agglomeration

and pozzolanic reactions have been found to improve the engineering
properties of fine—grained soils. Cation exchange and flocculation and

agglomeration reactions occur with almost all fine—grained soils when
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treated. with lime . Both reactions are imxnediate. Lime—stabilized soils

exhibit a substantial reduction in plasticity and an apparent increase in

grain size. These combined effects  result in improved workability

charact erist ics of  lime—stabilized soils. In addition , the lime—stabilized

soil is less susceptible to swell, more moisture—resistant, and possesses

improved stability as compared to the same untreated natural soil. In-

creased stability has been noted by investigators in the form of increased

CBR strength of lime—soil mixtures as compared to the CBR of the untreated

soils. In conjunction with field tests to evaluate the benefits of sta-

bilizing a lean clay with quicklime , the Corps of Engineers
142 found that

within 1 day the CBR strength went from 3.0 for the natural soil to 53
with only a 14 percent lime treatment of the same soil . Performance tests

in conjunction with this study showed that a lime—stabilized 16—in, layer

of the lean clay overlying a subgrade with a CBR of 14 was able to sustain

2000 coverages of a 10,000—lb single—wheel load with 100—psi tire pres-

sure. The same wheel load on the untreated subgrade became immobilized

during the first pass. Loading of the lime—treated section was begun

1 day after construction ; therefore , the immediate effects of lime—soil

stabilization appeared to be the primary cause of the increased. stability.

The use of the immediate effects of lime—soil stabilization in

the construction of Interstate 1—180 near Princeton, Illinois , was re-

ported by Thompson.
14
~ The subgrade was a b ess-derived soil with an A—6

AASHTO classification. Construction was literally at a standstill during

the early spring months due to the very unstable condition of the wet

subgrade. It was decided to attempt a new technique of deep plowing a

5 percent treatment of lime to a depth of 214 in. As a result of the imme-

diate effects of the lime—soil treatment, the subgrade ’s plasticity was

reduced , the workability improved, and the overall stability was greatly

enhanced. Folbowlh9 compaction , the lime—stabilized subgrade was stable

to the point of easily supporting loaded trucks.

In considering the various factors that affect the reaction of a

soil to lime, Thompson 14
~ has determined for Midwestern United States soils

that organic carbon content , clay content, clay mineralogy, pH of the
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soil, natural drainage, soil horizons, and calcium carbonate equivalents

are significant. High organic carbon in a soil retards the lime—soil

pozzolanic reaction. A minimum clay content of 10 to 12 percent is

necessary for lime to react with a soil to develop a substant ial strength

increase . All clay minerals are potentially “reactive” but montmoril—
bonite and mixed—layer clay minerals are more reac~~ ve than the other
clay minerals. High soil pH indicates a potential “reac t ive” condition.
Poorly drained soils are generally “reactive ,” whereas well drained soils

are generally “nonreactive.” The A horizons of soil profiles are

“nonreactive.” The B horizons vary from “reactive” to “nonreactive.”

All calcareous soils are “reactive .”

A knowledge of the factors which influence the lime reactivity of

soils is an important facet of the study of lime—soil stabilization , but

perhaps not as important as an understanding of the methods for evaluating

and the actual use of lime—soil mixtures as engineering materials.
1414,145Studies at the University of Illinois have considered the engi-

neering properties of typical cured lime—soil mixtures. As a result of

these studies, the following conclusions were reached regarding the

shear strength and elastic properties:

a. Lime stabilization of “reactive” soils results in a substan-
tial increase of shear strength of the lime—soil mixture
over that of the natural soil.

b. The modulus of elasticity E of the lime—soil mixture is
much larger than the E of the untreated soil.

The effect of the application as hydrated l ime slurry and hydrated
lime powder was examined by Davidson , Noguero , and Sheeler146 who shoved
the two methods to be equally effective. The s1urr~ concentration was

50 percent. Where water is to be added for compaction, slurry application

has the great advantage of being dust free and more likely to give a

uniform distribution of the lime.

The use of quicklime (calcium oxide) to stabilize fine sands and

loessial soils is common in Germany 14
~ and has been studied by Laguros

et ai.148 who showed quicklime to be better than hydrated lime (calcium
hydroxide) . Quicklime takes up wat er to the amount of one third its own
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weight to ~iydrate, and thus, in addition to the “apparent” drying out

caused by the increase in plastic limit , there is an actual drying out

by the removal of water to form the hydrated. lime and by the heat

prod uced by hydration.

Brand and Schoenberg reported their experiences working with

b ess. They found that 3 percent quicklime can transform a soil from,

f o r  examp le , the liquid condition , with a field moisture content of

21 percent and a liquid limit of 23 percent , to the plastic condition ,
with a field moisture content reduced to 16 percent and the plastic

limit increased from 18 to 21 percent.

In conclusion, lime changes the physical characteristics of most

clay soils in varying degrees. The National Lime Association5° has

presented the following summary of the effects:

a. The plasticity index drops sharply——more than fourfold. in
some instances. This is generally due to the liquid limit
decreasing and the plastic limit increasing .

b. The soil is agglomerated , decreasing the soil binder content
(minus No. 140 mesh particles) substantially.

c. Lime (and water) accelerates the disintegration (breaking up)
of clay clods during mixing. As a result of a and 1, the soil
becomes friable and can be worked readily.

d.. Lime aids in drying out wet soils quickly, thus speeding up
compaction.

e. The shrinkage and swell characteristics of clay soils are
reduced markedly.

f. After curing, UC strength increases considerably——in some
instances as much as fortyfold .

&• Load—bearing values, as measured. by various tests (CBR ,
R—value , Texas triaxial , plat e bearing or k—value , e t c .) ,
increase substantially.

h. The tensile or flexural strength, as measured by various
tests (cohesiometer, splitting tensile , etc.) increases
markedly. Thus, the stabilized. layer develops beam strength .

i. The lime— st abilized layer forms a water—resistant barrier by
impeding penet ration of gravity wat er from above and capillary
moisture from below. Thus, the layer becomes a firm “working
table,” shedding rainwater readily and remaining stable ,
thereby minimizing construction delays.
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5.3.3 LIME—FL Y ASH AND LIME—
CEMENT—FLY ASH
STABILIZATION

Fly ash is a by—product of blast furnaces. It is very fine

(largely passing a No. 200 mesh screen ) residue from burning pulverized
coal, and consists of spherical particles composed mostly of silicon and
aluminum compounds. Therefore , the addition of fly ash to lime—stabilized

soil speeds the pozzolanic action (which is the formation of cementitious

silicates and aluminates) .  Generally , large quan t it ies o f  f l y  ash are

required for adequate stabilization and thus its use is restricted to

areas which have available large quantities of fly ash at relatively low

cost .

For nonplastic and low plastic index soils that are unresponsive

to lime , a pozzolan (cementitious silicates and aluminates) is needed to

produce the necessary lime—silica reaction. Fly ash* is the most cossnonly

used pozzolan for this purpose. Volcanic ash and expanded shale fines

have also been used successfully and under certain conditions some reac-
tive clays can be employed.

One of the most impr rtant steps in obtaining proper strength gain

of lime—fly ash is to allow proper curing (time and temperature) after

construction . Barenberg51 noted that below 140° F the chemical reaction
for a lime—fly ash—aggregate mix virtually stops . Above this temperature

the rate of reaction increases with increasing temperature. Yang52 has

noted the advantages of the relatively long period of time (5 years )

required to achieve ultimate strength gain for lime—fly ash mixes .

Laboratory fat igue test s on lime—fly ash mixtures have been noted
in the literature . Barenberg51 presented a typical fat igue relationship

for such a mixture. This response is shown in Figur e 5.10. It can be

seen that for pozzolanic—type mixe s the fatigue relationship can be
plotted as a straight line on an arithmetic stress—to—strengt h ratio

versus logarithmic repetition plot.

* Patents have been issued relating to the use of lime and fly ash in
road compositions . Information regarding them may be obtained from
Poz—O—Pac C ompany of America , Plymouth Meet ing , Pa.
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Yang53 used a lime—fly ash mixture successfully in stabilizing

the hydraulic sandf’ill in Newark Airport , Port of New York Authority .

The details of the construction are explained in the following paragraphs.

The ai rport site was originally mar shy and was surcharged with
114 million cu yd of hydraulic sandfill. Since the fines in the sand.fill

had been washed away in the process of pumping from barge to reclaimed

site , the sand grains were largely of one size (No. 30 to No. 50 mesh).

The sand was deficient in the fine particles which are vital in inter-

locking the granulated soil structure to provide stabili ty under load .

After accurat e determination of the properties of all ingredients,
the laboratory work led to the decision to use as pavement base a mixture

of hydrated lime , portland cement , fly ash , crushed stone ( in some of
the mix tu re s ) ,  and sand. The fly ash serves , in part, to fill  the voids
between the large grains of sand. When water is added , the fly ash

reacts chemically with hydrated lime , and the mixture hardens as does

concrete (though much more slowly).

The mixture had the following composition , by weight :
Hydrated lime 2.8—3.6 percent
Portland cement 0.7—0.9 percent
Fly ash (dry) 12~lI4 percentHydraulic fill sand About 83 percent (53 percent

if stone used)
Crushed stone 30 percent (where used)

Where high—strength (over 2000—psi) base material was required , crushed
stone (30 percent by weight) was used in place of some of the sand. The

Port Authority named the stabilized material LCF (lime , cement , fly ash).

Since portland cement reacts with soil much faster than lime , the
small amount of portland cement in the mixture acts primarily as an addi-

tive to accelerate development of chemical bond.

The development of the compressive strength of the LCF mix is
directly related to chemical interaction between lime and fly ash, as

affected by the temperature of curing. During the spring—to—fall

construction season, the growth of compressive strength for the LCF

mix with crushed stone was as follows:

5.31
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Strength, psi

3 days Insignificant
1 month 200_1400
3 months 600— 800
1 year 1000—1200
2 years 1600—2000
Projected

5 years 2000_21400

For LCF mix without crushed stone , the compressive strength at

each time was about two thirds of the tabulated strength.

Because of slow initial setting, there was no need to finish

paving work the same day that the LCF material was mixed and. spread. For

example, material mixed and spread on the second shift was compacted next

morning. Man and machine time were conserved. Longer paving seasons

and accelerated schedules thus become feasible .

Because of LCF’s very slow curing (thus little heat of hydration)

and low water content , there was relatively little curing shrinkage and

thus little shrinkage cracking. 1:
The advantage of using the lime-fly ash mixture at the N ewark

Ai rport was econonw . The average cubic yard of LCF material in plac e
at Newark cost $3.80 (weighted for the percent of LCF with acid without

stone used). A cubic yard of crushed stone commonly used in road. con-

struction cost $5.00 to $6.00. A cubic yard of lean concrete , three—sack

mix, cost about $12.00. If the compressive strength was introduced in

judging relative value of a cubic yard of materials:

LCF (average all mixes) 500 psi/$l.00
Crushed stone 30 psi/$l.00
Lean concrete 250 psi/$l.00

The Port Authority believed that LCF was stronger per dollar

than any pavement material then in use.

In another paper , Yang5~ reported that the fatigue relationship

developed for the LFA mixture used at Newark International Airport was

= 1 - 0.092 log N (5.214)
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where is the fatigue strength of the material at the Nth repetition

of the traffic load , 0b is the static bending (flexural ) strength, and

N represents the number of repetitions to failure .

Both fatigue responses shown In Figure 5.10 and Equation 5.214 were

obtained from direct laboratory tests. However , neither researcher indi-~
cated the curing conditions used for the specimens tested in fatigue.

5. 14 BITUMINOUS STABILIZATION

Bituminous stabilization is used with noncohesive granular mate-

rials where the bitumen adds cohesive strength, and with cohesive mate-

rials where the bitumen waterproofs the soil thus reducing loss of

strength with increase in moisture content . Both effects stem partly

from the formation of films around the soil particles , which stick them

together and prevent the absorption of water , and partly from simple

blocking of the pores , preventing water from entering the soil mass.

To improve penetration and adhesion in the soil , bitumens are usually

mixed into the pulverized soil as emulsions, cutbacks , or foams. Bitu-

minous stabilization is generally satisfactory for coarse—grained or

granular soils, but its use for stabilizing plastic soils is limited .

For instance , an extremely dirty gravel which has considerable quantities

of fines and some plasticity may be worsened by stabilization . This

results from increasing the plasticity of the material by addition of

too much bituminous material.

It should be noted that in the use of bituminous stabilization ,

there are two opposing effects at work——the thinner the film of bitumen

the stronger the material; however , thick films or filled pores are the

most effective in preventing ingress of water. Too much bitumet~, however,

causes loss of strength by lubricating the particles and preventing

interlock.

5. 14.1 BITUMINOUS MATERIALS

Asphalt and coal tars have been used for bituminous stabilization .

They are applied hot or as “cutback” or “emulsion,” and recently as

“foam .” The use of hot bitumen has some obvious disadvantages , and

5.33
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cutbacks in which the bitumen is in solution in a volatile oil are more

frequently used. The temperature of application is lower and , as the

volatiles evaporate, the bitumen is deposited on the soil.

Emulsified bitumens are used cold and in slow- or medium—breaking

grades. Emulsions consist of a fine suspension of bitumen particles in

water, and the bitumen is deposited on the soil when the bitumen suspen-

sion coagulates or “breaks.”

Foamed bitumens, prepared by blowing steam through hot bitumen

to produce a foam of air bubbles in the bitumen , are claimed to assist in

compaction and to form uniform films of bitumen on the soil particles.

5.14.2 SOILS

Although heavy clays have been treated with both cutback and

emulsified bitumen and have performed adequately , the main use of

bitumen stabilization is for sands or sand gravels which lack cohesion

and/or where a waterproofing action is required. Any noncohesive soil,

sand, and sand—gravel may be treated.

In very clean sands, poor adhesion of the bitumen to the silica

surface may permit stripping of the bitumen from the sand if water does

penetrate the soil, and the stabilizing effect will then be lost . Wet

soils are not generally suitable for processing because of difficulties

in mixing and because the addition of more liquid in addition to the

water present can render the soil impossible to compact . A particular

application to wet sai~d is possible , however, if  the addition of bitumen

does not increase the flu5d content beyond that necessary for compaction .

The “vet—sand” process is applied to fine, nonpiastic sands (not more

than 3 percent clay) where the addition of 1 to 2 percent hydrated lime
promotes adhesion between the bitumen and the sand.

A high concentration of salts or organic matter may reduce the

effectiveness of bitumen where the salt or organic matter coats the soil

particles and prevents adequate adhesion between the bitumen and the

soil.
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5. 14.3 PROPE~ r IES OF BITUMINOUS—
STABILIZED SOILS

The addition of bitumen to a soil can affect the properties in

two ways——by waterproofing the soil and/or by increasing the cohesive

strength of the soil. Generally speaking, the strength reaches a maximum

value as the bitumen content is raised , but then the strength decreases

as the bitumen films become thicker. The higher bitumen content , however ,

imparts greater waterproofing , and thus it is usual to adopt a compromise

between maximum waterproofing and maximum strength.
Addition of the bituminous stabilizer reduces the need for water

to be added for compaction , and this may be a considerable advantage in

very dry conditions although the maximum density will be reduced. Because ,

for any compacted density,  the higher the bitumen content the less the

absorption and loss of strength on soaking compared to the untreated

material , and because , beyond a certain level the strength decreases and

the material may be impossible to compact when the fluid content has

filled the voids completely and thus prevents particle interlock . The

total volatile content is important.

Hill and Scott55 and Gregg , Dehlen , and Rigden~
6 investigated

bituminous—stabilized sands, using in situ shear tests , in situ CBR

tests, laboratory CBR tests, and triaxial tests. The results shoved a

marked dependence of all these measures on temperature, and a linear

relation between temperature and the logarithm of strength was proposed .

It was suggested that the triaxial test should be used to assess sand—

bitumen mixes and that a value of c (the cohesion intercept) of 30 psi

and a value of ~ (the angle of friction) of 30 deg at a temperature of

250 C would be acceptable. Alternatively, a test at an elevated tempera-

ture may be carried out , where a CBR great er than 10 or a vane shea r

strength greater than 12 psi at 550 C is adequate .

Winterkorn 57 disc u ssed t he use of  the unconfined compressive

strength test using samples compacted to maximum density at the optimum

moisture content with a range of bitumen contents. He compared the air—

dry strength with that of samples soaked for 7 days and recoimnended the
mix giving the highest dry—wet strength ratio with a mi nimum strength of
75 psi.
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McKesson~
8 suggested a method of test for bearing values of

sand—bitumen mixtures involving applying a load at a constantly increasing

rate 60 psi/mm to a 1—in .2 pad placed on the surface of a cylinder

14 in. in diameter and 3 in. high . The bearing value is the load in

pounds per square inch on the pad when it has penetrated 1/14 in. into

the specimen or when radial cracks 3/14 in. long have appeared in the

surface, whichever occurs first. The specimens are molded with extra

water , which is allowed to evaporate at 60° C before compacting the mix.

The method is used for sands finer than the No. 14 sieve and it is recom-
mended that only those sands which have an untreated bearing value in

excess of 30 psi should be evaluated in this way.

Alexander and Bbott59 developed the cone stability test to evaluate

bituminous—stabilized sands. In particular , this test was used in the

investigation of “wet—sand” mixes , showing the rapid gain in stability of

such mixes in comparison with dry sand mixes. For the wet—sand process ,
6oan arbitrary cohesivity test was also developed by Shell in which the

minimum bitumen content necessary to hold together a pat of sand in water

as the water is stirred is determined. This proportion of binder is ,

however , not considered adequate in practice and bitumen contents are

increased by 1—1/2 percent. The elasticity of bituminous—stabilized

mixes is of the same order as conventional base materials and therefore

no reduction in pavement thickness is possible.

Effect of temperature on the stability of bituminous—stabilized

soil was studied in India.61 The results shoved that an increase in

temperature at the time of mixing and. compacting soil-cutback mixes

increased the stability and decreased. the water absorption and expansion

in the modified Hubbard—Field test. The rate of increase of stability

decreased above 1400 C. At a particular temperature , an optimum mixing
period may be defined also.

Bowering 2 reported the results of the use of foamed bitumen for

soil stabilization and the increase in stability after a loss of

volatiles. He found a threefold. increase in CBR for a nonplastic dune

sand stabilized with 6 percent foamed bitumen and compacted immediately.
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The test procedures suggested therefore include a curing period after

compaction to allow for evaporation. The soil—bitumen mixtures tested

show the usual pattern of behavior and Bowering proposes the use of a

“resistance value” test and a “relative stability” test , which measure
the resistance value at 1240° F, in addition to the use of the Hveem

cohesiometer and the usual UC strength and CBR tests. The various

stability tests all show maximum values which are reduced by soaking or

by exposure to water vapor at a temperature of 12400 F. His permeability

and swell tests show decreasing values with increasing bitumen content

as shown earlier for absorption and expansion tests.

5.5 TESTING EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUE S

Various types of tests have been used to evaluate the properties

of stabilized soil mixtures. These methods include the following :

a. UC strength, static and repetitive.

1. Flexural strength , static and repetitive.

c. Indirect tensile tests.

ci. Direct tensile tests.

e. Creep tests.

f. Freezing and thawing tests.

£• Shrinkage tests.

Details of test methods and equipment can be found in many
1,14,5,23—29,32,63—65references and are not presented in this report.
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Table 5.2

Relationships Between Plasticity and Expansion
of Soils (after Packard2)

Approximate
Plasticity Percentage
Index of Swell

(AS]~M D 14214) Degree of Expansion (ASTM D 1883)

0 to 10 Nonexpansive 2 or less

10 to 20 Moderately expansive 2 to 14

More than 20 Highly expansive More than 14

5.39
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Table 5.24

Cement Requirements of AASHTO Soil Groups for Soil—Cement

AASHTO
Soil Usual Range in Cement Requirements
Group Percent by Volume Percent by Weight

A—l—a 5— 7 3 5

A—2—b 7— 9 5— 8

A—2 7—10 5— 9

A—3 8—12 7—11

A—14 8—12 7—12

A—5 8— 12 8—13

A—6 10—114 9—15

A—7 10—lb 10—16

5.141



Table 5.5

Range of Unconfined C ompressive Strengths of Soil—Cement
(after Reference 14)

Wet Compressive Strength, psi*
Soil Type 7 days 28 days

Sandy and gravelly soils:

AASWI’O Groups A—i , A—2 ,. A—3
Uni f ied  Groups GW , CC , GP
GF SWISC , SP , SF 300—600 14oo—iooo

Silty soils:

AASHTO Groups A—14 and A—5
Unified Groups MH and CL 250—500 300— 900

Clayey soils:

AASHTO Groups A—6 and A—7
Unified Groups MR and CR 200_1400 250— 600

* Specimens moist—cured 7 or 28 days, then saturated in water prior
to strength testing.

5.142
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NOTATION

a Facto r varying wi th thickness of pavement h
A Cons t ant

b Constant

c Cohesion 
-

C Cement content , percent by wei ght
D Density

E Modulus of elasticity

E Resilient modulus

g(a~ ) Function of deviator stress

h Thickness of pavemen t

I~ First stress invariant , psi

K Constant dependent on type of soil and cement content

K ,KF Constant dependent on material
Exponents

LL Liquid limit

m Exponent

M
R Resilient modulus in compression

MR f Resilient modulus in flexure

n Exponent = 1.0 + D. 18C
N Number of load repetitions

Nf Number of load repetitions at failure
P1 Plasticity index
FL Plast ic limit

B Allowable radi us of curvature for given number of load
repetit ions

R Critical radius of curvature; i.e., the minimum curvature at
failure under static load

S Strength; also, stress level

UC Unconfined covnpressive strength , psi

(UC)
D Unconfined compressive strength after D days curing

( uC) Unconfined compressive strength after D days curing
D o

0
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y Density

Initial flexural strain based on strain gage measurements

v Poisson’s ratio

Static bending (flexural) strength

Deviator stress

o. Initial flexural stress1 
th0N Fatigue strength at N repetition of traffic load

a
~ 

Major principal stress, psi

0
3 Confining pressure, psi

~ Angle of internal friction
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APPEND IX A: U. S. AIR FORCE SOIL
STABILIZATION I!WEX SYSTEM

In early 1970, a research program was initiated by the Air Force

Weapons Laboratory to develop a soil stabilization index system (SsIs)

to aid military engineers in selecting the appropriate type and amount

of soil stabilizer to use in pavement construction. The research was

conducted at Texas A&M University . The system was to be arranged in

such a form and with sufficient background information that It could be

effectively used even by engineers not specifically trained in stabiliza-

tion techniques. Insofar as possible , SSIS was also to consider factors

influencing soil stabilization other t han soil properties , such as the

urgency of construction , the location of the stabilized layer In the

pavement , the type of construction equipment available or needed , and

the influence of environmental conditions on the stabilized layer.

Reference 66 conta ins  the index system and the basis for its

development . The index system is entered with easily determined soil

properties, and flow charts are used to determine specific amounts of

stabilizers (only lime , portland c’ement , and bituminous stabilizers were

considered). Use factors , construction factors , and environmental

factors are also considered in the decision—making process. Since the

index system was based on a comprehensive review of published information

and personal opinions of acknowledged experts in the soil stabilization

fi eld , conf l ic t ing  vi ewpoints existed in many places , necessitating
validation of the proposed system. Reference 67 covers the validation
of the SSIS based on laboratory tests and discussions with experts in

soil stabilization . Based on these tests and discussions , several

changes were made to the initial index system, while the original
concept was not altered .
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CH APTER 6: COHESIVE SIJBGRADE SOI LS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

A pavement is designed to provide a smooth and strong surface

over which vehicles may pass under a-Il climatic conditions for a designed

period of time . In turn , the performance of the pavement is affected by

the characteristics of the subgrade. Desirable properties which the

subgrade should possess include strength, drainage, ease of conpaction ,

permanency of compaction , and permanency of strength. It has been shown

that soil strength is a function of soil type, moisture content , and

density, arid these factors are interrelated . The design of subgrades

involves a thorough study of the strengths of soil under both static and

repeated load conditions , and the establishment of density and moisture—

content requirements to be specified for construction .

Certain types of soils are undesirable to be used as subgrade

soils , and should either be totally removed or be given specific con-

siderations if they have to be used. These are:

a. Soils which contain large quantities of mica or organic
materials are elastic and subject to rebound upon removal
of load.

I. Soft and organic soils.

c. Frost—susceptible soils in cold climates.

d. Soils which exhibit properties of high volume expansion
upon wetting and shrinkage upon drying.

6. 2 RESILIENT PROPERTIES

Extensive studies of the behavior of fine—grained materials in

laboratory repeated—load tests have been made by Seed and his asso—

ciates.~~
7 In these investigations , soils were subjected to repeated

loads of durations corresponding to those which occur in actual pave-

ments and to frequencies of load application from 20 per minute to

approximately 3 per hour.

Typical results are shown in Figure 6.1, together with a plot of
the resilient modulus as a function of the number of load repetitions.
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?rom investigations covering a range in conditions and soil types, the

factors influencing the resilience of clays under repeated loads are

suinmartzed below. The materials are taken from References 8 and 9.
a. Number of stress applications. As may be seen in Figure 6.1,

the resilient deformations generally decrease as the number
of load repetitions increases. Thus, deformations determined
under a relatively small number of stress repetitions may
present a misleading picture of the resilience characteristics
of the subgrade soil.

b. Age at initial loading (thixotropy ). Samples compacted to
high degrees of saturation increase in strength with time .
The resilient strain determined for small numbers of stress
repetitions decreases as the time interval between compaction
and testing increases. However, after large numbers of repe-
titions , because of thixotropic changes and deformations
occurring during repeated loading , the effects of aging are
reduced and essentially the same results are obtained for
specimens tested inunediately after compaction as for specimens
tested after a delay.

c. Stress intensity. When analyzing stresses and deflections
in pavements, the influence of the intensity of stress in
repeated loading is particularly important. As shown in
Figure 6.2, at low stress levels, the resilient modulus
decreases rapidly with increasing values of the deviator
stress, with a variation of over 2400 percent as the stress
increases from 3 to 15 psi. However , at stresses above
15 psi , there is only a slight increase in resilient modulus
with further increases In deviator stress. Unfortunately,
from a design point of view, the stress levels to which pave-
ment subgrades are subjected are likely to be in the lower
ranges where the resilient modulus varies widely. As the
depth of a soil element below the pavement surfaces increases ,
the deviator stress will progressively decrease and thus ,
even if the soil were completely uniform, the resilient
modulus would in fact increase with depth. This variation
will clearly complicate the application of elastic theories
developed for conditions of uniform modu.li for the computation
of resilient pavement deflections , and will require careful
consideration in the selection of a single modulus value for
incorporation in such theories. It also indicates that the
contriblAtion of the upper layers of a compacted clay subgrade
to the total resilient subgrade deflection will be far
greater than would be indicated by elastic theory.

d. Method of compaction. Methods of compaction which tend to
produce dispersed structures in soils tend to produce lover
moduli of resilient deformation.

6.2
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e. Compaction density and water content. The compaction condi-
tions have influence on the resilience characteristics of
fine—grained material. As the degree of saturat~ion at com-
paction increases , the resilient deformation at a particular
stress level increases and the resilient modulus decreases.

f. Changes in water content and density after compaction. In
general, as the water content of the soil increases due to
water absorption after placement , the resilience increases;
on the other hand , as the density increases, the resilience
decreases.

Another approach to the determination of the elastic properties
10

of subgrade soils has been described by Coffman, Kraft, and Taxnayo.

Specimens of the AASHTO Test Road subgrade soil were subjected to creep

tests in simple axial compression under a range in stresses from 9.0 to

18.0 psi and the relationship between deformation and time was determined.

The creep data were transformed by numerical methods to obtain the complex

modulus* for the material. Typical values for the modulus as a function

of frequency are shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.24. A brief comparison between

the data obtained by Coffman, Kraft, and Tamayo1° and Seed , Chan , and

Lee
8 is given in Table 6.1. Although some discrepancies are noted, the

order of magnitude of the results for one soil is essentially the same.

The samples prepared by Coffinan, Kraft, and Tamayo were also compacted

by kneading compaction . In their report , it was noted that the dwell

time of the tamping foot varied from 1.6 to 5.5 sec , which was longer

than that for the compactor used by Seed , Chan , and Lee. It is thus

possible that more dispersion was introduced in these samples because

of this longer dwell time and, as noted earlier, with increased disper-

sion a higher deformation , and accord~ng1y lower modulus, are obtained.

This, together with the lower confining pressure acting on the test

specimens , could account for much of the difference noted .

Hveem et al.11 performed another type of transient test to obtain

an indication of the resilient behavior of soils. Using a modified

stabilometer , the deformation of a standard sample in repeated loading

* The complex modulus is explained in Chapter 2.
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was measured as volumetric displacement . Using specimens prepared ac-

cording to the California method of compaction , the influence of compac-

tion water content was determined for a variety of materials. Hveem ’s

results indicate the same trends as those obtained in Seed ’s investiga-

tions ; i.e., an increase in resilience with increased molding water

content . Hveem has also demonstrated the influence of thixotropy and

the influence of deviator stress.

In References 12_114, Robnett and Thompson report the results of

resilient triaxial tests for samples of a number of different  soil types.

Results indicate that the resilient properties of fine—grained soils

range over a wide spectrum. It was found that such parameters as degree

of saturation and volumetric moisture content account for a substantial

portion of the variability in resilient properties. Based on the data

from these tests regression equations were developed (Table 6.2) for

predicting resilient modulus for conditions of 95 percent AASR’TO T—99
compaction and optimum moisture content. To correct the resilient

modulus for different moisture content conditions (compaction still at

95 percent), the resilient modulus is adjusted 0.3314 ksi for each

1 percent change in percent saturation. Other regression equations are

presented by which the resilient modulus can be predicted from the degree

of saturation, the volumetric water content, or the soil classification.

Strength measurements (CBR and unconfined compression tests) were also

conducted in conjunction with the resilient modulus test. As to the

relationship of resilient modulus to CBR , Reference 12 presents the

following conclusions:

Based on the data, analyses, and discussions presented in
this report it is apparent that Illinois soils display a wide
range of resilient characteristics and that the CBR procedure
is not adequate for evaluating the subgrade support of fine—
grained Illinois soils subjected to repeated , rapidly applied
loads of short duration.

In addition , it is reported in Reference 13 that a strong positive

correlation was found for the static stress—strain data (unconfined

compressive strength and static modulus) .
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The conclusion in regard to the correlation of resilient modulus

and CBR is particularly significant in view of the use of the relation-

ship of 1500 x CBR which has been suggested in several design procedures

(References 15 and 16) . In view of the wide usage of the relationship

between CBR and resilient modulus , the correlation study presented in

References 12—124 should be examined in more detail. In Reference 13

it is noted that the soaked CBB is the strength value which correlated

negatively with resilient modulus whereas the immediate CBR had a

positive correlation with resilient modulus. Concern is felt by this

reviewer that in the presentation of the data (Reference 114) the moisture

contents are not given for the CBR values , either the soaked CBR or the
immediate CBR , nor is it indicated in the reports that these moisture

content determinations were even made. In view of the sensitivity of

both the resilient modulus and the CBR to moisture content , it would

seem that comparisons between resilient modulus and CBR must be made

such that the effect of mdisture content is taken into account. Con-

sidering the moisture—density—CBR relationships for a lean clay (CH)

as shown in Figure 6.5, it is seen that as the molding water content is
increased there is a drastic drop in the CBR (unsoaked CBR). The drop

in CBR with increases in molding water content is more severe for the

greater compactive effort ; in fact, above a molding water content of

15 percent the lower compactive efforts have the higher CBR ’s. This

behavior is indicative of a material which is sensitive to repeated

shear stresses. Next consider the plot of the soaked CBR versus water

content for the same soil (Figure 6.6). From this plot it is seen that

up to about the optimum water content the soaked CBR actually increases

with increases in molding water content. Past the optimum there is a

severe decrease in the soaked CBR which is reflecting the sensitivity

to shear stress at the higher molding water content.

The behavior of a CH (Figures 6.7 and 6.8) material is different

from the behavior of the CL in that it does not exhibit the external

sensitivity to molding water content and shear stress as did the lean

clay. It is noted that there is a gradual decrease in CBR (unsoaked CBR)

L ~~~~~~~ 
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with increase in molding water content and that above the optimum

molding water content the CBR is about the same for all compactive ef-

forts. The soaked CBR shows a reverse trend from the unsoaked CBR ; i.e.,

for increases in molding water content there is an increase in the soaked

CBR . Thus it can be seen that for this material a negative correlation

would be expected between resilient modulus which decreases with molding

water content, and a soaked CBR which increases with molding water

content .

WES conducted resilient modulus tests on soils from a number of

different locations at which field CBR tests had been conducted . The

field data included the field CER , water content , and in—place density .

In the laboratory, gradation and limits determinations were made and

resilient triaxial tests were conducted . The resilient triaxial tests

were conducted on undisturbed samples for the locations for which such

samples could be obtained. Otherwise , samples were reritolded to the

approximate density and water content of the in—place material.

The resilient triaxial -tests were conducted at confining stresses

of 2.5, 5.0, and 10.0 psi and over a range of deviator stresses. Examples

of the test data for a site are shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. In the

design procedure presented in Reference 15 the design modulus is obtained

by using the data given in Figure C5 of Reference 15 and the resilient

modulus data from the laboratory tests. Table 6.3 provides a comparison

of the design modulus (6000 annual departures) determined by the above

method and the modulus obtained by the relationship of 1500 x CBR . From

the table it is seen that favorable comparison is obtained for the low

CBR’s (less -than 6.8) for which the design stress is low but a not—so—
favorable comparison for the high CBR ’s (58 percent error for the 20 CBR

MESL) for which the design stress is high . Even though an error of

58 percent seems large, Reference 15 points out that for one particular
soil a 50 percent reduction in resilient modulus can be obtained by

increasing the moisture content from 23.6 to 27.14 percent .

The data presented by WES, Thompson and Robnett , and other

researchers indicated that the resilient modulus and the CBR of most
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soils have a high degree of sensitivity to changes in moisture content .

Also, some silty type soils indicates at moisture contents above the

optimum, a sensitivity to repeated shear stresses. Thus it appears

that selection of the test conditions , i.e., soil moisture contents,

test procedures, and test equipment, can dictate the re1atioi~ship between

resilient modulus and CBR. Where Thompson and Robnett found negative

correlation between soaked CBR and resilient modulus of soils near

optimum water content , WES found a good correlation between field CBR

and resilient modulus, provided both tests are conducted at the same

moisture content .

6.3 PLASTIC PROPERTIES

Recently , Monismith, Ogawa, and Freeme
19 conducted a series of

repeated load tests on fine—grained soils to ascertain the effects of

compaction conditions , stress magnitude, and stress sequence on the

accumulation of permanent strain with repeated stress repetitions.

Test results were plotted semilogarithmically with axial, radial,

and volumetric strain against the number of stress repetitions. Plots of

change of strain per cycle showed that the rate of strain decreases with

increasing load repetitions, and that permanent strain increased with

increasing deviator stress. The results also showed that specimens

compacted near the maximum dry density tended to deform less.
The tests to investigate stress history showed that specimens

subjected to small levels of stress before being subjected to greater

stress levels deformed less than those without the conditioning stress.

A test series in which various combinations of 3, 5, and 10 psi were

applied to specimens , showed again that when the smaller stresses are

app lied f i rs t  the specimen deforms less .

When results were plotted on a log—log basis , straight lines were

obtained , as in Figure 6.11. These log—log plots strongly resemble similar

ones plotted for bituminous material as shown in Figure 2.21 of Chapter 2,

and the form of the equation developed to represent them is the same .

In practice, subgrades are subjected to lower stress levels than

those to which the specimens were subjected , since these were chosen

6.7



so that measurable strains could be obtained. Monismith , Ogawa, and

Freeme19 applied the hyperbolic rule to their test results, and found

good comparison between predicted and actual curves. Deformations at

lower stress levels could then be predicted.

Equations were developed to represent the relationship between

applied stress and plastic strain at a particular number of stress

repetitions, and these may be used to predict peruiant~rit deformation in

fine—grained soils.

Monisinith, Ogawa, and Freeme 9 also introduced the concept of

cumulative loading in this type of material; i.e., of predicting the

effect of cumulative loading in the field . There are two methods available

to obtain the cumulative permanent strain from results of simple loading

tests : a “time hardening” procedure, and a “strain hardening” procedure.

These are illustrated in Figure 6.12, which is self—explanatory (total

deformation after N1 repetitions at and N2 repetitions at 02
being E

p1 
+ 

~p2~ 
When these two approaches were used to predict the

behavior of specimens tested with a combination of stress levels of 3,

5, and 10 psi , neither agreed quantitatively, but they were in qualitative
agreement. The time hardening procedure provides better agreement if the

stress levels are successively increased , while strain hardening is better

when the loads are successively decreased. These two methods can, there-

fore, be used as a rough guide to bound the actual response .

In recent years, a method of controlling the magnitude of vertical

compressive strain at the surface of the subgrade to some tolerable amount

associated with a specific number of load repetitions has been proposed

and adopted in some design procedures. By controlling the characteristics

of the material in the pavement sections through proper design and con-

struction procedures and by insuring that materials of adequate stiffness

and sufficient thickness are used so that this strain level is not

exceeded , rutting equal to or less than some prescribed amount can be

assured. The use of limiting subgrade strain criteria developed for both

:w~ty and airfield pavements can be found in References 20—25, and the
-- 

~~ subgrade strains adopted by a number of agencies are shc’wn in
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Chou26 at WES analyzed the accumulated rutting in the subgrade of

flexible airfield pavements using laboratory repeated load tests. The

pavements consisted of many full—scale test pavements trafficked and

failed by multiple-wheel heavy gear loads and many pavements designed

by the CBR equation. Based on the computed results of pavements designed

for the same performance level using the CBR equation for different wheel

loads and different subgrade moduli, Chou found that the accumulated

permanent deformations at subgrade surface are not necessarily the same
for each pavement but decrease with increasing subgrade modulus and

increase with increasing wheel load, except the elastic vertical strain

at subgrade surface which is nearly independent of these factors. Based

on the results of the analysis, Chou concluded that the current concept

of the control of subgrade rutting in flexible pavements is not strictly

correct . Surface rut depth is not limited in many existing failure cri-

teria proposed and used for flexible airfield pavements. In field tests

conducted at WES , varying magnitudes of surface rut depth were measured
in pavements which were considered to have failed at the seine coverage

levels, with larger rut depths measured in thicker pavements required

for heavier loads. Compui ed results from field test pavements which

were observed to have failed under accelerated traffic at the same

coverage levels show that the elastic vertical strains at the surface of

the subgrade are nearly the same but the magnitudes of subgrade rutting

are quite different , with larger rutting computed for thicker pavements

designed for heavier loads or for weaker subgrade conditions. Chou

further concluded that unless surface rut depth is limited in the design

procedure, subgrade rutting will not be controlled and if this is done ,

however , the limiting strain values proposed and used by many agencies

will have to be modified to vary according to subgrade strength.

6.14 CONSTITUTIVE STRESS—STRAIN
RELATIONS

6. 14 .1 RESILIENT STRESS—STRAIN

Extensive studies of the behavior of cohesive soils in laboratory
repeated load tests were made by Seed and his associates at the University
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of California at Berkeley. They found that the resilient modulus M~ did

not depend on the confining pressure 0
3 

but was sensitive to deviator

stress . The relationship between M
R 

and °d generally has the

shape shown in Figure 6.2. At low stress levels, M~ decreases rapidly

with increasing values of °d and, as further increases , there is

only a slight increase in MR . A bitumen material model , developed by

Wang27 in character izing a highly plastic subgrade soil , has the following
expression for M

R

MR = K
1 

+ (K
2 

— °d 3  
for °d <

(6.1)
M
R 

= K
1 

+ (c~ — K
2

)K4 for °d > K
2

Typical values for the resilient modulus of cohesive soils are summarized
in Table 6.5.

The resilient modulus of cohesive soils was also found to be
dependent on water content or suction . Data developed for undi sturbed
samples obtained from the San Diego Test Road28 (Figures 6.13 and 6.114)
illustrate the dependence of modulus on suction.

The variation of Poisson ’s rat io u with stress is less clear,

although Hicks and Finn 29 found that it remained constant or increased
slightly with increasing repeated vertical stress. Poisson ’s ratio ,
however , appears not to be significantly affected by confining stress.

6.4.2 STATIC STRESS—STRAIN

A mathematical model characterizing the stress—strain relationship
for soils was developed by Duncan and Chang .30 The model is derived

based on the assumption of a hyperbolic stress—strain relationship and

the Mohr—Coulomb failure criteria. The tangent modulus Et under any
stress condition is expressed as

I Rf (l — sin ~)(a — ~~ 

2

E = 1 1 — --.-— ~ E (6 2)t [ 2c cos ~ + 0
3 

Sifl ~ 1
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where

— ~~l — 

0
3
)
f 

— 
principal stress difference at failure

Rf — (a — a ) — the maximum stress difference in the a — a ~ c curve1 3u nt  1 3
ci
l~ 

ci
3 

= the major and minor principal st resses

= Mohr—Coulomb strength parameters

E1 = the initial tangent modulus from the 
~°l 

— 0
3
) ~ c

curve

Equation 6.2 represents the nonlinear , stress—dependent , inelastic

stress—strain behavior of soils and is convenient for use with the finite
element method of analysis. The parameters c , , ~~ , and E. can

be readily determined from results of standard laboratory triaxial tests .

6.14.3 PLASTIC STRESS—STRAIN

The methodo1o~ r proposed by Barksdale31 in predicting the plastic

deformations for granular bases is also applicable to cohesive subgrade

soils. The procedures are described in detail in Chapter 24 of this
report.

The viscoelastic computer program (VESYS I) of the Federal Highway
32 . . .Administration has the capability of computing vertical cumulative

deflections of the surface of the pavement. Such calculations can be

used as a measure of the pavement’s ability to resist rutting damage.

The amount of rut t ing occurring at the surface of the pavement will be

reflected only in those material layers which are characterized as being

viscoelastic. Layers which are assumed to be elastic contribute only to

the resilient deformations of the pavement system.

6.24 .14 DYNAMIC STRESS-STRAIN

The materials for the dynamic stress—strain relations presented

in the granular material section are also applicable to cohesive soils,

and are not repeated in this section. Of particular importance is the

equation

E (in psi) = 1500 CBR

E (in kg/cm2) = 110 CBR

6.11
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which has been used extensively in characterizing cohesive subgrade soils,

primarily because of lack of better and s impler procedures . Moreover ,

the wave propagation results obtained from the vibratory tests showed that

the computed moduli of elasticity of the subgrade soil (4 CBR ) were con-

sistent when the vibrator was directly on the subgrade soil , but were
erratic when t he vibrator was placed on other component layers; the

computed modulus was a function of the overburden pressures exhibited
by the different pavement thicknesses .

6.4.5 SHEAR STRESS—STRAIN

The materials for the dynamic stress—strain relations presented

in Chapter 24 are also applicable to cohesive soils , and are not repeated
here.

6.1~.6 MODULUS OF SOIL
REACTION k

The support by the subgrade is the second major eJ ement in thick-

ness design of concrete pavements. Subgrade (and subbase) support is

estimated in terms of the Westerga ar d modulus of subgrade reaction k .

It is equal to the load in pounds per square inch on a loaded area
divided by the deflection in inches for that load , or the total load in
pounds divided by the total volume displaced in cubic inches. k values

are expressed as pounds per square inch per inch (psi/in.) or as pounds

per cubic inch (pc i ) .  Where time and equipment are not available to

determine k values , the relationships shown in Figure 6.15 are satis-
factory for design purposes.

The load-deformation data obtained from plate bearing tests can

be plotted in the form of a cur ve . The modulus of subgrade reaction k
is the ratio of load in pounds per square inch to displacement of the
bearing plate in inches. For example , if the load—deformation curve

shows that a load of 7.5 psi results in a deflection of 0.05 in., k

equals 7.5  divided by 0.05, or 150 pci or psi/in. The displacement of
the bearing plate used in determining k should approximate the deflec-

tion of pavement slabs under expected wheel loads. The load—deformation
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ratio at a displacement of 0.05 in. is generally used in determining k

However , the Corps of Engineers determines Ic for the deformation

obtained under a 10—psi load.

In a design analysis, assumptions are made regarding the action

of the subgrade or subbase—subgrade combination . Most concrete pavement

designs have been based on the modulus of subgrade reaction Ic determined

by load tests with a 3O-.in.—diam plate. This method treat s the subgrade
as though it had the load-carrying properties of a dense liquid. In-

33fluence charts developed by P~ckett  and Ray are an extension of the
Westergaard analysis and were developed for both the dense liquid
subgrade assumption and the elastic solid subgrade assumption. The
former has been used most frequently for pavement design .

The dense liquid subgrade assumption results in computed stresses

that are somewhat higher than measured stresses. These differences
are not great in most cases. The computed stress is on the conservative
side and is suggested for design purposes.

6.5 EXPANSIVE SOILS

The following materials are taken from Packard .~
4 

Although

Reference 314 is for rigid pavement , the materials are applicable to

flexible pavement as well. Test methods to determine the expansive

(high volume change) capacities ot~ soils have been developed. The

simpler tests  provide indexes ( sucri  as plasticity index , shrinkage
limit, and bar shrinkage) for identifying the approximate volume change

potential of soils. For example , the  following tabulation shows approxi-
mate expansion—plasticity relationships:

Approximate
Plasticity Percentage

Index of Swell
(ASTM D 14214) Degree of Expansion (ASTM D 1883)

0 to 10 Nonexpansive 2 or less
10 to 20 Moderately expansive 2 to 14
More than 20 Highly expansive More than 14

6.13 
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Excessive differential shrink and swell of expansive soils in a

subgrade create nonuniform support. As a result, the pavement placed

on such a subgrade may become distorted and warped. Several conditions

can lead to nonuniform support and damage to the pavement:

a. When expansive soils are compacted in too dry a condition or
are allowed to dry out prior to paving , subsequent nonuniform
expansion may cause pavement roughness.

b. When expansive soils are too wet prior to paving, subsequent
nonuniform shrinkage may leave the slab edges unsupported or
cause an objectionable increase in pavement crown.

c. When pavements are constructed over expansive soils with
widely varying moisture contents, subsequent shrink and swell
may cause bumps, depressions , or waves in the pavement surface.
Similar waves ~nay occur where there are abrupt changes in
vt,lume change capacities of subgrade soils.

Nonuniform support and pavement distortion from nonuniform shrink

and swell of expansive soils are more likely to occur in arid , semiarid,

or subhumid regions. Objectionable distortion can also occur in humid

climates during periods of drought, during long dry periods in the summer

months , or where subgrade soils are extremely expansive.

In all climatic areas, compaction of highly expansive soils when

they are too dry can lead to detrimental expansion and softening of the

subgrade during later rainy periods. The softening occurs more rapidly

at joints and along pavement edges due to moisture infiltration. The

resul-~.ant differential support may lead to pavement distress before

the subgrade soils can adjust to the climatic environment and reach a

more uniform and stable moisture content.

The following measures provide effective and economical control
of expansive soils:

a. Subgrade grading operations. Selective grading , cross—
hauling , and mixing of subgrade soils make it possible to
have reasonably uniform conditions in the upper part of the
subgrade , with gradual transitions between soils of varying
volume change properties.

b. Compaction and moisture control. It is critically important
to compact expansive soils 1 to 3 percent wet of AASHTO T 99
optimum moisture. Both research and experience show that
expansive soils expand less on wetting and absorb less water

6.114
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when compacted at this condition . After pavements are built,
the moisture content of most subgrades increasfts to about the
plastic limit of the soil (ASTM D 24214); i.e., the moisture
content reached is close to or slightly above the standard
optimum. If this moisture content is obtained in construction ,
the subsequent changes in moisture will be much less and the
subgrade will retain the reasonably uniform stability needed
for good pavement performance.

c. Nonexpansive cover. In areas with prolonged periods of dry
weather , highly expansive subgrades may require a cover layer
of low volume change soil placed full width over the subgrade.
This layer minimizes changes in the moisture content of the
underlying expansive soil and also has some surcharge effect.
If the low volume change layer has low to moderat e perme-
ability, it is not only more effective but usually less
costly than a permeable, granular soil . Highly permeable ,
open—graded subbase materials are not recommended as cover
for expansive soils since they permit greater changes in
subgrade moisture content . Local experience with extremely
expansive soils is the best guide for adequate depth of
cover.

d. Cement—modified subgrade. The treatment of expansive clay
soils with cement is very effective not only in reducing
volume changes but in increasing the bearing strength of
subgrade soils.

6.6 TESTING EQUIP~€WP AND METHODS

Cohesive subgrade soils are nonhomogeneous , anisotropic , and

nonlinear viscoelastic. Although they are not temperature—dependent

as is bituminous concrete , they are highly dependent upon the rate of

loading. Deacon35 presented a detailed list of variables affecting
general pavement material response; they are shown in Table 24.i~ in

Chapter 4.

In order to determine the elastic and viscoelastic properties of

cohesive soils for use in a mechanistic pavement design and evaluation
procedure, triaxial tests3 ~~ and uncont’ined constant axiii compression
tests32 have been used most frequently. The hollow cylinder simple shear

240 . . .test is in the development stage at the University of Kentucky . The

materials presented in Chapter 14 are also applicable to cohesive soils
and are not repeated here.
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The presentations and discussions on determining the resilient

modulus and Poisson’s ratio of general pavement materials using triaxial

apparatus in Chapter 14 of this report are also applicable to cohesive
soils. Creep tests designed to measure viscoelastic properties of

cohesive soils are presented below.

The linear viscoelastic layer system computer program (VESYS I)

developed at MIT under a Federal Highway Administration contract is
capable of calculating the stresses and strains in a three—layer linear

viscoelastic pavement system under static loads and accumulated permanent

strains under repeated loads. In the material characterization , the linear
viscoelastic creep compliance functions are determined from creep tests

for bituminous concrete and cohesive subgrade soil, and the resilient

modulus as determined from repeated triaxial tests is for unbound granular

materials. The creep compliance is defined as the ratio of the time

varying axial strain e(t) to the magnitude of the instantaneously

applied axial stress S in an unconfined uniaxial compressive or tensile

test as

= 
e(t) (6.3)

0

Figure 6.16 shows a typical creep compliance curve. Curve fitting tech-

niques are then used to input the compliance curves into the computer

program. The creep tests were run for a period of 1000 seconds following

two preliminary mechanical conditioning cycles.
An improved version of computer program VESYS I is under develop-

ment at the University of Utah under contract to the Federal Highway

Administration . The new program will have the capability of accounting

for some of the nonlinear characteristics of pavement materials.

6.16
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Figure 6.10. WES test data for Burns Long Lake sample
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NOTATION

c Cohesion

E Modulus of elasticity

E* Complex modulus

E. Initial tangent modulus
:i.

ER 
Dynamic modulus

Tangent modulus

E1 Modulus

Creep compliance

k Westergaard modulus of soil reaction

K1, K2, K 3,K14 Coefficients

MR Resilient modulu .

N Number of load repetitions

N . Number of load repetitions to failure

P1 Plasticity index

R Resistance value

H Principal stress difference at failure
f Maximum stress difference

Instantaneously applied axial stress

w/c Water content

Dry density

c Strain

Permanent strain
p

c(t) Time varying axial strain

Maximum compressive subgrade strain

v Poisson ’s rat io

a Stress
Deviator stress

~~ 
Major principal str ess

0
3 

Confining pressure ; also, minor principal stress

(01 
— c1

3
’
\ Principal stress difference at failure
/f
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(01 
- 0

3
5-
i Maximum stress difference
/ult

~ Angle of internal friction

w Frequency

I
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CHAPTER 7: SUMMARY AND RECO~&ENDATI0NS FOR
FUTURE WORK

7.1 GENERAL

This report presents the basic engineering properties of pavement

materials with respect to highway and aircraft loadings and environmental

conditions, and summarizes the important works conducted by the re-

searchers. The materials covered are bituminous mixtures , portland cement

concrete, granular materials, chemically stabilized soils , and fine—

grained soils.

Since the advent of high—speed digital computers , much research

effort has been directed toward development of mathematical models to

compute pavement responses to traffic loadings . The response is generally

critical stresses and strains in the pavement , and the mathematical models

include Burxnister ’s layered elastic solution , viscoelastic layered analy-

sis, finite element and finite difference techniques , slab on elastic

solid or on liquid. foundation , and many others. More research effort

has been devoted to studying traffic—associated phenomena than nontraffic—

associated. Because the success of a mechanistic model lies in the

correctness of the stress—strain relationships of pavement materials

which are input into the programs to compute the pavement response,

effort has been focused upon the measurements of modulus (or stiffness)

and Poisson ’s ratio of the materials in the laboratory. In recent

years, research effort has concentrated on the study of permanent

deformation characteristics of materials to minimize the amount of

surface rutting in flexible pavements. The mathematical models developed

are considered to be superior to the old design methods, which are mostly

empirical in nature.

The essential purpose of the newly developed computer—oriented

mathematical n~dels is to relate computed stresses and strains to pave—

merit performance. Miner’s theory of cumulative damage1 is one of many

methodologies used for this purpose. The procedure requires the computa-

tions of the cumulative damage at different locations in the pavement
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caused by each design aircraft type for design operation level and

environment ranges through the design service life. The a1ircraft can

have different gear configurations and wander characteristics. The

theory has gained nsich popularity and acceptance in recent years and is

an advance in design concept because conventional design methods consider

only a critical or design aircraft load which is static and does not

wander across the pavement.

It is the author ’s opinion that if a mechanistic approach is used

to compute pavement response to traffic loadings , the cumulative damage

theory based on Miner’s hypothesis provides an excellent procedure for

prediction of pavement performance, provided that correct failure criteria

(usually strain—load repetition relationships) which truly represent

pavement behavior in the field are used. Otherwise, the added complex

and lengthy computation would not increase the accuracy and reliability

of’ the results.

Much research effort has been devoted to development of failure

criteria for different distress modes. In general, subgrade failure en—
teria were established based on existing design curves or field perform-

ance data, and fatigue failure criteria were established from laboratory

repeated—load tests. In using the subgrade failure criteria, it should

be noted that not all field test pavements from which the design curves

were drawn -were failed exactly in the subgrade soil. In using the fatigue

failure criteria, it should be noted that failure defined in the labora-

tory is not always compatible with failure defined for the in—service

pavement. To the author’s knowledge, no research effort done has been

directed toward correlation of laboratory—determined failure criteria

and in—service pavement life (i.e., repet itions to failure for a given
strain level). Brown and Pell

2 
suggested that in—service pavement life

is of the order of twenty times the life of a test specimen in the labora-

tory. Witczak3 analyzed pavements from the Baltimore—Washington

International Airport and compared damage between Kingham and Monismith

criteria. He found that completely different patterns exist in the rela.-
tionship between damage and bituminous concrete modulus (see Figure 15a
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of Reference 3). Monismith criteria were established based on laboratory

repeated—load tests, and Kingham criteria were derived from AASHTO road

test data based on ftnctional failure conditions (terminal serviceability

level). The obvious disparity between the results computed using dif-

ferent failure criteria strongly suggests the urgent need of research

to verify, by means of field performance studies , the applicability of

failure criteria developed from laboratory results.

The results of this study have shown that (a) there are many dif-

ferent types of testing equipment and procedures to quantitatively measure

the resilient and rutting properties of pavement materials, and (b) these

properties in turn vary considerably with testing procedure and equipment.

Some of the main variables which affect the results are sample size , load

frequency, rest period , and temperature. It is the author ’s opinion that

to develop a universally acceptable mathematical model for predicting

pavement response to loads, standardized universally accepted testing

procedures to measure material constants must first be developed. and

practiced . Research effort with high priority should be initiated in

this area.

7.2 SPECIFIC

7.2.1 BITUMINOUS MIXTURES

Extensive research effort hes been made investigating the

rheological and fatigue properties of bituminous mixtures. A bituminous

• mixture is thermoviscoelastic in nature; its response to load is dependent

upon rate of loading and temperature. Pure bitumen exhibits basically

linear engineering behavior , but starts to exhibit nonlinear load—

deformation characteristics as aggregate is added to the mix. It is

the author ’s opinion that there is no need to conduct any further exten-

sive laboratory fatigue tests on bituminous concrete. Future research

should emphasize the verification of laboratory results and theoretical

analysis by means of field performance data. The results of this study

have demonstrated that the fatigue response is considerably variable

(e.g., see Figure 2.22). To have a reasonable and reliable fatigue
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design subsystem, this variable should be incorporated into the

subsystem. Therefore, a research effort is needed. to develop a prob-

abilistic fatigue design subsystem.

The prediction of permanent deformation of bituminous concrete is

at its infant stage. However , controversial concepts and different re-

sults have already been presented by different agencies. Evidently, the

layered elastic analysis incorporated with laboratory repeated—load

tests presents certain difficulty in predicting permanent deformations.

A different approach should therefore be attempted, such as the theory

of nonlinear viscoelasticity.

7.2.2 PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE

The state of the art for PCC is more advanced. than that for mate-

rials used in flexible pavements. If it is desired to predict pavement

performance utilizing cumulative damage theory based on Miner’s cumula-

tive damage theory, some research effort should be devoted to revalidatirig

the existing fatigue curves and possibly improving them. Research effort

can also be devoted. to further evaluate the values of modulus and
Poisson’s ratio of PCC which are input into the mechanistic model to

compute the flexural stress in the concrete slab. The modulus of

cracked section can also be investigated .

7.2.3 GRANULAR MATERIALS

Based upon the extensive studies presented in this report , it is

the opinion of the author that there is no need to conduct any further

extensive laboratory tests studying the basic elastic and plastic prop-

erties of untreated granular materials in relation to variables such as

loadings, moisture, percentage of fines, and others, because an abundance

of such information Is available. Recent research effort has been concen-

trated on developing stress—strain relations in connection with the use

of mechanistic models to compute pavement response to loadings. Results

presented by many researchers have demonstrated that the concept of

stress—dependent modulus developed at the University of California at

Berkeley is workable. The stresses and displacements computed by means
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of stress—dependent modul i were much closer to the measured values than

those computed by means of stress—independent moduli.

When the layered elastic program is used. to compute stresses and

displacements in a pavement structure , tensil e radial stresses exist at

the bottom layers of the granular materials. Comparisons between com-

puted and measured values h ave indicated that the presence of tensile

stress does not seem to affect the accuracy of the computed vertical

stresses and. displacements , but they posed a serious problem in the use

of laboratory repeated—load test data to compute permanent deformations

in the pavement . The problem lies in the fact that compressive confining

pressures are always used during the test to prevent the specimen from

collapsing under the load applications. tn other words , untreated

granular materials cannot resist tensile stresses but the computer

program predicts that tensile stresses occur at the bottom of’ granular

layers. It can be concluded that (a) the states of stress existing in

the granular layers under aircraft loadings are extremely complicated

and cannot be simply described by constant values of vertical compressive

stress a
~ 

and horizontal stress 03 which are computed by the layered

elastic program ; and (b )  the response of the graflular materials to the

repeated applications of aircraft loads cannot be correctly simulated

by the laboratory repeated—load triaxial tests.

It is the author ’s opinion that extensive research effort should

be directed toward development of a procedure which can predict permanent

deformation in the untreated granular layers. A comput er program should

be developed which can correctly describe the states of stress existing

in the granular layers under aircraft loadings , and a laboratory test
procedure should be developed which can correctly simulate the response

of the granular materials to aircraft loadings which are repetitive in

nature and wander across the pavement .

• 7. 2.~ SOIL STABILIZATION

Information on basic engineering properties of stabilized soil

is abundant. Shrinkage cracking has always been a problem in cement—

treated materials since it induces cracking in overlying layers. Research

shoul d be conducted to develop additives to reduce such cracking without
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severely reducing the strength of the mixture. Considerable research ef-

fort should also be focused upon the study of resilient properties of

soil—cement and bituminous—stabilized soils subjected to aIrcraft

loadings. Because of the susceptibility of cement—treated materials

to cracking, some engineers assume that cement—treated materials cannot

resist tensile stress and. a modulus comparable to that of an untreated.

granular material is used. in the analysis. It is felt that more verifi-

cation of such an approach is warranted because modulus of a soil—cement

specimen measured. in the laboratory is different from that of untreated

granular material.

Research in fatigue behavior of stabilized soil is practically

nonexistent. Since soil—cement is mostly placed in upper layers sub-

jected to high stresses from moving aircraft loads, research is needed

to assess the fatigue behavior of this material and the influence of

mix variables upon its fatigue life .

7 .2 .5  FINE—GRAINED SOILS

Based on the extensive studies presented by many researchers, it

is the author ’s opinion that there is no need to conduct any further

extensive laboratory tests to evaluate the basic engineering properties

of fine—grained soils. Pioneer works conducted at MIT, the University

of California at Berkeley, WES , and many other institutions have

thoroughly investigated the strength characteristics of fine—grained

soil in relation to variables such as compaction effort , moisture content ,

and load frequency. Recent investigations on resilient properties of

fine—grained soils have indicated that the resilient modulus can be

related to moisture content or suction capability. Very little research

has been done investigating the characteristic s of permanent deformation

in fine—grained soils and there is much need for research in this area.

Since the question arose that limiting subgrade vertical strain does not

guarantee the control of permanent deformation in subgrade soil, research

effort should be focused upon this area to search for a better solution.

Miner ’s cumulative damage theory ~n fatigue has been used success-

fully in studying the fatigue property of bituminous concrete materials. 
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Witczak did the pioneer work in establishing a failure criterion for

subgrade soil based on Corps of Engineers ’ field test data. He then

developed the design criteria for full—depth bitumi nous concrete airfield
pavement s using Miner ’s cumulative damage theory . It is the opinion of
the author that it is acceptable to apply Miner’s damage theory In fatigue

to subgrade soil, which is generally failed by shear deforu~tion. How—

ever, a minimal amount of research effort should be devoted to either

confirming or invalidating the practice.
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